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Character sheaves 

J .G.M. Mars and T.A. Springer 
Introduction 
These notes on character sheaves are an outgrowth of a seminar at the University of 
Utrecht (in 1985-1987) and lectures by one of us in Paris (in June 1987). The aim of the 
notes is to give an exposition of some of the main ideas of Lusztig's theory of character 
sheaves (contained in the five papers cited as [CS] in the references). His aim is to give 
a geometric theory of "characters'' of a connected reductive algebraic group G over an 
arbitrary algebraically closed field k. 
The "characters" in question are the character sheaves. They are certain perverse sheaves 
on G. We have to assume familiarity with these objects (treated at length in [BBD]). 
In no.l some basic facts and auxiliary results about perverse sheaves are discussed very 
briefly. 
In no.2 we introduce certain local systems on an algebraic torus T (up to a dimension shift 
these are the character sheaves onT). If X is the character group of T, the isomorphism 
classes of such local systems can be identified with the elements of X = X ® Q/X with 
denominator prime to the characteristic exponent of the underlying field. If T is a maximal 
torus in a reductive group G, the Weyl group W of (G, T) operates on X. If £ 6 X denote 
by Wç the isotropy group of £ in W. 
No.3 contains a number of auxiliary algebraic results, for example about the groups W^. 
We have found it useful to introduce a generalized Hecke algebra K = /Co, associated to a 
W-orbit 0 in X and a set of generators S of the Coxeter group W. It is an algebra over 
the ring of Laurent polynomials 7.[t,t 1], with a basis {^^w)^eo,weW' 
The multiplication rules generalize those for the usual Hecke algebra of (W,S), which one 
recovers if £ = {0} (see 3.3.1 for these formulas). The with fixed £ and w£ = £ span a 
subalgebra of K which is isomorphic to the Hecke algebra of groups like Wç introduced 
in [CS, no.6]. We establish in no.3 some basic properties of the algebras K and introduce 
their Kazhdan-Lusztig elements cçiW. 
In no.4 we deal with material contained in Lusztig's book [LI], which is needed in the 
theory of character sheaves. Let J ? be a Borel subgroup of G containing the maximal torus 
T. The double coset BwB(w G W) is isomorphic as a variety to the product of T and 
an affine space. The local system on T parametrized by £ G X gives, by an appropriate 
pull-back, a local system on Gw. This defines an irreducible perverse sheaf AçtW on 
G (the "perverse extension" of £̂ >tI>, or the intersection cohomology complex defined by 
£f|W), whose support is contained in the closure Gw. There is a connection between AçtW 
and the Kazhdan-Lusztig elements cçtW of an algebra K. We also describe, after [LI, Ch.l], 
the cohomology sheaves of the perverse sheaves AçtW. We have found it convenient to work 
with G (and not with G/B, as in [loc.cit]). For example, we can then exploit equivariance 
properties of left- and right translations by B. 
The character sheaves are introduced in no.5. If A^tV) is as before with w£ = £ one con
structs a complex of sheaves CçtW on G, obtained by "making AçtW equivariant for conju
gation" . It turns out that CçtV) is a direct sum of shifted irreducible perverse sheaves. The 
irreducible perverse sheaves thus obtained (for varying w and £) are the character sheaves 
on G. (The definition given in no.5 of character sheaves is not the one of [CS, no.2], but is 
equivalent to it by [loc.cit., 12.7]). We discuss in no.5 some basic properties of character 
sheaves. Important for the sequel is the construction (implicit in [CS, no.6]) of a general-
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ized trace function r on an algebra K (i.e. a linear map satisfying T(UV) = r(vu), u, v e K), 
with values in the Grothendieck group of character sheaves with Laurent polynomial co
efficients (see 5.1.7). In no.5 we also discuss briefly the example G = SLni with C^tV) such 
that w is a Coxeter element. 
There is a machinery of parabolic induction and restriction for character sheaves. Much of 
the later sections is taken up with the discussion of these operations and their properties. 
In no.6 parabolic restriction is introduced, for conjugation equivariant perverse sheaves, 
as well as the important notion of a cuspidal perverse sheaf. This notion was introduced 
by Lusztig in [L2]. We review the results of that paper which we need. This included the 
precise description of irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaves (6.3.1). We also introduce, as 
in [L2], a stratification of G. Parabolic induction is introduced in no.7. Induction of an 
irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on a Levi group produces a direct sum of irreducible 
perverse sheaves on G. These are called admissible perverse sheaves. They are discussed 
in no.8. As a matter of fact, Lusztig has shown (under some mild assumptions) that the 
admissible perverse sheaves coincide with the character sheaves, as a consequence of results 
which we do not discuss here (see [CS, 17.8.5]). It is shown that the restrictions of the 
cohomology sheaves of an admissible perverse sheaf to the strata of the stratification men
tioned before are locally constant. This is a consequence of results about the restriction 
of induced perverse sheaves to the centralizer of a semi-simple element (8.2). 
Restriction and induction of character sheaves are taken up in no.9 and no. 10. The basic 
result for restriction, discussed in 9.2, is the description of the restrictions of the perverse 
sheaves Ĉ >w. The proof given in [CS, nos.3,6] is not easy to follow. We hope that our ap
proach, using the algebra K, is more accessible. As a consequence of this result it follows 
that parabolic restriction carries a character sheaf to a direct sum of character sheaves. 
A similar result holds for induction. One can then develop formal properties of charac
ter sheaves which are quite similar to properties familiar in the character theory of finite 
groups of Lie type. 
No. 11 discusses the further analysis of character sheaves. Here material about Hecke alge
bras is needed (reviewed in 11.1 and 11.5, see also [Cu]). The function T mentioned before 
induces a generalized trace on the Hecke algebras which is a linear combination with 
coefficients in the field of rational functions E(t) (E being the coefficient field for cohomol
ogy), of trace functions defined by the irreducible representations of One of the main 
results (11.2.1) is that under an extra assumption on G, these coefficients are constants 
(this is equivalent to [CS, 14.9]). We review the proof given in [loc.cit., nos. 15,16] that 
one can attach to a character sheaf a two-sided Kazhdan-Lusztig cell in a suitable 
Finally, in no. 12 we state the main results of[CS] (one of which is that the extra assump
tion on G is almost always fulfilled). These results are proved in [CS] via a case by case 
analysis which we did no go into in these notes. Perhaps we can come back to this analysis 
in a sequel. 

It will be clear from the preceeding review of the contents of these notes that we have 
rearranged considerably the presentation of [CS] and that we also have included relevant 
material from [Ll] and [L2]. The proofs given here of the main results are fairly complete 
(of course, modulo results from Lie theory and the theory of perverse sheaves), although 
occasionally we have referred to the literature, if there was a straightforward reference. 
As already mentioned, we did not include proofs of the results of [CS] which involve a case 
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by case analysis. Nor did we discuss in detail the results of [CS, nos. 9,10] about orthogo
nality relations, for example of generalized Green functions. However, the technical results 
needed for these are established. The orthogonality relations in question are discussed in 
[Sh]. There one also finds a review of the results about generalized Green functions of [CS, 
no.24]. 

If is an algebraic closure of a finite field Fq and if G is defined over Fq there is a 
Frobenius morphism F on G, which can act on various objects. In the proofs one often 
uses, after Lusztig, a reduction to this situation, whose special features (like purity) can 
then be exploited. 
We did not discuss the use of character sheaves in the theory of character of finite groups 
of Lie type. There is a description, as yet conjuctural, of the irreducible characters of such 
groups in terms of character sheaves (see [LI, p.348]). We want to mention in passing that 
our approach to character sheaves, starting with the perverse sheaves A^tW has a counter
part in the situation treated in [LI]. We hope to come back to this at another occasion. 

If k = C one can attack to any perverse sheaf on G a regular holonomic P-module. 
The P-modules defined by character sheaves can be characterised by properties of their 
characteristic varieties (see [G] or [MV]). Ginzburg [G] also characterizes character sheaves 
by an admissibility property 6f their P-modules. This can be used to give new proofs of 
several results of [CS] (over C). We did not go into these matters in our notes. 
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1 Perverse sheaves 
In this section we review some basic facts about perverse sheaves, and we discuss some 
material to be needed later. For the theory of perverse sheaves see [BBD]. 
Let k be an algebraically closed field. We consider algebraic varieties over k. 

1.1 Derived category 
1.1.1. Let X be an algebraic variety over k. We deal with sheaves of vector spaces on X 
over a coefficient field E, and complexes of such sheaves. There are two cases: 
(a) l-adic sheaves, where £ is a prime number different from the characteristic of k. Then 
E is an extension of Q* (for example an algebraic closure Q*), 
(b) k = C, we consider sheaves on X for the classical topology. Now E can be any field 
(for example Q). 
We denote by DX the bounded derived category of constructive sheaves (of 2£-vector 
spaces) on X. For the definition in case (a) (which requires some care) see [D, p.148-149]. 
If if is a complex in DX we denote by H*K or H*(K) its ith cohomology sheaf, which is 
a constructive sheaf on X, by H*(X,K) the ith hypercohomology group and by DK the 
Verdier dual. 
1.1.2. If / : X —• y is a morphism of algebraic varieties we have functors between the 
derived categories DX and DY. As in [BBD, p. 17] we denote them by / • , / * , / i , / ' (and 
not by IE/.,...). 
Let U be an open subset of the algebraic variety X with complement F and denote by 
j : U X, t : F X the inclusion maps. If K € DX there is a canonical distinguished 
triangle WK,K,u?K) in DX. 

1.2 Perverse sheaves 
1.2.1. Let DX-° be the full subcategory of DX whose objects K satisfy dim supp HX(K) < 
-x for all integers t and put DX*° = D{DX*°). 
Let MX be the full subcategory of DX whose objects are in DX-° fl PX-°. The objects 
of MX are the perverse sheaves on X. MX is an abelian category in which all objects have 
finite length [BBD, p.112]. 
1.2.2. The inclusion of DX^° (resp. DX*°) in DX has a right adjoint r<0 (resp a left 
adjoint r>0) and the functors r>0r<0, T<0T>0 are canonically isomorphic. If K € DX, the 
complex r>or<0 K is a perverse sheaf PH°K. 
We define a functor PH{ : DX MX by *K{K = *H°{K[i\), the square brackets 
denoting dimension shift. If (K, L,M) is a distinguished triangle in DX we have a long 
exact sequence in MX 

... 'H*K piTL "H'M -> pHi+1K -* ... 

Also, if K e DX then ^WK = 0 if |t| is large. See [BBD, no.I] for these facts. 
A complex K G DX is said to be split if K is isomorphic in DX to the direct sum 
©«• pHxK[—i] and to be semi-simple if it is split and all PH%K are semi-simple objects in 
MX. A constituent of the semi-simple complex K is an irreducible constituent of some 
pHlK, in the abelian category MX. 
1.2.3. Irreducible perverse sheaves. Let U be a locally closed, smooth, irreducible 
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subvariety of X of dimension d and let £ be an irreducible local system on U. There exists 
a unique irreducible perverse sheaf I = J(Ï7, £) on X whose support is the closure Û and 
whose restriction to U is C[d] (see [BBD, p.112]). Any irreducible perverse sheaf on X can 
be obtained in this manner. 
We call J the perverse extension to X of the local system £. The intersection cohomology 
complex of Deligne-Goresky-MacPherson is I[—d\. We shall need only local systems C with 
finite monodromy, i.e. such that there is an étale covering U1 —> U such that the inverse 
image of £ on U1 is trivial. 
We notice that DI(Û, £) = I(U, £v), where £v is the dual local system. 
Perverse extensions I(Û9 £) exist for any local system £ on U, not necessarily irreducible. 
Such a complex J is characterized by the following support conditions 

dim supp H* (A) < —i 
dim supp H% {DA) < —t, 

if i > —dim U. Moreover, A \u= £[dim U] and 

H4(A) = 0 for s < - dim U. 

We say that a perverse sheaf K is even if H%(K) = 0 if t £ dim supp K (mod. 2). 
1.2.4. Examples. 
(a) Let X be a flag variety associated to a semi-simple linear algebraic group over k. If U 
is a Bruhat cell in X and £ the constant sheaf E, the corresponding perverse extension I 
is even. We shall discuss a more general result below (4.1). 
(b) Let X be a smooth irreducible variety of dimension d and let Di,...,Dr be smooth 
divisors with normal crossings in X. Let £ be a one dimensional local system on X— U JD,-, 

t=i 
coming from a representation of the fundamental group of X— U A* which factors through 
a finite quotient of order prime to char k. Then HtI(Xi £) = 0 if i ^ — dimX. 
In fact, If J is the set of i 6 [l,r] such that the local monodromy of £ around Di is 
non-trivial and U = X — U A then C can be extended to a local system L on U. The 
restriction of I(X, Z) to U is L[d\ and the restriction of I(X, £) to X — U is zero. 
These facts can be proved using the explicit construction of I(X, C) given in [BBD, p.112]. 
It reduces, essentially, the proof to the case that dim X = 1. 

We next establish a lemma which is needed later. 
1.2.5. Lemma. Let K and L be two perverse sheaves on X. 
(i) Hi{X, K <g> L) = 0 for % > 0; 
(ii) If K and L are irreducible then H^(X, K ® L) — 0 if and only if K is not isomorphic 
to DL. 
Here H\ denotes hypercohomology with proper support. We sketch the proof given in [CS, 
7.4]. 
There is a spectral sequence converging to He{X, K ® L) with 2?2- term given by 

É> =Hi9{X9H*{KQL)). 

Prom the definition of perverse sheaves it follows that 

dim supp#''(# (8) L) < 
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whence Ex23 = 0 if 11 + j > 0, and (i) follows. 
Now let K and L be irreducible and put d = dim supp K. Then we see that E%2~% = 0 
unless supp K = supp L, % = 2d. We then have 

Eu,-2d = ffU^H'^K) ® #~d(£)). 

Let U be a smooth open subset of suppX such that the restrictions of H~dK resp. H~dL 
to U are local systems t resp. Al. Then 

E22d'-u = H2ED(U,C®M). 

By Poincaré duality this is zero if and only if H°(U, (£ ® X)v) = 0, i.e. if and only if 
£ ® M is non-constant. The assertion (ii) follows. 
1.2.6. Let / : X —• y be a morphism of algebraic varieties. We then have the four functors 
between DX and Py of 1.1.2. As in [BBD, p.36] we say that such a functor is t-exact if 
it carries DX^° to DY^° and DX*° to DY*° or similarly with X and y interchanged, as 
the case may be. We note the following facts: 
(a) If / is finite then f\ = /* is t-exact and if / is étale then fl = /* is t-exact ([BBD, 
p.69]); 
(b) If / is smooth with connected fibers of dimension d then / ' = f*[2d] and f*[d] induces 
a fully faithful functor of MY onto a subcategory of MX which is stable under taking 
subquotients ([BBD, p.108- 110]). 

1.3 Finite ground fields 

Assume that k is an algebraic closure of the finite field Fq of characteristic p . 
1.3.1. Let X be an algebraic variety which is defined over Fq. We use the convention of 
[BBD, p. 122], so we view X as being obtained by extension of scalare from a scheme X0 
over Fq. We have a Frobenius morphism F : X —• X (raising coordinates to the qth power). 
The fixed points set of Fn is the set X(F^» ) of points of X rational over Fgn. 
If So is a sheaf of IE-vector spaces on Xo and S the sheaf on X which it defines we have a 
canonical isomorphism (p : F*S-Z+S. 
Recall that So (or S) is said to be punctually pure of weight w if for each x G X(F,») all 
complex absolute values of all eigenvalues of <pn in the stalk Sz are q*wn and that S0 (or S) 
is mixed of weight < w if S0 has a finite filtration whose successive quotients are pure of 
weight < w. Moreover, a complex K0 in DX0 (or the corresponding complex K in DX) is 
mixed if the cohomology sheaves H%KQ are mixed, it is (mixed) of weight < w if the H%KQ 
have weight < w + i. Such a complex KQ is of weight > w if DKQ is of weight < — w. The 
complex KQ is pure of weight w if it is of weight < w and > w. 
1.3.2. With the previous notations, we have the following results about purity (see [BBD, 
pp.136, 138, 142]): 
(a) An irreducible mixed perverse sheaf is pure; 
(b) A mixed complex K0 is pure of weight w if and only if each perverse sheaf PH%K0 is 
pure of weight w + t; 
(c) If KQ is a pure complex then K is semi- simple. 
From these purity results one deduces the following theorem, which holds for algebraic 
varieties over an arbitrary algebraically closed field k (see [BBD, p.163]). 
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(d) (Decomposition theorem) Let f : X —• Y be a proper morphism of algebraic varieties. 
If K G DX is a semi-simple complex of geometric origin then so is f*K. 
For the notion of perverse sheaves of geometric origin see [BBD, p. 162- 163]. We shall 
only encounter perverse sheaves of this kind. 
The proof of the decomposition theorem uses a "reduction of characteristic 0 to charac
teristic p", explained in [BBD, no.6]. We shall have to use that reduction procedure. We 
shall then need the following lemma. 
1.3.3. Let / : X —• Y be a morphism of varieties over Fq. Assume that X is a disjoint 
union of finitely many locally closed subvarieties Xa(a G A) and that there is a function 
c : A —• N such that the closure Xa is contained in Xa U (J Xj, for any a G A Denote 

by fa the restriction of / to X0. 
Lemma. Let K be a mixed complex in DX. Let Ka be its restriction to Xa. Assume that 
all complexes (fa)]Ka are pure of weight 0. Then f\K is isomorphic in DY to $A{fa)\Ka' 
Put Zh = U Xa> then Zk is closed in X. Let t\ (resp. j \ ) denote the inclusion Zh —> X 

(resp. Zh — Zh-i —• X). We have a distinguished triangle 

XKA*) = YX-l)iTr{<p.,Hi(K).). 

in DX, whence a distinguished triangle 

XKA*) = YX-l)iTr{<p.,Hi(K).). 

in DY. As Zh — Zh-i is the disjoint union of the Xa with c(a) = h, we have 

l*(/,(ù_1)Itl_1Jir) 
c(o)=A 

l*(/,(ù_1)Itl_1J 

We have a long exact sequence in MY (see 1.2.2) : 

XKA*) = YX-l)iTr{<p.,Hi(K).). XKA*) = YX-l)iTr{<p.,Hi(K).). l*(/,(ù_1)Itl_1Jir) 

khjkhk 
Jy+1((/a)|/ira) 

Notice that /i(*'fc)i»J.K' = /|iif if /i is large and = 0 if —h is large. Under the assumptions of 
the lemma © pJ3rJ((/a)jifa) is pure of weight j . By induction on h one deduces, using 

c(a)=h 
the exact sequence, that pH'(f\(ih)\ihK) is pure of weight j . In particular, f\K is pure of 
weight 0 (see property (b) in 1.3.2). It also follows that the maps 6 of the exact sequence 
are zero so we get a family of short exact sequences. Since f\K is semi-simple (property (c) 
of 1.3.2) we conclude from the short exact sequences that f\K has the asserted property. 
1.3.4. Characteristic functions. 
Let X be as in 1.3.1, let K G DX and assume given an isomorphism <p : F*K-^K. We 
define the characteristic function 

XK,V : X(FT) E 

by 
XKA*) = YX-l)iTr{<p.,Hi(K).). 
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More generally, we can define XK>» - X(Fqn) —> E. One can show that if K is a semi-simple 
perverse sheaf the family of functions (XK>n)n>i determines K up to isomorphism. 
If necessary we write x*> — XKW 
1.3.5. In the situation of this section one has to take into account Tate twists, in construc
tions with perverse sheaves where weights are involved. 

1.4 Equivariance 
In this section X denotes an algebraic variety and G a connected algebraic group which 
acts on X. Let a : G x X —• X be the action morphism. It is a morphism whose fibers are 
all isomorphic to G. 
1.4.1. Definition. A perverse sheaf K G DX is G-equivariant if the perverse sheaves 
a* If [dim G] and E EJ K [dim G] are isomorphic in MGXX-
Notice that by 1.2.6 (b), a*[dimG] sends perverse sheaves to perverse sheaves. We denote 
by S the exterior tensor product of complexes. We say that a split complex K G DX 
(1.2.2) is G- equivariant if all PH%K are so. 
Remark. One can define a notion of G-equivariance for complexes K G DX, see [MV, 
appendix]. The definition is more complicated. We shall not use it here. 
We list a few properties, which are easy to prove. K G MX is a G-equivariant perverse 
sheaf. 
(a) All sheaves H*K are G-equivariant in the sense of sheaf theory. If G acts trivially on 
X then G acts trivially on the H%K\ 
(b) Any subquotient of K is G-equivariant; 
(c) Let / : X —• Y be a G-equivariant morphism, Y being a second G-variety. Then all 
pHi(f\K) are G-equivariant. If L G MY is G-equivariant then so are the pHi(f*L). 
1.4.2. Lemma. Let f : X -*Y be a locally trivial principal fibre space with group G. Then 
K G MX is G-equivariant if and only if there exists L G MY such that K = /*L[dimG]. 
First assume that X = G x Y is a trivial principal fibre space, / being the projection. Let 
iy = (c,y). If K G MX is equivariant it follows that K is isomorphic to f*i*K, so we may 
take L = i*K[— dimG]. Then L is perverse by 1.2.6 (b). If X is arbitrary one constructs 
L locally and uses a gluing argument (see [BBD, p.65], in [CS, 1.9.3] a somewhat different 
argument is given). 
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2 Kummer local systems on tori 
2.1. Let T be an algebraic torus over k. Its character group is denoted by X. If p is 
the characteristic exponent of k we denote by Z(p) the ring of rational numbers with 
denominator prime to p (so Z(p) = Q if char k = 0). Put 

X = X(T) = Zw ®z X/l <g>z X, 

this is an abelian torsion group without p-torsion. 
We consider local systems on T with coefficients in our fixed field E, which we assume now 
to be sufficiently large, say E = or C. Fix an isomorphism if) of the group p of roots of 
unity in k onto the group of roots of unity of order prime to p in E. 
2.1.1. Definition. A local system £ of rank one on T is Kummer if there is an integer 
n ^ O prime to p such that £9n E (the constant sheaf). 
The set of isomorphism classes of Kummer local systems is an abelian group KT. 
2.1.2. A construction. 
Let m > 0 be an integer prime to p . Consider the mth power isogeny m : T —> T. It is a 
Galois covering whose group is the group mT of elements of T whose order divides m. If 
x 6 X define a character Xz,m of mT by 

X..m(0 =*(*(*)) (' €m T). 

The character lifts to a one dimensional representation of the fundamental group 7Ti(T, e), 
which defines a local system £z>m of rank one on T. The following properties are immediate 
from the definition: 
(i) £nx,mn = £x,m] 
(ii) £z,m = £y,n if and only if my - m G mnX; 
(111) £z>m is trivial if and only if x 6 mX. 
It follows that £z>m depends only on the class £ G X of m"1 ® x (which we write m~lx) 
modulo X. We write Z$ = jCz>m, if necessary we write 
It is clear that ® Ln = -Ĉ +ty (£,*? € X), from which we see that is a Kummer local 
system. 
If m : T —> T is as before we have 

(l) rn*E= ©rn*E= 

Let : T —• V be a homomorphism of tori. The induced map of character groups defines 
a homomorphism <p : X(V) X(T). 
2.1.3. Lemma. For £ G X(T') we have <p*ZtT> = £^,t-
The proof uses that if a local system £ on T1 is defined by the representation p of 7Ti(T", c), 
the local system <p*£ comes from the composite of p and the canonical homomorphism 
* x ( r , c ) e ) . 
2.1.4. Proposition. £e£ £ be a Kummer local system on T. There is a unique { G a such 
that £ ~ £(:. 
Corollary. £ H-* £$ defines an isomorphism X —> KT 
£ is defined by a one dimensional representation p of 7Ti(T,e) whose image lies in the 
group of mth roots of unity, for some m prime to p . Then Ker p defines a Galois covering 
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7r : X T such that the corresponding extension of function fields k(X)/k(T) is cyclic 
of degree dividing TO. By Kummer theory there is x G k(T) such that k(X) = fc(T)(xi). 
Since 7r is unramified, x cannot have zeros or poles in T, if X ^ T. It readily follows that 
x is a character of T. But then the m-isogeny of T factors: 

rn*E= rn*E= 

and it follows that £ is a constituent of m.2£. The proposition follows from (1). 
We record a few easy properties. 
2.1.5. Lemma. Ifi^O then H (T, £{) = He(T, £e) = 0. 
It follows from (1) that 

H'{T,E)*H'{T9E)(& © H'[T,£€), 

and similarly for H'e. The lemma follows. 
2.1.6. Lemma. The dual D£^ is isomorphic to £_^[2dimT], 
Here is viewed as a complex concentrated in dimension zero. 

2.2 Weights of torus actions 
Let Z be an algebraic variety with a T-action a : T x Z -* Z. If £ is a Kummer local 
system on T then £[d] is a perverse sheaf on T, where d = dimT. 
2.2.1. Definition. A perverse sheaf K G .Mi? /ww weight £ for the T-action a if a*K[d] is 
isomorphic to £[d] as perverse sheaves onT x Z. 
If £ is constant this just means that K is T-equivariant in the sense of 1.4. If £ G X is 
such that £ ~ (2.1.4) we also say that K has weight £. 
Let m be an integer prime to p . In the previous situation define a T- action am on Z by 
am(t,z) =tmz(teT,z€Z). 
2.2.2. Lemma. A semi-simple perverse sheaf K on Z is am-equivariant if and only if each 
irreducible constituent Ki of K has a weight & G X, with mf,- = 0. 
The am-equivariance of K means that 

(m x id)*a*K[d] - E[d] B K, 

m : T —• T being as before. To prove the only if-part use that for any irreducible perverse 
sheaf K on T x Z there is an injective morphism of perverse sheaves 

K -> {mxid)*{mxidYK. 

The rest of the proof is easy. 

Now let G be a connected linear algebraic group and (p : G —> T a homomorphism. 
Let a : G x Z -* Z be a. G- action on Z. 
2.2.3. Definition. A perverse sheaf K G MZ has weight £ (relative to a and <p) if 
a*K[dimG] ^ <p*£[dimG] 13 K. 
If £ ^ we also say that K has weight £. 
2.2.4. Lemma. In the previous situation assume that U is a locally closed, smooth, irre
ducible G-stable subvariety of Z. Let £ be a local system on U such that the perverse sheaf 
£ [dim 17] on U has weight £ G X. Then the perverse extension I(U,£) has weight £. 
The notation is as in 1.2.3. The proof of the lemma is straightforward. In the situation of 
the lemma we shall say that £ has weight £. 
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2.3 Finite ground fields 
Assume that k is an algebraic closure of the finite field Fq and that T is defined over Fq. 
Let F be the Frobenius morphism of T (1.3.1). The fixed point set TF of F in T is the 
group T(Fq) of Fg-rational points. 
F operates on the group KT of Kummer local systems (via F*), as well as on X and X. 
2.3.1. Proposition. The fixed point group (KT)F is canonically isomorphic to the char
acter group Horn (TF,E*) ofTF. 
By 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 we have that (KT)F is isomorphic to the fixed point group XF. Using 
that F has no fixed points on X we see that XF ~ X/(F — 1)X. The latter group is 
well-known to be isomorphic to Horn (TF,E*) (the isomorphism comes from the homo-
morphisms 

TF x X - /x -4 E\ 
the first one being induced by the pairing T x X —> k*). 

The elements of (KT)F are represented by the with F£ = £. These come from a sheaf 
on the scheme T0 over Fq (see 1.3.1). There is a canonical isomorphism <p : F*£^ ~ 
2.3.2. Lemma. Let £ G XF,m£ = 0. If a G T(Fq) then <p acts on the stalk [£t)a by scalar 
multiplication with an mth root of unity e(£). We have e(—£) = e(£)-1. 
Let £^ = £*,m» as in 2.1.2. We can view (m*E)a as the vector space of jfc7-valued functions 
on S = {s G T | 5m = a}. The group mT and F act on it. Fix s0 G 5 , then 5 = mT.50. 
Define / G (£*)a to be the function S -+ E with /(*s0) = ^(t))-1 (* GM T). If *0 €m T 
is defined by .Fso = Mo then for t GM T 

(<pf)(ts0) = f(F(ts0)) = f(F(t)t0s0) = ^(x(F(t)to))-1 = ^(Wo))-1. 

It follows that = ^(x(^o))-1/> which proves the first statement. The last point is easy. 
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3 Some algebraic tools 
We shall have to deal with Kummer local systems on a maximal torus in a reductive group. 
In this situation we require some algebraic tools, to be discussed in the present section. 

3.1 Tori in reductive groups 
3.1.1. Assume that G is a connected reductive linear algebraic group over k. We assume 
that the torus T of the previous section is a maximal torus of G. 
Denote by R the root system of (G, T) and by W = NGT/T the Weyl group, NGT being 
the normalizer of T in G. Then W acts on T, X and X. 
Let £ be a Kummer local system on T. Put 

W'c = {w eW \ w*Z ^ £}. 

If Z = (£ G X) then by 2.1.3 we have w*C^ = £WH€ whence 

W'Ci = {w €W \ w£ = £}. 

We also write W\ for this group. If = £x,m (2.1.2) then 

(1) ^ = {w G W | u;x - x G mX}. 

Let y be the dual of the character group and <,> the pairing X xY —• Z. I f a G i E 
denote by sa G W the corresponding reflection. So for x £ -X" 

«aX = X - < X,«V > ct, 

where av is the coroot defined by a. 
With the previous notations, put 

Rc = R€ = {a e R |< x, av >G mZ} 

and let = W$ be the subgroup of generated by the sa with a E R^. If ^ ^ it is 
a root system (in a suitable vector space), with Weyl group W$. We recall the following 
known lemma. 
3.1.2. Lemma. If G has connected center then W'^ = W(, for all £ G X. 
If £ = m_1x + X, as before, it follows from (l) that the stabilizer of m-1x G R ® X in the 
semi-direct product W x X is isomorphic to W^. Let Q be the subgroup of X generated 
by IE. If the center of G is connected then Q is a direct summand of X. It follows that 
then W't is the stabilizer of an element of R ® Q in the affine Weyl group W K Q. It is 
well-known that such a stabilizer is a reflection group (see [St2, p.10]). This implies the 
lemma. 
Notice that 3.1.2 implies that 

(2) Wt = {w G W | wx - x G mQ}. 

It is clear that if a G then sa G W .̂ The converse is not always true, but does hold if 

3.1.3. Lemma. If w e W'^ then »s equivariant for the action of T on itself given by 
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(t,u) r^w^t j t t {t,u e T). 
This is consequence of 2.1.3. 
Let Z = Zq be the center of G. The T-action of the previous lemma induces an action of Z 
of associated to the trivial map of T. Let = £x,m be as in 2.1.2. Then m~l(wx — x) 
is a character y of T and one sees that the Z-action is induced from an action of the finite 
group Z/Z° (Z° denoting the identity component), given by multiplication in the stalks 
by fp(y(z))i for z € Z. Notice that y(z) = 1 if z G Z°. Also notice that by (2) we have 
y(z) = 1 if w G W$. We have thus attached to w G W1^ a homomorphism of Z/Z° into E*. 
3.1.4. Lemma. This defines a homomorphism W'^ —> Horn (Z/Z°,E*) whose kernel is 
W^. In particular, WJW^ is isomorphic to a subgroup of Horn (Z/Z°,E*). 
We skip the proof of this well-known fact. See [CS, 11.1], or [St 2, no.9] (where closely 
related results are established). 

3.2 The groups 
The results which follow are based on those of [CS, no.5]. The notations are as before. 
3.2.1. Let R+ be a system of positive roots of the root system R of 3.1.1. We denote 
by D the corresponding basis of R and by S the generating set of reflections (sa)a€D. Fix 
£ G X. Then R% = R+C\R^ is a system of positive roots in R$ and , 5$ have the obvious 
meanings. (Notice that these are not necessarily subsets of D resp. S.) 
We denote by the length functions on W resp. W$ defined by S resp. 5$ and by <, <^ 
the corresponding Bruhat orders. 
3.2.2. Lemma. Each coset wW$ contains a unique element w* of minimal lenght charac
terized, by w*R£ C R+. 
The easy proof is omitted. 
Let W% be the set of minimal elements of the lemma. We can then write any w G W 
uniquely in the form w = w*wu with w* G w\ G W$. We then put l^(w) = l^(wi). 
Notice that t^(w) equals the number of a G R% with wet G —R+. 
Let s = (« i , . . . ,sr) be a sequence of elements in S U {c } . If st- ^ e write st- = where 
on G D. For i = 1, . . . , r put 

U = Sr... Si+iSiSi+i . . . 5r, 

and let 
I. = {ie[l,r]\tt€W(-{e}}, 

w = tu(s) = Si . . . sr. 
3.2.3. it(w) <| Jg |, wftA equality if t(w) = i(si) + . . . + i(sr). 
If a G jR̂ " and G —i2+ then there is i G [l,r] such that st- ^ e and a = sr.. .5t+iat 
(compare with [B, p.14]), and then U G W$. This gives the asserted inequality, since t^(w) 
equals the number of such roots ct. If l(w) — t(si) + . . . + i(sr) the t{ ^ e are all distinct 
[loc.cit], which implies the last point. 
Let m be the largest number in Jg (assuming Jg ^ <j>). 
3.2.4. Lemma. tm G 5$. 
An equivalent statement is : there is only one a G with tma G — Assume a has 
this property. So sr... 5m+i«m«m+i • • • 5r« € - # + . If stst+1... sra G - £ + for some i > m 
we can find such an % with . . . srct = a,- (take the largest), whence U G ^ , a contra
diction. 
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If 5m5m+i...srct G R+ there is t > m such that Si...sm+ismsm+i...sra = a,-+i. Then 
tma = —sr...5t+2o«+i £ — Rt a11̂  we get the contradiction ti+i G W^. It follows that we 
must have sm+i... srct = am and a is unique. 

If J C [l,r] is a subset such that s,- ^ e for all i 6 J denote by Sj the sequence ob
tained from s by replacing by c all s,- with t G J . Write / = IB. Write w = w*wu as before. 
3.2.5. Lemma, w* = w(sj). 
We prove this by induction on | J |, the statement being true for / = </> by 3.2.3. If I ^ </> 
let m be as in the previous lemma and put s' = S{M}, J = /.». Then wtm = IO(S') and 
| J \<\ I | . We have tu* = {wtm)* = u;(s')* = u>(sj), by induction. Since Sj = s7 the 
assertion follows. 

One now constructs the decomposition w = w*wi in the following manner. Write tm = 
<r(s). Let I = (mi,... ,ma), where the mt- are increasing (so ma = m as in 3.2.4). Write 
Ji = (mt+i,..., ma) and define a,- G 5$ by a,- = <r(sjt.) 
3.2.6. Proposition. 
(i) w = w*wi with w* = w(sj),Wi = G\...cra; 
(ii) J/£(u>) = + ...-+- £(sr) Men tdw) = a-
The first point follows from 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 and the second one from 3.2.3. 
Corollary. t(w) = i(w*) + tt(w) (mod 2). 
The next result is another consequence of the preceding lemmas. 
3.2.7. Proposition. LetseS,w€ W. 
(i) If w~xsw & W$ then t^(sw) — l^(w) and (sw)* = sw* ; 
(ii) If w~xsw G W$ and sw > w then (sw)* = w* and l^(sw) = £>t(w) + 1. 
Moreover (w*)~xsw* G S^. 
To prove (i) we may assume that sw > w. Let s = (51,...,5r) be a reduced decomposition 
of w. Then s' = (s,si , . . . ,sr) is one of sw. If w~xsw & W$ then (with the previous 
notations) | JB |=| 78' | and the first part of (i) follows from 3.2.3. The second part follows 
by applying 3.2.5. The proof of (ii) is quite similar. 
3.2.8. Lemma. Let 8 be as before. If w(s) G and J C Jg then w(sj)eW^. 
It suffices to consider the case that J has one element. If J = (mi , . . . , ma) as before then 
J = {mi} and 

w(sj) = w(s)tm. G w(s)W^ 

whence the lemma. 

3.3 Hecke algebras 

We shall now introduce an algebra which generalizes the Hecke algebra of W. 
Let 0 be a W-orbit in X. Denote by K = K0 the free Z[t,*-1] -module on 0 x W, with 
canonical basis ĉ |tw (£ G 0,w G W). 
3.3.1. Theorem. There exists a unique structure o/Zf*,*"1]- algebra on K such that for 
i,n,eO,x,y ew.se s 
(a) ecxe„tV = 0 if £ ^ yn, 

evn,*er,,v = e«,»v if W > y or 5 £ 
= ( r - ljc^y + if sy <y and s G Wyi7, 

(c) c = £¿£0 e^e is the identity element. 
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Moreover we have 

(d) e,£>xe£. = ec X8 if x, s > x or 5 4. We. 
= (t2 - l)ectX +t ei%X8 if xs < x and s G W^. 

(e) evn>xê y = e„,xy if l(xy) = t(x) + £(y). 
Notice that if £ = 0 the algebra K is just a Hecke algebra of the Weyl group W (see for 
example [B, p.55]). The proof of the theorem, which we indicate below, can be given along 
the lines sketched in [loc.cit]. 
Introduce endomorphisms Pc8 and Qc8 (£ G 0 ,s G S) of the module K denned by 

such that for A € = 0 if £ ^ yi?, 
-fy»7,#(ci7,y) = 4,,* if sy > y OIS $ Wm, 

= (t2 - l)e,,fy + t2ent8y if sy < y and 5 G Wyn 

and 
Qe,*Kv) = o if £ ^ ^ , 
Q*nAen,v) = e'n,V* if y5 > y Or 5 ^ W,,,, 

= (t2 - l)e8rlty + t2e8rjiV8 if ys <y and 5 G W8rl. 
One checks that for £,77 G 0, s,£ G 5 
(3) = QnfiPz,* 

(this uses the following fact : if x G W and sx > x,x£ > x resp. sx < x,xt < x and 
£(sx£) = £(x) then sx = xt). Let x G W and let s = (su..., sr) be a reduced decomposition 
of x, where s,- G £. Then 

^.s - Ла...«ге,«1 • • • Р*,*г(е) = ^.s - Ла...«ге,«1 • • • Р*,*г(е) = 
= eitX if r? = £, 

and 
^.s - Ла...«ге,«1 • • • Р*,*г(е) = = 0 if п ф xi 

= eiiZ if я = x£. 
Putting e = J2zeo e£,e we have 

(4) ^.s - Ла...«ге,«1 • • • Р*,*г(е) = Ql,Br • • • Q*a...«a€,*i(€)-

We may now define for r = l(x) > 0 

^.s - Ла...«ге,«1 • • • Р*,*г(е) = ^.s - Ла...«ге,«1 • • • Р*,*г(е) = 

To show that, for example, P̂>jB does not depend on the choice of the reduced decomposition 
s write en>y as a product of Q's applied to e (see (4)) and use (3) and (4). 
Define Pe e and Qc t by 

= 0 if е^я, = 0 if e^yw, 
= 0 if е^я, 
= 0 if е^я, and 

<?*,«Ky) = 0 if е ^ я , 
= ê>y if £ = w. 
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Then tt%x = Pt,x{€) = QtAe) for all £ G 0,x G W, moreover PetX and QntV commute for all 
£, rj G 0, x, y G W. Define a product on K by 

= Pt,x{€) = QtAe)= Pt,x{€) = QtAe) 

This has the required properties. 
We shall extend to K a number of properties of ordinary Hecke algebras. 
3.3.2. Lemma. 
(i) Let £ G 0, x G W. There exists a unique linear combination e^tX of the enty G K with 
yn = x£ such that 

e$|Z to «£,x(£ G 0,x G W) 
(ii) There is a unique automorphism u H-* U of K sending e$|Z to «£,x(£ G 0 ,x G W) and £ 
to r1. 
If x G 5 U {e} this is proved by a computation. One finds 

= Pt,x{€) = QtAe) 

= r*e€i. + (r2 - l)ee,e if s G 5, s G J*V 
We now proceed by induction on £(x). Let x = sy > y,s e S. Then eX£>x-i = €y€iV-icx^,. 
Using the previous formulas and the induction hypothesis one finds that e$|X = eys,8et,y, 
and (i) follows. We omit the straightforward proof of (ii). For £ = 0 the lemma reduces 
to a familiar result from [KL]. 
On the group we have the Bruhat order <$ (3.2.1). We extend it as follows. Let 
£,y G W lie in the same right coset of W^. Write x — x*xi,y = x*yi, where xi,yi G W^ 
(see 3.2). We now write x y if xx j/i. 
3.3.3. Lemma. Let £ G 0,x G VP. TViere exists polynomials with integral coefficients 
Rtvziy e W) such that 

*x = r2^)£iW<2Kv 
y 

We Ziove JR£XI = 1. Moreover, R$yx ̂  0 if and only if y G xW^ and y x. In that case 
Reyx has degree £$(x) — £$(y). 
This is similar to results of [KL, §2]. We have the following inductive formulas. Let 
x = sv > v, then 

bcvch i^,y>vif V *SV & We Or Sy < y, 
(1 - T)Reyv + T i ^ . t , if v-xsv G and sy > y 

(T denotes the indeterminate). 
We next introduce Kazhdan-Lusztig elements in K. 
3.3.4. Theorem. Given £ G 0 and x G W there is a unique element c^iX in K such that 
Cex — Cex and 

i^,y>vif V *SV & We Or Sy < y, G Z[T],PeM = 1 
y€zW* 

< |(^(x) 
with Peyx G Z[T],PeM = 1 and deg Peyx < |(^(x) - te(y) -I) if ye xW0y <e X. 
The proof is similar to the one of Th. 1.1 in [KL]. We omit the details. One has the 
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following formulas, which provide an inductive definition of the elements c^x : 

r^C^ + C^e) if SEW 
ct,» = îf « ^ wie I 

C€>, = r ^ C ^ + Ĉ e) if SEWc. 

Let x = sy > y(s G 5), then 

(5) 

r^C^ + C^e) if SEW if y *sy & Wc, 

tWJ-w)-1 in gdfh 
zeyWt 

z<*y.az<z 

tic(z,y)cctZ if y 1syeW^ 

where ^(*,y) is the coefiicient of tWJ-w)-1 in Pîgy(t2). 
This leads to the following inductive formula for the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials Pçyx, 
where x = sv > v(s G S): 
(e) Ptvx = Pé,«v,« if V 1SV 0 W* 

(7) 

tWJ-w)-1 in 

hfgu 

= (t + t Mc-y if y *sy G W« and sy < y, 

15v G W$ 
Pt,uAt2) + t2PcvM2) 
t2Pi.yJt2)+P<vv(t2) 

if v 15v G W$ and 
15v G W$ 

I W>y 

We also record the formulas 

ct,*cri,v = o i f e ^ y n , 
15v G W$ = (t + t Mc-y if y *sy G W« and sy < y, 

c£,xc£,« = (t + t )cçtX if s G Wt and xs < x. 

Fix £ G 0. We use the notations of 3.2. We shall see that the Hecke algebra ^ °f 
is a subalgebra of K. 
3.3.5. Lemma. let a G 5e,x G W. 

(i) eCiXe^a ti%xa if ^(xcr) > £t(x)i 
(tl - l)eîtX + t2ei%xa if £e(xa) < Ux)\ 

(ii) / / i G ^ Men 

ce^ee,x = titOX if ^ ( w ) > £e(x), 
= (*2 - l)ee,x + t2eitOX if ^(<xx) < ^(x). 

Let s = (¿1,... ,*r) be a reduced decomposition of a, with st- G S. 
By 3.2.6 there exists a unique m G [1, r] such that 

C = 5r...5m+15m...5r, 

it follows that sr . . . sm+i = $ i . . . sm_i. 
We now have 

= (*2 - l)ee,x + t2eitOX if ^(<xx) < ^(x). 

By the formulas of 3.3.1 we see that this equals 

eSm...SrÇ,XSi...8m-iesm+l..-SrÇ,8m ' ' ' eÌì8r > 
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which equals 

. eitir if xsi... sm > xsx... 5m_i . eitir if xsi... sm > xsx... 5m_i 

and 
Cx*£,VC£»x* — C£,yZ*> et,*MEV~lS,V — Cy-1£,x*y . eitir if xsi... sm > xsx... 5m_i 

X3l . . . Sm < XSl . . . 8m-l. 

Since 5i... sm_i = sr ... sm+i, another application of the formulas shows that 

ce,xCe,a = eitXa resp. (*2 - l)eitX + t2ee>xa. 

The condition xs i . . . sm > xs\... sm-i is equivalent to x/3 > 0, where /3 G P^" corresponds 
to a. Hence this condition is equivalent to l^(xa) > /$(x). This proves (i), and (ii) is proved 
similarly. 
The next lemma is proved in a similar fashion (using 3.2.3). 
3.3.6. Lemma. Let x* G W£. Ify eW we have 

Cx*£,VC£»x* — C£,yZ*> et,*MEV~lS,V — Cy-1£,x*y 

In particular, if Xi G W$ then e^x*Xl = €£,x*e£,Xl. 
The following result is a consequence of 3.3.5 and 3.3.6. 
3.3.7. Proposition. 
(i) The elements e$fX with x G W$ span a subalgebra of K which is isomorphic to the 
Hecke algebra ofWtf 
(ii) The elements e^tX with x G W^ span a subalgebra M'^ of K. As a Z[t,£-1]- module it is 
isomorphic to the tensor product of and the group algebra of the group W£ n W'^. 
Notice that we have e^xe^tV = e^xy if x, y G W'^ and at least one of the elements x, y lies in 

3.3.8. We also see that the automorphism u u of K stabilizes ^ (and M'^) and induces 
the automorphism of introduced in [KL]. It follows that for x G W^, the element C£|X of 
3.3.4 is the corresponding Kazhdan-Lusztig element of the Hecke algebra 
We state a few properties which readily follow from the preceeding observations. 
Let x,y eW,ye xWv Put x = x*xi,y = x*yx with x* G W£,xuyi G Wv Then 

cS,x = etz*c^Xl 

and 
P$yx — Pe.yi.x!» 

It follows that the polynomials P$vx can be described by the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials 
for the Hecke algebra 
The next lemma will be needed later (5.1.10 and 11.3.17). The proof offers no difficulty. 
3.3.9. Lemma. Let y G W£. The map f : e^tX *-+ cy£,yxy-* defines an isomorphism 

—• M'y£, commuting with the bar automorphism. We have f(u) = ££,yuey£iy-i (u G #£). 
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4 Some perverse sheaves on a reductive group 

The results of this section axe variants of the ones contained in the first chapter of [Ll]. 

4.1 The perverse sheaves 
4.1.1. We use the notations of 3.1 and 3.2. So G denotes a connected reductive group over 
k and T a maximal torus in G. Fix a Borel subgroup B of G containing T and assume 
that the system of positive roots R+ of 3.2 is the one defined by B. The unipotent radical 
of B is denoted by U. 
For a G R denote by xa : k —> G a one parameter addivite subgroup of G associated to 
a. Put XA = im xa. If w £ W we denote by w G NQT a representative, for the moment 
chosen arbitrarily. The subgroup of U generated by the XA with a G R+, —w~1a G R+ is 
denoted by Uw. By Bruhat's lemma, G is the disjoint union of the locally closed, smooth 
subsets Gw = BwB. Also, the closure Gw is the union of the Gx with x < w. 
The map Uw x T x U —• Gw sending (u,$,u') to uwtu' is an isomorphism of varieties. 
Define a morphism pr : Gw —> T by pr(uwtu') = t. 
If t = L% is a Kummer local system on T then pr* t — is a (tame) local system on 
Gw. We denote by A^t%b the perverse extension of C^y, to G (see 1.2.3). Its support is 
contained in Gw. 
It is clear that A^ is determined by w up to isomorphism. If we are only interested in its 
isomorphism class we shall write A^tW (and also £$,«,). 
We shall next establish some equivariance properties. The group B operates on G by left 
and right translations, and also by conjugation. 
4.1.2. Lemma. 
(i) A^ has weight w£ for left B- action and weight — £ for right B- action; 
(ii) If w£ = £ then A^ is equivariant for the conjugation action of B; 
(iii) DA^tW ~ A-£tW. 
The notion of weight is as in 2.2.3. The assertion (i) follows from 2.2.4, as the local system 
Z^vj clearly has the properties required in that lemma. Then (ii) is a formal consequence 
of (i) and (iii) follows from 2.1.6. 
We next consider the restriction to Gz (x G W) of the cohomology sheaf H'(A^). 
4.1.3 Lemma. 
(i) H'(A^) \ax is a constant sheaf; 
(ii) / / H'(A£tti) \GS 0 then x£ — WZ o.nd x<w. 
5 = H'(A^) \GX is a constructive sheaf on Gx ~ Ux x B which is C/x-equivariant for 
left Ux- action and has weight — £ for right J9-action. These facts imply that S is locally 
constant and that S <g> is constant, whence (i). They also imply that S has weight 
x£ for left inaction. But by the previous lemma, S has weight w£ for B-action. Hence 
xi = wt- That 5 ^ 0 implies x < w is clear. The lemma is proved. 
4.1.4. The Borel group B acts on G x G by b(g,h) = (gb^^bh). A quotient G x G exists 
and the product map G x G —• G induces a proper morphism 7r : G x G —> G. More 
generally, if V and Z are right resp. left J9-stable locally closed subsets of G there exists 

B B 
a similar quotient V x Z and a morphism V x Z —> G, also denoted by If V and Z are 
closed this is a proper morphism. 
Let £ G y G W. It follows from 4.1.2 that the exterior tensor product A^tX ^ A r ^ is 
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an irreducible perverse sheaf GxG which is B-equivariant, for the action just considered. 
It follows from 1.4.2 that there exists an irreducible perverse sheaf A^±ty (or A^ZtV) on 
GxG such that A^%z Av-i£tV is the pull-back of A^tZtV (up to a dimension shift). 
We shall sometimes identify Acz №Ay-icy resp. A*ZtV with its restriction to Gz x Gv resp. 
_ B _ 

Gz x Gy, 
We put 

Cx*£,VC£»x* — C£,yZ*> 

this is a semi-simple complex on G, by the decomposition theorem (1.3.2). The product * 
has the obvious associativity property. 
The restriction of A^tZtV to Gz x Gy is of the form £^ZtV[d\mGz x Gy], where is a 
local system. Its pull-back on Gz x Gy is t^z S £v-i$,y. convenient we write £e,*,v for 

4.2 The cohomology sheaves of 

4.2.1. We first collect a number of auxiliary results. Let w G W, s G S. So s = sa with 
ct€D. 
We may take G9 x Gw = Xa x Gw with n(u,g) = uio (u G Xa,g G C?w). There are two 
cases: 
(a) sw > w. Then 7r defines an isomorphism G9 x Gw G,w and one checks that 

£¿,¿,,6 = «Cw-i£,iw (viewing sit; as a representative of sw). 

(b) < w. Now TT(G9 x Gw) = Gw]\G9W. Moreover, with obvious notations, G9 x Gw 

(G9 x G9) x G9V). This reduces the analysis of the geometric properties of TT to the case 
w — 3, in which case the analysis can be carried out in a group of semi-simple rank one. 
We omit the details. The results are as follows. 
If g G G9U) then n~lg ^ k and the restriction of £ t o 7r_1<7 is constant. 
If g G Gv then n^g ~ k*. Let £€ = £x,m (as in 2.1.2) and define a G Z(p)/Z by 
a = m"1 < x, av > -fZ (notations of 2.1 and 3.1). Then Za is a Kummer local sys
tem on k*. Notice that a = 0 if and only if s G W$. The restriction of to 7r_1g ~ fc* 
is isomorphic to £a. 

We next consider A^9. 
4.2.2. Lemma. 
(i) If s eW^ the local system £€>, on G9 extends to a local system £^i8 on 
G9 and Ait9 = £ei,[dimG,]. We have Ait9 * Ait9 = A^t9[l} 8 A^,[-l]; 
(ii) If s ^Wi the restriction of Ait9 to Ge = G9 - GB is zero. We haveA9£i9 * Ait9 = Aitt 
G9 is a smooth subvariety of G (it is a parabolic subgroup) and Ge = B is a smooth divisor 
in G9. Applying 1.2.4 (b) we see that A^t$ can be given by one sheaf, placed in dimension 
— dim<2#. If the local monodromy of L^t$ around the divisor Ge is trivial, L^)9 extends to a 
local system H^9 on G9 and A^t9 = H^9[d\mG9]. Otherwise the restriction of A^t9 to Ge is 
zero. One checks that the local monodromy of is trivial if and only if s G W$. To see 
this one uses that for any g G Ge there exists in G9 a cross section P to Ge passing through 
<7, which is isomorphic to A:, such that the restriction of L^t9 to P — {g} a k* corresponds 
to the Kummer local system Cb on A;*, where b = m"1 < x,av > +Z G Z(p)/Z(£$ = £x>m). 
We have established the first assertions of (i) and (ii). 
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If s G W$ then A^t9f9 = £^t9t9[dimG9 + 1], where is the extension of to G9 x G9 
(the existence follows from the preceding results). Any fiber of n : G9 x G9 —• G9 is 
isomorphic to the projective line and the restriction of to it is constant. If follows 
that if g G G9 we have, putting A = At 9 „ that 

Cx*£,VC£»x* — C£,yZ*> et,*MEV~lS,V — Cy-1£,x*y 

is one dimensional for t = — dim G9 ± 1 and is zero for all other *. Using the decomposition 
theorem we conclude that 

7r.A = ^ , , [ i ] e ^ , , [ - i ] . 

If 5 £ W$ the restriction of A = A,$t,i# to the complement of G9 x G9 is zero. It follows 
that if g G G9 

W(^A)g = Hidn-'g) n (G9 x GM),A) = 

^+dimG'+1((7r-1<7) H (G, x 

Using the facts stated in 4.2.1 we see that this is zero if g G G9 or if g G Ge, i• ^ — dimGe 
and is one dimensional if g G G>, t = — dimGe. It follows that %*A = A^tC. This proves 4.2.2. 

We shall now analyse the perverse sheaves A^iW> using induction on t(w). Let s G S, w G W 
and v = sw < w. Consider IT : G9 x Gv —• G. Its image is Gw. On G9 x we have the 
perverse sheaf A = Av^i9tV. The inverse image of A on G9 x <5W is A,,^, El A^tV[— dimB]. 
Using 4.2.2 we see that the inverse image of HXA on G9 x Gv is 

(l) -̂dimG-(A„e,.)®F'+1(̂ ,,,). 
We denote the rank of the local system Hx(A^tX) \GV (see 4.1.3 (i)) by ny£. 
4.2.3. Theorem. 
(i) / / Hx(A^tW) \Gx^ 0 then x G wWf, 
(ii) Let g€Gx. Then 

dimH%(7r*A)g = n9XtVti+i if w~xsw £ W^,sx < x, 
= n9XtVti-i if w~1sw £ W^SX > X, 
= «x,«,i-i + na9iVti+i if w~xsw G W^sx < x, 
— tt*x,t;,t-l + ^x,v,i+l if W~XSW G W^SX > X\ 

(iii) 7T* A — A^iW if w~xsw £ and 

n*A = A^iV) © a®,nx,v-d\mGx-iA^x if w~lsw G W$ 

(iv) A^tW is even. 
(We have denoted by nB the direct sum of n copies of the perverse sheaf B.) 
We assume that the theorem is true if w is replaced by an element of smaller length. Notice 
that (i) and (iv) are trivially true if w = c. 
First assume that w~xsw & W^. We see using (l) and 4.2.2 (ii) that the restriction of A B — _ 
to Ge x Gv is zero and that the inverse image of H%A on G9 x Gv is Zv^t9 Hi+1(A^tV). 
Using 4.1.3 (i) we see that the restriction to G9 x Gx (x < v) of this inverse image is 
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a direct sum of rtaw+i copies of £$|X X £$|X. If it is non-zero then xÇ = v£ (4.1.3 (ii)). 

So the restriction of H'A to G, x is a direct sum of »«,.¿+1 copies of £X(,4,z- Put 

V = ^ ( ( i r - ^ ) n (G. xG.J. i l ) . 

(a) If sx > x then G, x Gx ~ Gax and £x£,a>x £^x. I f j G G „ then (TT"1^ n (G, x Gx) 
is a point and it follows that dimV = nx>tM+i. If g & Gax then V = 0. 

(b) If sx < x and g G G,x then (TT-1^ n (Ga x Gx) ~ k, and the restriction of £x$,,>x to it 
is constant. It follows that now 

Cx*£,VC£»x* — C£,yZ 

which is a vector space of dimension nx>tM_i. 

If g G Gx then (TT-1^) n (Ga x Gx) ~ A;*. If the restriction of HXA to this intersection is 
non-zero then the restriction of HX+1(A^TV) to Gx is non-zero and by induction we obtain 
x G vW^. Since iy_1siy £ we have x_1sx ̂  W .̂ Now 4.2.1 shows that the restriction of 

£ztt8,x to (7T—xgr) fl (G, x Gx) is a non-trivial Kummer local system. We conclude that now 
V = 0 (see 2.1.5). 

Using the decomposition of Ga x G„ into the locally closed subvarieties Ge x Gx, G, x Gx 
(x < v) it follows from the preceding observations by standard arguments that if g G 
Gx(x < v) the vector space Hx(7r*A)G has dimension n,X|tM+i resp. n,X|W|t-_i if sx < x resp. 
sx > x. This proves (ii) if w~xsw £ W^. 
Using that A{TV is a perverse extension we see that dim supp.EP(?r,A) < — i if i ^ —dimGw 
(see 1.2.3). The same is true for H%(DTT*A), since 7r is proper and DA = A-V^ATV by 4.1.2 
(iii). Hence TT*A is a perverse extension. Since the restriction of n+A to Gw is £̂ fW[dimGtu] 
we have n*A = Â >iy. The assertions of the theorem now readily follow. 
Next assume that iu-1su; G The inverse image of HXA on G, x Gv is now K 

HI+1(A^TV), where is as in 4.2.2 (i). The variety G, X Gv is stratified by the Ga x Gx, 

where x < v. If the restriction of #*(A) to Ga x Gx is non-zero then the restriction 
of HX+1(A^>V) to Gx is non-zero and we have, again by induction, that x G vW ,̂ hence 
x_1sx G Wf, and also t = dim Gw (mod 2). 

The restriction of HXA to G, x Gx is a direct sum of nx>t;>f+i copies of a one dimen-

sional local system Lxi,s,xi which extends the local system on G, x Gx. Put 

V = Hic{{*-1g)n(G. *G.),A). 

(a) If sx > x we have n : G, x Gx ~ G,XL[GX and ir*Extt8iX extends Now V is 
a vector space of dimension nx>W)t-+i if </ G G,XUGX and t = dimGw (mod2) and is zero 
otherwise. 
(b) If sx < x then(7r"1(7) D (Ga x Gx) is an affine line if g G G,x U Gx, as follows from the 
facts stated in 4.2.1, and is empty otherwise. The restriction of to such affine lines 
is constant. It follows that now V ~ H2(k. HX~2A), which is a vector space of dimension 
nXiv,i-i if 0 G Gax U Gx and i = dimGw (mod 2) and is zero otherwise. 

Using the decomposition of Ga x Gv into the locally closed subvarieties Ga x Gx(x < v) 
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we obtain that for g G Gx we have 

dimH{(tt.A)g = 0 if iI £ dimGw (mod2), 
= nx,v,i-i + n«x,«,t+i if * = dimGw (mod2) and sx < x, 
= nIX|W|l-_i + nS|V,«-+i if i = dim Gw (mod2) and sx > x. 

This proves parts (ii) and (iv) of the theorem. 
Using that dim suppIT(A£,v) < — t if t > — dimG„ we see that 

dim suppiT(7r*A) <—i 

for all t, and similarly for DA. Hence 7r*A is a perverse sheaf. More precisely we find the 
following: if the restriction of IT (at. A) to Gx is non-zero then dim<3z < — x except possibly 
when t = — dimGx and either x = w or x < v, sx < x. 
By the decomposition theorem, ir*A is a direct sum of simple perverse sheaves and the 
facts stated above show that 7T.A has to be as asserted in part (iii) of the theorem. Parts 
(ii) and (iv) were already proved, and part (i) also follows readily. 
We can now identify the integers nxyi. Put 

Fxw{t2) = tto*a.+itiw)-i<{n) J2nxwit{ 

(this makes sense because of parts (i) and (iv) of the theorem and the corollary of 3.2.6). 
Here t$ is as in 3.2. 
4.2.4. Corollary. Fxw is the Kazhdan - Lusztig polynomial P^xw of 3.3.4. 
Let w = sv, as in the proof of the theorem. 
(a) w~lsw £W£. By 4.2.3 (i) we may assume that x G wW^. It then follows that t^(w) — 
lt(x) = lt(v)-lz(sx) (use 3.2.7 (i)). We conclude from 4.2.3 (ii), (iii) that FXV) = F9XtV. By 
an induction on t(w) we may assume that F9XfV = P^9X,v Formula (6) of 3.3 then shows 
that Fxw = P^xw. 
(b) w^sw G W$. Using 3.2.7 (ii) and parts (ii) and (iii) of 4.2.3 we now obtain that 

£$|X£$|X£$|X 

8Z<Z 
n . i . , . d l » G . ^ W - ^ W Ä . ( * 1 ) = 

/ F9XtV{t2) + t2Fxv{t2) 
1 t2F9XtV(t2)+Fxv{t2) 

if SX < X 
if SX > X. 

That Fxtu = Ptxw follows again by induction, using now formula (7) of 3.3. 
Notice that by 3.3.8 the Fxw can be expressed in terms of the Kazhdan- Lustzig polyno
mials for the Weyl group W$. 

Next we shall tie up the product * of 4.1.4 with the Hecke algebras of 3.3. Let 0 = W.£ 
and let K be as in 3.3. If A is a semi-simple complex on G of the form 

A = 
neo,x€W 

Anx[nn.x] 

h(A) = 
rieo,xeW 

Anx[nn.x] 

we associate to it the element 
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where cn<x is as in 3.3.4. 
In particular, h(AniX) = cn>z. 
4.2.5. Corollary. For rj G 0,x,y €W we have 

h{Ayritx * Afjty) — Cyri,zcri,v 

We use the notations of the proof of 4.2.3. We then have n*A = Av^i9 * A^iV. It follows 
from 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 that 

h(Avit9 * AttV) = C£tW if w 1sw & W^, 

— C£fW + 22xewW(,sz<z Me [x,v)cçtX if W 16tü G Wç. 

The right-hand sides equals cv^t9c^tV (see formula (5) of 3.3). It follows that the asserted 
formula holds if x G S and xy > y. If s G S and sy < y application of the preceding 
formula for sy and of 4.2.2 readily gives that the asserted formula is true for x G S. 
Repeated application of this fact and induction on i(x) now proves the corollary. 
4.2.6. Corollary. Let £,ri G 0,x,y G W. Then ĉ fXĉ>y is a linear combination of the 
cs,*{$ € 0,z £ W) whose coefficients are Laurent polynomials with non-negative integral 
coefficients. 

This follows from the previous corollary and the decomposition theorem (see 4.1.4). 

4.3 Finite ground fields 
Assume that k is an algebraic closure of the finite field Fq. As before, F denotes a Frobenius 
morphism. 
4.3.1. Assume that G is defined over Fq, and that T and B are defined over and that 
T is split over Fq. Let £ G X be F-stable. This means now that (q — l)£ = 0 (since F 
operates on X by multiplication by q). 
We may and shall choose the representatives w of the Weyl group elements in G(Fq). We 
also assume that for x,y G W with t(xy) = i(x) + £(y) we have (xy)- = xy (which can 
be arranged, as follows from [Spl, 11.2.8]). It then follows that the local system £̂ >t6 of 
4.1.1 comes from one on the Fq- scheme Go underlying G. The same is then true for the 
perverse sheaf A^. In particular, we have a canonical isomorphism (p : F*A^ A^. 
4.3.2. Proposition. Let x,w G W be such that HX(A^) \Gxi^ 0- There exists a (q — l)-th 
root of unity c, depending on £, (w*)- only such that the eigenvalues of <p on H%(A^ttb)x are 
all eqi(i+*™G»)m 
Here w* is as in 3.2. 
This emerges from the proof of 4.2.3, if one also takes into account the ^-actions. The 
root of unity c comes from 2.3.2. We omit the details of the argument. Notice that the 
g-powers occuring in the proposition are integral and non-negative. 
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5 Character sheaves, definition and first properties 
The notations are as in the preceding section. 

5.1 Definition of character sheaves. 
5.1.1. Consider the action of B on G x G defined by 

HqM = {gb-\bhb~l) (6 e B,g,h e g). 

A quotient G XB G exists and the map (g,h) »-• ghg~x of G x G —• G induces a proper 
morphism 7 : G x B G —• G. More generally, if Z is a locally closed subset of G which is 
stable for ^-conjugation there exist a similar quotient GXBZ and a morphism GXBZ —• G, 
also denoted by 7. It is a proper morphism if Z is closed. 
Let £ G X and w G (i.e. w G W and tu£ = £). By 4.1.2 (ii), the perverse sheaf A^ 
of 4.1 is equivariant for ^-conjugation. There exists by 1.4.2 an irreducible perverse sheaf 
As^ on G XB G whose pull-back to G x G is E S A ^ d i m G — dimB]. Then 7.A$,u, = C^ 
is a semi-simple complex on G. If we are only interested in its isomorphism class we write 
C^tV). If necessary we write Cf^ or Cfw. 
5.1.2. Definition. A character sheaf on G is an irreducible constituent of some C^. 
By properties (b) and (c) of 1.4.1 it follows from the definitions that character sheaves are 
perverse sheaves which are G-equivariant for conjugation action. 
In 5.4 we shall discuss some concrete examples. With the notations of [CS] we have 
G xB GW = yw, G xB GW = YW and Ce,w[- dimG - l(w)} = (see [loc. cit., 12.1]). 
5.1.3. Similarly to the variety G x Gin 4.1.4 one can introduce Vr = G x . . . x G (r 
factors). The jB-action b(gi,...,gr) = (691,92,... ,9,6'*) on Gr induces a 5-action on Vr. 
There exists a quotient YR for the 5-action on G x Vr defined by 

6(9, v) = (96~1,6.v) 

The map Gr+1 G defined by (9,91,... ,9r) »-> 991.. .grg~l induces a proper morphism 
7r : Yr —• G. The product map Vr —• G induces a morphism 7rr : yr -> G x B G such that 
7r = 7 O 7Tr. 
Let s = (wi,..., wr) be a sequence of elements in W. Put iy = Wi... wr. If £ G X is such 
that w£ = £, the exterior tensor product on Gr 

-A«a...«,€,ii»i El.. . IEI A ^ ^ . j A{|Wr 

is a perverse sheaf on Gr, which up to a shift [—(r — l)dimi?] is the pull-back of a 
perverse sheaf A on Vr. There is a perverse sheaf A^tB on YR whose pull-back to G x Vr is 
E № A[dimG - dim£]. We put Ce>g = (7rMe,8. 
We introduce (obvious notations) YB = G Xb (GWl X ... X GWf), this is a closed subvariety 
of YR and supp A^tB = YB. We have a proper morphism 7*3 = 78 = YB —• G, induced by 7r. 
Then C^g is the extension by zero of (^B)^(A^B |pg) and C ĝ is a semi-simple complex on 
G. Similarly, we can introduce YB = G xB (GWL x ... x GWR) 
If all Wi lie in S U {e} then Yg is smooth and then C^B[— dim B — t{w\) — ... — i(wr)\ is 
the complex ltfe of [CS, 2.8]. 
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5.1.4. Lemma. The character sheaves are also the irreducible constituents of the various 
complexes Ĉ |B, where £ G X, s = (si,..., sr) with G S U {c} and $i... sr G 
Let A be a character sheaf, which is an irreducible constituent of Ĉ |W, for some £ G X 
and it; G V^. Let s = («1,... ,sr) be a reduced decomposition of w. It follows from 4.2.5, 
using the multiplication rules in the algebra K of 3.3, that A^tW is a constituent of 

(!) ^«a...*r*,«l * • • • * A'rt,'r-l * At,»r • 

It follows from the definitions that C^tW = ^*A^tW is a direct summand of C$j8 = 7*((7rr).-A$,s), 
hence A is a constituent of C$jg. 
On the other hand, if s is an arbitrary sequence in S U {e} with si... sr G it follows 
from 4.2.5 that all irreducible constituents of (1) are of the form A^iV), for some w G W 
with iu£ = £. We conclude that all irreducible constituents of Ĉ |g are character sheaves. 
The lemma is a conjunction of part of [CS, 2.9] and [CS, 12.7]. 

Let s = ...,iur) be a sequence in W and £ G X be such that tui...tt;r G W^. Put 
s' = (iur, wu..., tur_i). Then wrwx... wr-X G W^. 
5.1.5. Lemma. C^t% = CWr£tS>. 
The map (g,gu..., (jrr) (gg^^r,9u• • •»9r-i) induces an isomorphism <p : Yr -• YT such 
that <p*A£tB = AWr£iBi and that 7r o <p = 7r. The lemma follows from these observations. 

5.1.6. Let KG be the Grothendieck group of the category of perverse sheaves on G. If 
A = @Ai[ni] is a semi-simple complex on G, with Ai G MG, we associate to it the element 

Anx[nn.x]x(Q,t0)n.x]Anx[nn.x] 

of Z[*,*_1] ® KG. We denote by a bar the automorphism of this tensor product induced 
by the automorphism of the first factor sending t to t'1. 
Now let 0 be a W-orbit in X. Define a Z[t, *_1]-linear map r (or TG) of the algebra K to 
Z ^ r ^ f c K G b y 

r(ce,*0 = x(Q,t0) if w£ = £, 
= 0 if u ;£^£ . 

Notice that if s = (twi,..., tur) is a sequence in W and w\... wr G W| we have 

*"(cW3...Wre|Wl... c€|Wr) = X(Q,B) 

The next proposition gives the basic properties of r. The second one shows that it is a 
generalized trace function on the associative algebra K. The proposition is similar to [CS, 
6.2]. 
5.1.7. Proposition. 
(i) For u G K we have T(U) = r(u); 
(ii) If u,v G K then T(UV) = r(vu). 
In (i) tZ is as in 3.3. It suffices to prove (i) for u = c^tW9 with £ G 0. The assertion is then 
a direct consequence of the relative hard Lefschetz theorem [BBD, p.114, p.165], applied 
to the projective morphism 7 : G XB G —• G. It suffices to prove (ii) for u = c^tX,v = c^tV 
with £ G 0, x,y G W^. The assertion follows from 5.1.5, applied with s = (x,y). 
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Let J/J be as in 3.3.7 (ii) (£ G X). 
5.1.8. Corollary. // x G Wl , a G 5e t/ien 

x(Q,t0) = ( t ' - i M ^ + tVte,.) 
= r(ee,*) 

t/ ^(axa) > ^(x), 
t/ ^(axa) = ls(x). 

In the first case we have e^axa = e^ae^xe^a and 

r{e^axa) = r{e\attx) = {t2 - l)r(c^cetI) + *2r(c£,*)> 

by 3.3.5 and 5.1.7 (ii). The asserted formula follows. 
To prove the second formula observe that if l^{cx) > ^e(x), i^(axa) = l^{x) we have 
et,*z* = and apply 5.1.7 (ii). 
The corollary can be viewed as a version of [CS, 11.2 (b)]. 
5.1.9. Lemma. Let w G W'^y G W£. Then C$|t0 = Gy^y-x. 
We have x{Cy^yv)y-x) = r{e^yCitVJevty-x) = T{eyi%y-xeityCitV}) = T{C^W) = x(Q|W) , by 3.3.9, 
5.1.7 (ii) and 3.3.2. This implies the assertion. 
The following result is a consequence of 4.1.2 (iii). 
5.1.10. Lemma. DC^W = C_£|W. 

5.2 Some invariants of character sheaves 
We denote by G the set of isomorphism classes of character sheaves of G and by<5(£)(£G 
X) those coming from some C$>w with w G W'^. 
5.2.1. Lemma. Let £,w G X with n & W£. For x G W'vy G we have 

He{G,CtiX®C-r,ty)=0. 

Write Yu = G xB G^,YU = G xB Gu. We have 7U : Yu -» G, the restriction of 7. Let 
YXtV C Yx x Yy (resp. YXtV C Yx x Yv) be the inverse image for (7*,7y) of the diagonal in 
GxG. The assertion of the lemma is equivalent to 

eGxxGy\g = whlw)'1 

Now YXtV is stratified by the YUfV with u < x, v < y and it suffices to show that 

Hc(YUtV,AstX®A-rtiy)=0 

for such u,v. By 4.1.3 (ii) the restriction of A^x 03 A-n,v to YUfV is non-zero only if u£ = 
x£,vrj = yn. Using also 4.1.3 (i) we see that it suffices to prove that 

eGxxGy\g = whlw)'1 

£,77,x,y being as in the lemma, £̂ tX denoting the restriction of A^iX to Yx etc. Projection 
on the first factor determines a morphism G x G —> G/B, whence a morphism a : YXtV —• 
G/B x G/B. It suffices to prove for a G G/B x G/B that 

Fc(a-1a ,^,x^£-n,y) = 0 

and, moreover, it suffices to do this for representatives a of the G- orbits in G/B x G/B, 
so for a = (B,wB), where w G W. Then 

a~xa = {(g,h) eGxxGy\g = whlw)'1}. 
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But now aT1 a is a product of the maximal torus T and another variety, such that the 
restriction of Z^x ̂  £-ri,y to a"1 a corresponds to the exterior tensor product of the Kum
mer local system C^-if, on T and a constant sheaf. Application of 2.1.5 now gives the 
desired vanishing of cohomology. 

5.2.2. Theorem. Let £,w G X. 
(i) IfrieWZthenG{Z) = G{rly, 
(ii) Ifn$W£ then G{£) and G(ij) are disjoint 
Let s G 5,5 £ W'vw G W'v By 5.1.5 we have 

Ct,(s,8,V>) — ^8i,($,V),8) 

It follows from 4.2.5 and 4.2.2 (ii) that 

Z^x ^ £-ri,y to a"1 

Using again 4.2.5 we see that any constituent of C,£,(,|W,,) lies in G(s£). It follows that 
G(£) C G(s£). This is clearly also true for s G W[. We then conclude that G(£) C G(w£) 
for all w G W and (i) follows. 
(ii) is a direct consequence of 5.2.1, 5.1.9 and 1.2.5(ii). 

5.2.3. Let A be a character sheaf on G, which is an irreducible constituent of C^w, where 
£ G X,w G W^. Let Z be the center of G and Z° its identity component. Then Z acts on 
G by left translations (or right translations, which is the same). It follows readily from 
the definitions that A has a weight for this Z°- action in the sense of 2.2.1. The weight is 
the image of £ in X(Z°). 
5.2A. In the previous situation, Z acts trivially on G by conjugation. It follows (see 
property (a) in 1.4) that there is a homomorphism of the finite group Z/Z° into the 
automorphism group of our character sheaf A, which is E*. In other words, there is a 
homomorphism 7 : Z/Z° —• E* such that the action of Z/Z° on the stalks of H%A is given 
by 7-
If A is a constituent of C^tW as before it follows from the definitions that 7 is as described 
in 3.1 (before 3.1.4). 
5.2.5. Proposition. Let £ G X. There is a map G(£) —• WyW^ such that the image 
of the isomorphism class of the character sheaf A is wW^ whenever A is a constituent of 
GztW{w€W'z). 
We have an injective homomorphism a : WyW^ —• Horn (Z/Z°,E*) (see 3.1.4). The 
preceding remarks lead to a map 0 : G(£) —• Horn {Z/Z0,E*) and one shows that im /3 C 
im a. So we can define a map G(£) —> W^/W^ it has the required properties. 
5.2.6. Corollary. Let x G W. Then G(x£) = G(£) and the map of 5.2.5. for x£ is the 
composite of the map for £ with the bijection W^/Wz^ —» W^/W^ defined by w i-+ x~xwx. 
See [CS, no. 11] for results of this kind. 

5.3 Finite ground fields 
We now assume that we are in the situation of 4.3.1. We write GF for G(Fq) etc. 
5.3.1. If £ G X,F£ = £ then the complex C^ of 5.1.1, where w is as in 4.3.1, comes from 
a complex on the Fg-scheme G0. By a theorem of Deligne [D, p.248], C^ is pure of weight 
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dim G + l(w). 
We denote by 7 ^ the characteristic function of (see 1.3.4), which is a class function 
on the finite group GF. It can be described in terms of an explicit representation of GF 
and the Hecke algebra J/J. We shall review this description, without going into the details 
of the proofs (for which we refer to [CS, no.13] and [HK]). 
5.3.2. The element £ G X defines a character (p of TF, according to 2.3.1. If £ = (q — 
l ) - 1 * + X then for teTF 

Z^x ^ £-ri,y to a"1 

with tp as in 2.1.2. 
Consider the vector space V^ of functions / : GF —• E such that for g G GF, t G TF, u G UF 

f(gtu) = Mr®-1. 

Then GF acts on by left translations. The representation p of GF thus obtained is the 
one induced by the character BF -> TF E* of BF. If n G {NGT)F has image in WJ 
define the endomorphism 0n of V^ by 

Z^x ^ £-ri,y to a"1 

heGpig-1heUnU 
№ (geGF). 

Then 0n commutes with left translations. In fact the 0* (w G Wç) span the commuting 
algebra of p. 
Let w = w*wi(w* G W^wi G Wç), as in 3.2. 
5.3.3. Proposition. There exists a choice of representatives (w) in GF such that for 
g G GF 

i^(g) = (-DdimG+t{v) 

fgjhdimG+t{v)g 
f(gtu) = Mr®-1.f(gtu) = Mr®-1. 

Here Pçyv} is as in 3.3.4. 
Let Yw = G XB Gw,^/w : Yw —> G be as before. The restriction of Açty, to Y^ is a local 
system up to a shift. One first shows that the characteristic function of the complex 
7î£ is given by 

gf+TrigO^Vj 

(see [CS, 13.4]). Then one uses the stratification of Yw given by the Yy (y < w) and 4.3.2 
to obtain the proposition. 

5.4 Some examples. 

The easy proof of the following reduction results is omitted. 
5.4.1. L e m m a . Let G be a product G\ x G2 of two connected reductive groups. The 
character sheaves on G are the complexes of the form A\ IEIA2, where Ai G G,-(t = 1,2). 
Next let <p : G -*> G' be a central isogeny of connected reductive groups. If T is a maximal 
torus of G then T' = <pT is one in G' and we can identify the Weyl groups of (G, T) and 
(G',T'). Moreover, (p induces a surjective homomorphism <p : X(T') —• X(T) with finite 
kernel. 
5.4.2. L e m m a . 
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(i) / / i G X{T'),w eW andwí=í then <P*CGtv) = e^ker and <p*CftU) = C^w; 

(ii) If Ae G is such that the action of ker (p on A induced by the action of 5.2 A is trivial 
then <p*A is a direct sum of character sheaves of G'\ 
(iii) / / A1 G G' then (p*A is a direct sum of character sheaves of G. 
(One should recall here the properties of 1.2.6 (a)). 
5.4.3. Lemma. The character sheaves on a torus are the Kummer local systems. 
The previous properties can be used to reduce the study of character sheaves to the case 
that G is a connected, quasi-simple, simply connected linear algebraic group. 
5.4.4. The case w — e. 
We have Gt = Ge = B and for £ G X(T) the complex A^e is pr* ¿¿[dimi?], where pr is the 
projection map B —* T. Now ^ : G XB B —• J5 is Grothendieck's simultaneous resolution 
map, studied at length in [SI]. The map (g, b) *-> pr b induces a morphism <t>: GxBB —• T 
and A^e = 7r*£^[dimG]. 
It is known that in this situation 7 is a small map in the sense of Goresky-Mac Pherson. 
This means that there exists a stratification of G by locally closed, irreducible, smooth 
subvarieties (S¿)i<t<n such that for x G 5,- we have 

dim < -(dimG — dim<S¿), 
2 

if Si is not dense in G. It then follows from the definition of perverse sheaves that 
C^e = 7*Â><5 is perverse, hence a direct sum of character sheaves (see [Sp 2]). Tak
ing £ = 0 we deduce (using the description of irreducible perverse sheaves in 1.2.3) that 
J^dimG] is a character sheaf. 
In the general case we can describe in the following manner the character sheaves which 
occur. 
Let Greg be the open subset of G consisting of the regular semi-simple elements and put 
Treg = T n Gres. We can identify 7"1(GPeg) with G/T X Treg, such that 7 is the map 
(gT,t) »-» gtg~x(g G G,t G Treg). This shows that 7 : 7~1(Greg) —• Greg is a Galois covering 
with group W, this group acting by w(gT,t) = (gw^T^wt). Now S = "l*(E ED |Treg) is 
a local system on Greg, and C^e is its perverse extension to G (in the sense of 1.2.3). The 
local system S is a sum of irreducible ones (as will be shown presently), and the irreducible 
constituents of C^e are the perverse extensions of the irreducible constituents of S. We can 
describe S as follows. Let Z$ = £x>m (see 2.1.2). Consider the map 7m : G/T x Treg —• Greg 
with ^)m(gT,t) = gtmg~l. then 7m is a Galois covering whose group is the semi-direct prod
uct T = W xmT oiW and the group mT of elements of T of order dividing m(W operates 
in the natural way). As in 2.1.2, £ defines a character x of mT. Then S is the local 
system on Greg defined by the representation of T induced by x- I31 particular we see that 
if £ = 0, the representation in question is the regular representation of W. If = {e} 
the representation is irreducible, by familiar results about representations of semi-direct 
products. 
Since the representation is semi-simple, we see that S is semi- simple, as asserted above. 
In the case £ = 0, the irreducible constituents of C^e correspond to the irreducible repre
sentations of W. 

5.4.5. The case of a Coxeter element w. 
We use the notations of 3.1.1 and 3.2.1. Write S = (51, sr) and let it; = sx... sr. So w 
is a Coxeter element of W. We first record the following result. 
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5.4.6. Lemma. 
(i) The map TT : x x ... x G~^ -+ G^, induced by the product map Gr -> G is 
bijective; 
(ii) Gw is smooth. 
The statement (ii) is equivalent to the smoothness of the Schubert variety Gw/B. (This is 
well-known). It is a consequence of (i). We sketch a proof of (i). 
5^7 1S a parabolic subgroup of G and the GSi(2 < i < r) are contained in a parabolic 
subgroup P of G such that P D ~G[ = B (as a consequence of [B, p.27-28, Th.3j). Now let 
9i, 9i £ G*t;(! <*<**) and assume that gx... gr = g[... g*r. Then <h Vi G P 0 Gi = B and 
similarly yf1^- E 5 ( l < i < r ) . This implies (i). 

Now 7r(G8l x ... x <3,r) = Gw and determines a local system on G8l x ... x G,r, 
which is an open subset of the smooth variety G3l x ... x G8ri whose complement is a 
union of smooth divisors crossing normally. These divisors are G9l x ... x GBi_x x B x 

x ... x G8r = A , say. Let 7rD{ = Ei(t < i < r). The result of 1.2.4 (b) shows 
that A^TW is a complex £^tVJ[r + dim B] concentrated in one dimension, where is a 
constructible sheaf on Gw. To describe it according to 1.2.4(b), we use the following result, 
which is proved by a straightforward verification, using 4.2.2. We put — £x,m-
5.4.7. Lemma. The local monodromy of C^tV> around Ei is trivial if and only if < 
x, sr ... Si+iotjf > G raZ, for i = 1 , . . . , r. 
5.4.8. We now consider a particular case. Take G = SLn and let T be the torus of diagonal 
matrices, B the subgroup of upper trangular matrices. Now X = Zn/Z(l,.. . , 1), Xs* = 
{ ( x i , . . . , xn) G Zn/xi + . . . + xn = 0}. The roots are the images in X of the et- — ey (t ^ j), 
where (ct) is the canonical basis. 
W = Sn, operating in the obvious way. We now take s,- = (»,» + l)(l < i < n — 1), a 
transposition. Then w = Si ...sn-i is the cyclic permutaion i i 4- l(mod n). Assume 
that the characteristic of k does not divide n. We now take £ = n~xax + X, where x is the 
image in X of O.ei + e2 + . . . + (n — l)en and a is prime to n. It is easy to see that tu£ = £ 
and that = {c}. 
In this situation we conclude from 5.4.7 that He w is the extension by zero of j£ew. 
Now consider the morphism 7 : G XB GW —• G of 5.1.1. It is clear from the preceding 
observations that, Z^TW denoting the restriction of A^>V) to GXBGW (this is a local system), 

dimG+t{v) 
in particular we see that the right-hand side is semi-simple. We shall briefly describe it 
more precisely. Recall that an element g of a connected reductive group G is called regular 
if its centralizer Z(g) has dimension equal to the rank of G. 
5.4.9. Lemma. 
(i) All elements of Gw are regular; 
(ii) Two elements of Gw which are conjugate in G are conjugate by an element of B; 
(iii) The centralizer of an element of Gw intersects B in the center of G. 
(i) is a result due to Steinberg, stated in [Stl, 8.8]. (ii) follows readily from [loc. cit. 7.6, 
7.16a and 8.9]. These results hold for arbitrary semi-simple simply connected groups. To 
prove (iii) we may in the present case G = SLn assume the element of Gw to have the 
normal form described in [loc. cit. 7.4b)]. The assertion of (iii) then follows by a direct 
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matrix computation. 
5.4.10. Proposition. (G = SLn). H%(CttVI)g ^ 0 only if g is a regular unipotent element 
times an element of the center of G and i = —n2 + n. 
One knows that the centralizer of a regular element of SLn is abelian. It suffices to prove 
the proposition under the assumption that Z(g) C B. We have 

Hi(c^w)g = Hi(1-1g,£tw), 

where £̂ |W is the restriction of the complex A^tV} to G xB Gw. It now follows from 5.4.8 
that 7_1<7 ^ Z(g)/Z (Z denoting the center of G). If g is not unipotent modulo Z then 
Z(g) contains a non-trivial torus and the restriction of C^tV) to it is non-trivial. By 2.1.5 we 
have H%(C^w)g = 0. If g is unipotent modulo Z then i~1g is an affine space of dimension 
(n — 1) and we have fT*(7_1a, C^tW) = E if i = — n2 + n and = 0 otherwise. 
Now let U be set of regular unipotent elements of G. It is a conjugacy class in G. If g £ U 
then Z(g) = Z(g)° x Z. It follows that for any injective character x • Z —* E* there exists 
a G-equivariant local system (for conjugation) £x on U, which is a direct summand of 
the direct image of the constant sheaf under the map G/Z(g)° —• G/Z(g) = U (a Galois 
covering with group Z). 
5.4.11. Corollary. The restriction of C^tW to U is the perverse extension I(U,CX). 
This follows from 5.4.8. We find a similar result for the varieties zll(z £ Z). 
5.4.12 The case of 5L2. 
Now consider the special case G = SL2, when char k ^ 2. We now have X = Q/Z (resp. 
Z(p)/Z). If £ £ X and 2£ 0 then C ê is a character sheaf, as follows from the results of 
5.4.4. The same results give that if 2£ = 0 we have that C^e is a sum of two character 
sheaves. By 5.4.10 for £ ̂  0,2£ = 0 the complex C^8 is a sum of two character sheaves, 
concentrated on the set of regular unipotent elements and its negative. 
Finally, C0>, = E[4] 0 E[2] = A[l] © A[-l], where A is the character sheaf E[$\. 
Any character sheaf on SL2 is isomorphic to one of those just reviewed. 
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6 Parabolic restriction, cuspidal perverse sheaves 
We keep the notations of the preceding sections. The center of G is denoted by Z(G) 
and its identity component by Z(G)°. We denote by P a parabolic subgroup, by U(P) its 
unipotent radical and by L a Levi subgroup ofP. We then say that L is a Levi subgroup 
of G. 
P is the semi-direct product of L and U(P). We denote by fl> the canonical homomorphism 
P -> L sending tu to I (£ G L,u G U(P)). 

6.1 Parabolic restriction 
6.1.1. We define a functor res = resp : DG —• DL by 

res K = (nP)\i*K (K G DG) 

where i is the inclusion P G. If G,P,L are defined over a finite field Fq and K comes 
from a complex on the F^-scheme Go, so that we have (p : F*K ~ K (see 1.3.1.) then a 
Tate twist (dim U{P)) is added. 
In this situation, res K inherits ^ ' F*res K ~ res K and one shows that we have the 
following relation between characteristic functions (see 1.3.4): 

res K = (nP)\i*K (K G DG) 
u€U(P)F 

XGKJlu) (£ € LF). 

The right-hand side is well-known in the character theory of finite groups of Lie type (see 
for example [Ca, p.263]). If XK,P LS a character of GF then XresKj 1S tne character of LF 
obtained by parabolic restriction (called "truncation" in loc.cit.]). 
We shall call the functor res just defined parabolic restriction. 
6.1.2 Definition. A perverse sheaf K G MG is cuspidal if 
(a) K has a weight for the action of the connected center Z(G)° by left (= right) transla
tions] 
(b) K is equivariant for the conjugation action of G; 
(c) For any proper parabolic subgroup P with Levi group L we have resfK G DL<0. 
K G MG is strongly cuspidal if we have (a), (b) and 
(c) For any proper parabolic subgroup P with Levi group L we have respK = 0. 
For weights of torus actions see 2.2.1. The condition respK G DL<0 of (c) can also be 
written as 'JT*(resgK) = 0 if i > 0 (see 1.2). 
The definition of cuspidal perverse sheaves adopted here is slightly stronger than the one 
of [CS, 7.1.1]. We shall analyse cuspidal perverse sheaves, following [CS] and [L2]. 

6.2 A stratification of G 
6.2.1. Isolated classes. It is well-known that if G is semi-simple the number of conjugacy 
classes of connected, semi-simple, closed subgroups of G with rank equal to that of G is 
finite. The center of such a subgroup is finite (cf. [BS]). 
A conjugacy class in G is isolated if it contains an element g whose semi-simple part g8 
lies in such a center. Alternatively, a conjugacy class C in G is isolated if for g G C the 
centralizer Zoigs) has semi-simple rank equal to the rank of G. 
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If G is an arbitrary connected reductive group we call isolated class in G the inverse im
age of an isolated class in the semi-simple group G/Z(G)°. It is clear that the number of 
isolated classes is finite. 

6.2.2. Now let L be a Levi subgroup in G and £ an isolated class in L. We put 

Ereg = {x G £ | Za{x9)° C L}. 
This is a non-empty open subset of £ . If x G 2reg then L is the smallest Levi subgroup 
of G containing ZQ{X9)°. (These facts readily follow from the explicit description of Levi 
subgroups.) 
We put 

JV(L,£) = {g G G | gLg~l = L.gLg'1 = E},W(L,E) = W(L,E)/L, 

and 
res K = (nP)\i 

hjgk 
*K (K G DG) 

Let G XL Ereg be the quotient of G x £reg for the L-action i(g,x) = (gl^jtxl"1) (£ G 
L,<jr G G,x G 2reg)' The map (<7,x) flfxy"1 induces a morphism 

l'GxL 
reg 
-to 

6.2.3. Lemma. 
(i) ,5 ° locaHy dosed, smooth, irreducible subvariety of G, of dimension dim G - dim 
L+ dim ^E-IfgeG we have Y^) = Y{gLg-\gYTl aY 
(ii) 7 : G xL X)reg ^(L,E) a < â̂ ot5 covering with group W(L,£); 
(iii) G = U ^ D ' 

Most of this is straightforward. To prove (iii), let g G G. There is a smallest Levi subgroup 
L containing ZG(g9)° (viz. the centralizer of the connected center of ZG(gB)°). If ]C is the 
product of Z(L)° and the conjugacy class of g in L then g G Y{L$2)-
6.2.4. The closure of Y^L^y Assume that L is a Levi subgroup of the parabolic group 
P. As above, we define G Xp ^2U(P), and a morphism 6 : G Xp £J7(P) —• G, which is 
proper ( 2 denotes the closure of ]£ in L). The inclusion G x J ] - » G x J2U(P) induces a 
morphism a : G xL £reg —• G xP £{7(P), which is easily seen to be an open imbedding. 
Also, im 6 is the closure and it will follow from 6.2.7 (iii) that = *m a' 
6.2.5. Lemma. The set of semi-simple parts of elements of £ coincides with the set of 
semi-simple parts of elements of £ • 
It suffices to proves this statement for the semi-simple group L/Z(L)°, in which case it 
follows from the known fact that the set of elements whose semi-simple part is conjugate 
to a given element is closed (see [Stl, 6.6, 6.11]). 
6.2.6. Lemma. Let x = tu be an element of P {I G L,u G U(P)) Then x9 is conjugate to 
l9 by an element ofU(P). 
Let V be a Levi subgroup of P containing x9. There is u' G U(P) with V = u'L(u')"1. 
Write x9 = u'i'{u')-1. Then x9 G i'U(P). But also x9 G L9U{P). Hence t1 = whence the 
lemma. 
6.2.7. Lemma. Let (£,£) be as before and let £ i be an isolated class in a Levi group L\. 
Assume that x G 52U(P) is conjugate in G to an element of (£i)reg« 
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(i) L is conjugate to a subgroup of L\\ 

(«) y(£i.E,) c %.E>; 
(iii) // Li — L, Ei — E « w conjugate in P to an element of (Ei)reg-
If IF is a connected reductive group we write r(H) for its radical Z(H)°. By the previous 
lemmas there exists j / G E such that x8 is conjugate to y8 by an element of U(P), say 
x8 = uy8u~x. We then have r(ZG{x8)°) = UT{ZG(y9)0)u"1 C u^Z^y,)0)^1 = urfLju"1, 
by the definiton of isolated classes. 
Let g G G and £ G (Ei)reg be such that x = y^"1 . Then r(Z0(a;J0) = flfr^^)0)^"1 = 
^r(Li)flf_1, since Z<?(/,)° C Li. We conclude that 

griLjg-1 c urfLjtt"1, 

whence gLig'1 D uLu"1, and (i) follows. It also follows that Ei C ?(l,E)> which implies 
(ii). If Li = L,Ei = E we must have u~xg G JV(L,E)> whence (iii). 
We denote by (l̂ -)»ei the finite set of varieties of the form Y(l,£)> *°r any ̂ evi SrouP 
and isolated class E of (Notice that ^ - i ^ ^ r 1 ) = (̂£>E)' ^ 9 G ^ ^e state ^e 
following consequence of the results established above. 
6.2.8. Proposition. 
(i) (Yi)iei is a stratification of G by a finite number of locally closed, smooth irreducible 
subvarieties which are stable under conjugation; 
(ii) The closure Yi is a union of certain Yj. 
The varieties Y^L^) will be referred to as strata. Notice that there is one open stratum, 
namely the set of regular semi-simple elements. 
We shall see later (8.3.1) that if A is a character sheaf the restriction to a stratum of H*A 
is a locally constant sheaf, for all i G Z. 

6.3 Cuspidal perverse sheaves 
We shall now establish some basic properties of irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaves, after 
[CS, no.7] and [L2]. 
6.3.1. Theorem. Let K be an irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf. 
(i) There is a unique isolated class S in G and a local system L on S, unique up to 
isomorphism, such that K = /(£» £>)\ 
(ii) If P is a proper parabolic subgroup of G , with Levi group L, then for t G L,i > 
dim E - dim Z(G)° - dim L + dim ZL(t) we have 

Hi(iU(P) n £ , £ ) = 0 ; 

(iii) If g G E then Zo{g)°/Z(G)° is a unipotent group. 
Recall that K has a weight for the action of Z(G)°. Also, it is clear that the local system 
£ of (i) is G-equivariant. In the proof we need some auxiliary results. For the first one, 
let P and L be as before. Let C be a conjugacy class in L and put T = CZ(L)°, 

Z = {{g,xxP,x2P) eGx G/P x G/P \ xjlgxi G TU{P),i = 1,2}. 

If 0 is a G-orbit in G/P x G/P we denote by ZQ the piece of Z defined by adding the 
condition (x1P,x2P) G 0. Define Z' similarly to Z, with TU(P) replaced by CU(P) and 
let Z'0 =Z'nZ0. 
6.3.2. Proposition. Let C' be a conjugacy class in G. 
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(i) IfleC then 

dim [IU(P) fl C) < i(dim C' - dim C); 

(ii) If gee1, i e c then 

dim {xP 6 G/P I x~xgx 6 TU(P)} < i(dim Za(g) - dim ZL{¿)); 
¿a 

(iii) i/ 0 t*5 as akwe t/ien 

dim Zo < dim G — dim L + dim I\ 

// equality holds then for any (xiP, x2P) G 0 the parabolic groups XiPxf1 and x2Pa^'1 
a common £etn group; 
(iv) dim Z'0 < dim G - dim L + dim C. 
This result (part of which we need in the proof of 6.3.1) is established in [L2, §1]. We refer 
to the proof given there. 
6.3.3. Lemma. For all £ G L the intersection U{P) n ZG(i) is connected. 
The following proof is due to Spaltenstein [HS]. Let S be a maximal torus in ZL(l). 
Choose a Borel subgroup B of P such that S C B and that I G B . Then L D Zq(S) (since 
ZG(L)° C 5), hence S is a maximal torus of Za{i) and also of Zb(£). Therefore every 
irreducible component of ZB{£) contains an element normalizing S . But such an element 
centralizes 5, since it belongs to B . Hence every irreducible component of ZB{£) meets L . 
We have B = {B n L)tf(P), so 

and it follows that U(P) n Zq{() is connected. 

We can now prove 6.3.1. Choose a locally closed, smooth, irreducible subvariety V of 
G and an irreducible local system £ on V such that : V is dense in suppiC, V is stable 
under conjugation by G and multiplication by Z(G)°, £ has the same Z(G)°-weight as K 

and is G-equivariant, K |y is isomorphic to £[dim V]. 
This is possible by 1.2.3. There is a stratum Y^Ly^ which intersects V in a dense open 
subset. We may therefore assume that V C Y^L^^iepl9cing V by a smaller set). 
Choose g G V fl £reg. Let P be a parabolic subgroup with Levi group L . We claim that 

The set of the left-hand side is irreducible and closed (being an orbit of a connected 
unipotent group acting on an affine variety) and is contained in gU (P). The isotropy group 
of g in U(P) (acting by conjugation) is U(P) D ZG{g) C U(P) fl ZG{gs)- Since g G £reg> 
the latter group is trivial (see 6.2.2) and (1) follows. 
The restriction of Z to gU(P) is a Z7(P)-equivariant local system, which must be constant 
(and non-zero). It follows that H]d{gU{P), £,) ^ 0, where d = dim U(P). This means 
that If* (res A)g ^ 0, if % = 2d - dim V. 

ZB{1) = (L n ZB(£))(tf (P) n Zo(0) , 

(1) {uau"1 |uG tf(P)} = atf(P). 

Hence 
supp iT(res A) D V fl Ereg if t = 2 dim (P) dimV. 
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It follows from 6.2.3 (ii) that dim V fl reg = dim V + dim L — dim G. Since dim G = 
dim L + 2 dim J7(P) we see tna* there is an * sucn tnat 

dim supp fT(res A) > —t. 

Since K is cuspidal we must have P — G = L , and £ is an isolated class in G. We have 
proved (i). 
Let P be as in (ii). Since reSpK £ DL<0 we have for % G Z 

dim { ¿ 6 L | #»(£tf (P),if) ^ 0} < - i . 

Using the equivariance of K it follows that for I € L 

H[{tU(P),K) = 0 if x > dim ZL(£) - dim L — dim Z{G). 

By 6.3.2 we have 

(2) dim [IU{P) fl E) < i(dim E + dim ZL(i) - dim L - dim £(<3)°). 

It follows that the assertion of (ii) is true for i > dim £ — dim ^((3)° — dim L+ dim Zjjjt). 
Let c be the number in the right-hand side. The assertion of (ii) for i = e will follow from 
the exact sequence 

(3) Hc~dim E_1(fl7(P) n (E - E),if) ± Hec(iU{P) n E,£) -

^#cd-dimE(£*7(P),X)(= 0), 

if we show that the map £ is zero. 
To prove this we may by a reduction argument ([BBD, no.6]) assume that k is the algebraic 
closure of a finite field and that K is obtained from a complex K0 as in 1.3.1. We may 
assume that t has weight zero. If the vector space H%(IU(P) fl £ , £) is non-zero, we must 
have e = 2 dim (iU{P) fl £ ) (by (2)). Then Hec{tU{P) n £ , £) is pure of weight e (in the 

sense of 1.3.1). We shall prove that HT dim S_1(£I7(P) n £ - £ , # ) is a vector space of 
weight < e. It suffices to prove that for any £ ' C £ — £ which is the inverse image of a 
conjugacy class in G/Z(G)°, the vector space dim ^_1(£C/(P) fl £ ' ,K) has a similar 
property. 
Let £ ' be such and put j = dim £ ' . We have a spectral sequence 

H*{tU{P) fl E \HQK) HC(IU(P) n E ', if). 

If the left-hand side is non-zero, we must have 

p < 2 dim {IU{P) n E ') < e - dim E + j , 

by 6.3.2 (i). Also q < —j, since K is a perverse extension (see 1.2.3). If also p + q = 
d - dim £ - 1 it follows that p = 2 dim (^J7(P) fl £') and q = -j - 1. Since K" is pure of 
weight dim £ , we have that H~'~LK is pure of weight dim £ - j - 1 (see 1.3.2 for these 
properties). Then H*{tU{P) fl £ ' , H ^ ^ A ) has weight < p + dim£ -j - 1 = e - 1, by 
Deligne's theorem ([D, p.247]). 
It now follows that in the exact sequence (3) the first term has weight < e and the second 
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has weight e. It follows that 6 = 0, as asserted. This concludes the proof of (ii). 
Let g £J2 and choose a maximal torus S in ZG(g). Let L = ZG(S) and choose a parabolic 
subgroup P with Levi group L. Now 

V = {ugu-1 | u e U{P)} 

is a closed subvariety of gU(P) on which U(P) acts transitively. The isotropy group of g 
in U(P) is connected by 6.3.3. It follows that the restriction of the local system £ to V is 
constant, whence H2 dimV(V,£) £ 0. 
We claim that 

(4) dim^ = ^(dim £ - dim Z(G)° - dimL + dim ZL(g)) = 

= ^(dim G — dim L — dim Zc?(o) + dim ZL(G)). 

If this has been established it will follow from (ii) that P must be G itself. Hence 5 = Z(G)° 
and (iii) follows. To prove the asserted equality for dim V we introduce a parabolic 
subgroup P' with Levi group L which is opposite to P, i.e. such that P C\ P' = L. Let V 
be defined as V relative to P'. One knows that the product map defines an isomorphism 
of U(P) x L x U(P') onto an open subset of G. It follows that 

dim ZG{g) > dim ZL(g) + dim ZG{g) nU{P)+ dim ZG{g) fl U(P') = 

= dim ZL(g) + 2 dim C/(P) - dim V — dim V', 

whence 
dim V + dim V > dim G - dimL - dimZG(g) + dim ZL(g). 

It follows from 6.3.2 (i) that dim V and dim V are majorized by the asserted value (4). 
The last inequality then shows that (4) does hold. This concludes the proof of 6.3.1. 
Remarks. 
(a) The results of 6.3.1 are contained in [CS, nos.3,6] and [L2, §2]. The proof of (ii) is not 
given in [loc.cit], it was communicated to us by Lusztig. 
(b) In [L2] several other properties of cuspidal perverse sheaves are established, which are 
used to give a complete classification. We shall not enter into this here. 
Example. Let G = SLn. Using 6.3.1 (iii) it is not hard to see that if K is an irreducible 
cuspidal perverse sheaf on G, £ must be the class of an element g = g8gn where g9 lies in 
the center and gn is a regular unipotent element. Examples are the character sheaves of 
5.4.11 (they are, in fact, the only possible ones, by [L2],p.246). 
6.3.4. Definition A cuspidal perverse sheaf K on G is clean if it is a perverse extension 
J(2j£), where £ is the inverse image of a conjugacy class in G/Z(G)° such that the 
restriction of K to £ — £ is zero. 
It will be seen in 9.2.15 that the perverse sheaves of the previous example are strongly 
cuspidel. Hence they are clean, by 5.4.10. 
For later use we record a result on clean sheaves. Let K = / ( £ , £) be a clean irreducible 
cuspidal perverse sheaf on G. Assume that £ is a G-equivariant non-constant local system, 
which has a weight for Z(G)°. 
6.3.5. Lemma. #c(£,£) = 0. 
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Put Z = Z(G)° and fix a G . We can choose a morphism (p : G/Z x Z of the form 
<p(g,Z, z) = gag~1zn (g G G,z G Z) such that <p*£ is constant. Let 

Gx = {geG\ gag-1 G aZ}. 

Then G\/Z is a connected unipotent group by 6.3.1 (iv). 
We factor (p 

G/ZxZ^t^E, 

where <p\ is a fibering with fibers G\/Z and <p is a finite Galois covering such that <p*£ is 
trivial with group Gi/G\. 
It suffices to prove that Gi/G\ acts trivially on all Hxc{f2,E). But 

5; ' (Ê^) = C 2 a ( ^ x z , E ) 

where a = dimGl/Z and the action of Gi/Gl on the cohomology group of the left-hand 
side is the restriction of an action of the connected group G/Z on the one of the right-hand 
side. The latter action is trivial, and the assertion follows. 
A direct consequence of the previous lemma is the following one ([CS, 7.8]). 
6.3.6. Lemma. Let K and K' be two clean irreducible perverse sheaves on G such that 
K' is not isomorphic to DK. Then HC(G, K <g> K') = 0. 
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7 Parabolic induction 
G, P and L are as in no.6. 

7.1 Parabolic induction 
7.1.1. Let G Xp P be defined as in 6.2.4, i.e. the quotient of G x P by the P-action 
x(g,y) — {gx'1,xyx~l) (g € G,x,y € P). We have a proper morphism 6 : G xP P -+ G 
induced by (g,y) »-• gyg~x(g G G,y G P). Consider the diagram 

L^GxP^GxpP^G, 
where ct(g,y) = я>у and /? is the canonical map. If К is a perverse sheaf on L which 
is L-equivariant for conjugation then by property (b) of 1.2.6 we have that ct*K[dimG + 
dimU(P)] is a perverse sheaf on G x P. It is P-equivariant and 1.4.2 shows that there 
exists a perverse sheaf К on G Xp P such that 

0*K = a*K[2dimU(P)], 

moreover К is G-equivariant for the action via left translations on G. 
We put 

ind К = md^K = 6*K. 
By property (c) of 1.4.1 the p If'(ind K) are G-equivariant (for conjugation). 
If К is irreducible then so is К and it follows from the decomposition theorem that ind К 
is a semi-simple complex, so is G-equivariant (see 1.4.1). 
Examples. 
(a) Assume that everything is defined over a finite field Fq and that к is an algebraic closure 
of Fq. Assume that we have (p : F*K K. Then ind К inherits ф : P*(ind K) ind К 
and one checks from the definitions that the characteristic function Xv»,ind к on GF is the 
class function induced by the class function х<р,к °п LF, in the sense of parabolic induction 
of finite groups of Lie type (i.e. lifting from LF to PF and induction from PF to GF in 
the sense of Frobenius). 
(b) Assume that P = B, our Borel group and L = T. Take К = £e[dimT], where { e l 
The definitions show that 

ind^£^ = Cfe. 
We review some properties of induction. 
Let Q С P be another parabolic subgroup, with Levi group M contained in L. Then QC\L 
is a parabolic subgroup of L, with Levi group M. 
7.1.2. Proposition. Let К be a perverse sheaf on M which is M-equivariant for conjuga
tion such that indgnLK is perverse. Then 

md%K = ind?ind^nLii:. 

This is transitivity of induction. The straightforward proof is omitted (see [CS, 4.2]). 
The next result is of the Frobenius duality type. 
7.1.3. Proposition. Let K\ (resp. K) be a perverse sheaf on G (resp. L) which is 
equivariant for conjugation. Assume that TespKi G DL-°. Then 

Hompc? (K\ у indpK) = Homp L (res$ K\, K). 
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Consider the diagram 

G x P A G xP P G 
a 

y I id x xp | 7 > 
L G x L ^ G xP L 

where G Xp Lis the quotient of G x L by the P-action 

x{g,l) = {gx-\*p{x)lirp{z)-l)(g <E G,x € P,/ € L). 

The maps a , 6 are as before and a',/?' are defined in an obvious way. The map 7 is such 
that the square is cartesian. Since res K\ G DL-° we have (see [BBD, 1.3]) 

Horn (res KUK) = Horn ( p#°(res Kx), K) = 
= Horn {{a1)* pH°{ies Kj^a'YK) = Horn ((a')* (resjK\), {a')*K), 

here we also use property (b) of 1.2.6. 
Now we have a diagram 

G x P P A G 
J, idxirp I 7Tp 

G x L 4 L 

and, by the definition of restriction in 6.1.1, 

W(res Kx) = (a')* = (id x ^ ( ( p r ) V l ^ ) . 

From the G-equivariance of Kx it follows that (pr)Vlifi is isomorphic to 0*6*Ku whence 

{a')* {resKj = (PT-hS'KL 

It follows that ix6*Kx e V{G xP L)^mU^p\ 

As in 7.1.1 there is a perverse sheaf K' on GxPL such that {0')*K'[dimP] = {ct')*K[dimG] 
and one sees easily that 7*lif'[dim J7(P)] = K. 
We now have 

Hom(resXi,ir) = Horn ((a')*(res Ki)>WYK) = 
= Eom{{0,)*ll6*Ku{0')*K,[-dimU{P)}) = 

= Rom{ll6*Kuk'[-dimU{P)})= Horn {6*KU~fK'[- dimtf(P)]) = 
= Horn {6*Kul*K'[d\mU{P)}) = Horn {6*KUK) = 

= Horn {KU6*K) = Horn {Ku ind if), 
which proves 7.1.3. 

The preceding results about induction are contained in [CS, no.4]. There is also a Mackey 
type formula, which we use for character sheaves (to be established in 10.1). 
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7.2 Induction of cuspidal perverse sheaves 
7.2.1. With the previous notations let K be an irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on L. By 
6.3.1 (i) there is an isolated class E in L and an irreducible local system £ o n E such that 
K = I (E, £). Moreover, £ is equivariant for conjugation and has a weight for translation 
action of Z(L)°. 
Let Y = Y(l,£)> as in 6.2.2. With the notations introduced there we have a diagram 

E & G X Ereg * G XL Ereg ± Y 
I I I I • 
E <3 x e*7(p) 4 a x p Etf(J') 4 y 

Here 7 and £ are as in 6.2.2 resp. 6.2.4. The horizontal maps are the evident ones and the 
vertical maps are imbeddings (use 6.2.7(iii) for the map G XL Ereg —> G Xp £U(P)). 
There is a local system £ on G XL Ereg sucn tnat ai£ — P{£>- Since *y is a Galois covering 
(6.2.3(ii)) we have that is a semi-simple local system on Y. 
7.2.2. Theorem, ind^tf = I{Y^E). 
(This result is prop. 4.5 of [L2].) 
It follows from the definition of induction that the restriction of indpHf to Y is 7.£[dim Y]. 
Put X = G XpJ^U(P). The image of (x,y) eGx £U(P) in X is denoted by x * y. It is 
clear that ind K is zero outside Y and that the restriction of ind K to Y is 6*K, where K 
is the irreducible perverse sheaf on X with 

p*K[dimP] = a*K[dimG + dimtf(P)]. 

To prove the theorem it suffices to show that 

(1) dim supple (Sm K) < - t if s > - dirnF 

and a similar assertion with L replaced by the dual £v (which follows if (1) is established). 
We have a partition £ = U the Sy being the orbits of L x Z(L)° in 2 (L acting by 
conjugation and Z(L)° by translation). Write S0 = E« 
Let Xy = {x * y € X I y G 5il/'(P)}. Then X = U X, is a stratification of X, with smooth 
strata. Also, X0 is open dense and the closure of a stratum is a union of strata. We have 
if geY 

Hi{6.K)g = Hi{6-1g,K). 

If this is non-zero, we have H{e(6~lg D Xj,K) ^ 0 for some j . Using the spectral sequence 

H*(6-lg n XhE*k) => H'tf^g n Xy, £ ) 

we see that in this situation there are p, q with p + q = % such that the left-hand side of 
the last formula is non-zero. Then p < 2 dim(£-1</ fl Xy). Moreover, since K is irreducible 
we have q < — dim Xj if j ^ 0 and g < — dim Xy if j = 0. We conclude that 

t < 2 dim(^-1^ fl Xj) - dimXy. 

Now since dimXy = dim Y — dimE + dim5y, we see that 

dim(<5_1flr fl Xj) > ±(1 - dimE + dimSj + dimY), 
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with strict inequality if j ^ 0. 
The support inequality now follows from the following lemma, which is a consequence of 
6.3.2. 
7.2.3. Lemma. 
(1) If j ¿0 then 

dim{g e Y | dim(6 - 10 fl Xj) > \{i - dimE + dimS,)} < dimy - t; 

(ii) dim{g e Y | d im^ ' 1 ^ n X0) > ft} < dimy - t if % > 0. 
We have 6~xg C\Xj = {x*yEX\yE SjU(P),xyx~1 = g}. This is isomorphic to the 
variety {xP e G/P \ x~xgx e SjU(P)}. Let Zj = {{g,xlP,x2P) G G x G/P x G/P \ 
x^gxi e SjU(P),i = 1,2}. By 6.3.2(iii) we have dimZy < dimG - dimL + dimSj = 
dimy — dim £ + dimSy. The assertion of (i) now follows readily from these facts. We also 
see that for all j the left-hand side of (i) is majorized by the right-hand side. 
Now assume that t is such that the inequality of (ii) does not hold. It follows that the two 
sides of the formula of (ii) are equal. Let Z and ZQ be as in 6.3.2 (with T = £)• We have 
d\mZ0 < dim<3 - dimL + dimE = dimy for all G-orbits 0 in G/P x G/P. It follows 
that Z has an irreducible component of dimension > dimy, whose projection onto G has 
dimension < dim Y — i. This component contains some ZQ with dim ZQ = dim Y. It follows 
from 6.3.2(iii) that the orbit contains an element (P,nP), with n € NQL. We then must 
have n £ n _ 1 = £ and it follows that the projection of ZQ on G contains Y. Since this 
projection has dimension < dimy — t we must have t = 0 and (ii) follows. 
This concludes the proof of 7.2.2. 
7.2.4. Corollary. If K is as in 7.2.2 then indpif is semi-simple and perverse. 
The next result is a complement to 7.1.3. 
7.2.5. Lemma. Let K\ be a perverse sheaf on G which is equivariant for conjugation. 
Assume that 

ies$K1 = ®Kx[nx], 

where the K\ are perverse sheaves on L such that indpî A is perverse. TheniespKi 6 DL-°. 
We use the notations of the proof of 7.1.3. We define K'x similar to K1 in that proof. We 
have 

Hom^x, (ind Kx)[s}) = Horn {^6*Kuk'x[s - dimtf(P)]) 

for all s e Z. Since Kx and ind K\ are perverse Horn (#i , ( ind ifA)[s]) is zero if s < 0, 
whence 
(2) Horn (n6*Kuk'x[s}) = 0ifs<-d,d = dimJ7(P). 

Put C = ^6*KX. Then (pyc = {a')* res Kx = 0(a')* Kx[nx] = ®{0'yK'x[nx - d], hence, 
by 1.2.6 (b), r&C = 0 K'x. 

nx=d-i 
It follows, using (2), that, if C 6 and i > d, then the canonical morphism C -> pHiC[-i] 
is zero. So we have C e D-d and resi^ € D-° by 1.2.6 (b). 
Remark. The condition of the lemma is satisfied when the sheaves Kx are irreducible 
and cuspidal (7.2.2) and, more generally when they are admissible, see section 8. 
7.2.6. Let A = End (ind K) be the algebra of all endomorphisms of the perverse sheaf 
ind K of 7.2.2. It is a finite dimensional semi-simple i£-algebra. It follows from 7.2.2 that 
it is also the endomorphism algebra of the local system 7*£ on Y. 
Recall that 7 : G xL £ r e g -* Y is a Galois covering with group N{L,Y)/L = W(£,£). 
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Consider the subgroup W(L, , £) = N(L, ,£)/L, where 

N{L, E, £) = {ne N{L, E) | n*£ ~ £} 

(n acts on £ by conjugation). For W E W(L, -C) we 

AW = Horn (£,W*£), 

where W represents W. This is a one dimensional vector space. Since I*£ = 7*W*£ we have 
a natural imbedding 

AW -» End (7.£) = X. 
Now A = (&AW and the multiplication in A maps AW x XJ„ onto Xw- In particular, we see 
that all endomorphisms of are G- endomorphisms. 
7.2.7. Now assume that k is an algebraic closure of the finite field Fq and that G is defined 
over Fq. Assume that FL = L , F E — S that we are given an isomorphism of local 
systems (p : F*£ £. The varieties G x 52reg,G Xj, £reg,Y are defined over Fq and <p 
induces isomorphisms F*£ £, F*^£ A> 7«£. The latter isomorphism determines an 
isomorphism (p : F*IP A- IP, where IP = J(Y,7.£). Note that P does not enter the 
picture here. In general, there need not exist a parabolic subgroup with Levi subgroup L 
which is defined over F0. 
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8 Admissible perverse sheaves 
G is as before. 
Definition. A perverse sheaf on G is admissible if it is an irreducible constituent of a 
perverse sheaf mdpK as in 7.2.2. 
It follows from transitivity of induction that if K is an admissible perverse sheaf on the 
Levi group L of a parabolic subgroup P then indpjfiT is a direct sum of admissible perverse 
sheaves. We shall prove later that character sheaves are admissible (see 9.3.2). 
In [CS] and [L2] admissible perverse sheaves are called "admissible complexes". 

8.1 Some properties of cuspidal perverse sheaves 
8.1.1. Let K be an irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on G. We have K = / ( £ , £ ) , where 
£ and £ are as in 6.3.1. 
Let £ , be the set of semi-simple parts of elements of £ (or £ , see 6.2.5). Fix s € £ , and 
put H = ZG(S)°9 this is a connected reductive subgroup of G. Since £ is isolated we have 
Z{H)° = Z{G)° (6.2.1). 
The set of elements in £ with semi-simple part s is sC , where C is the set of unipotent 
elements u in H with su € £ . Then C is an orbit of the group 

{geG\ gsg"1 € sZ{G)°}i 

which has H as its identity component. It follows that C is a union of finitely many 
unipotent conjugacy classes of H, all of the same dimension (as a matter of fact, C itself is 
a conjugacy class in H, see 8.1.4). Put £ ' - CZ{G)° and define a = £ ' £ by ax = sx. 
We put 

IT = a * X [ d i m £ ' - - d i m E ] . 

8.1.2. Proposition. K' is a cuspidal perverse sheaf on H. 
Let Z1 be the pull-back under a of the local system C on £ , it is a local system on £ 
We claim that 

K1 = /(£', £')• 
to see this consider the fibration £ -* £ , /2?(G)°. The fibers are all isomorphic to £* and 
the basis is smooth. One checks without difficulty the support conditions of 1.2.3, for K1 
and its dual. So K' is perverse. 
Now let Q be a proper parabolic subgroup of H and choose a proper parabolic subgroup 
P of G with Q = P n H. Also choose Levi groups, L , M of P resp. Q with M - LnH. 
Notice that £/(Q) = (7(P) n H. Put res if' = resglT. We have to show that for all i we 
have 

dim supp 27*(res K') < -i. 

Let g € M be such that #*(res K')g = ^ ( ^ ( ( J ) , is non-zero. Then sflf € £ and 

Hi{gU(Q),K') = tfr n £ , * ) , 

where a = dimE - dimE '. 
Consider the map 

P : «f (P) -> (atf (P)Z(G)° n LT)/Z{Q)% 
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sending x G sgU(P) to the coset modulo Z(G)° of xs. Then ¡3 is J7(P)-equivariant for the 
actions induced by conjugation. The action of U(P) on X = {sU{P)Z(G)° n£,)/Z(G)° is 
transitive and U(Q) is an isotropy group. It follows that X is an affine space and that the 
[/(P)-equivariant local system W{P\K) on X is constant for all j . For j = i — a this local 
system is non-zero, since the stalk of H^^K) over the image of s is Ht(Ta{sgU(Q)n^, K). 
We have a spectral sequence 

E™ = H'iXiH'ifrK)) He(sgU(P),K). 

We see from the preceding remarks that EP,q = 0 if p ^ 2d and that Eld,t~a ^ 0, where 
d = dimX. Consequently, Hi~a+2d(sgU(P),K) ^ 0. Let A be the conjugacy class of sg in 
L and A' the conjugacy class of g in M. We conclude that 

AZ(G)° C supp J ^ - + " (resK). 

Since K is cuspidal we have 

dimAZ{G)° < - t + a - 2 d 

Now observe that 
dim AZ(<3)° - a + 2d = dimA,Z(<3)°. 

We conclude that 
dim A'Z{G)° < -i. 

Since supp IP (res K') is a union of finitely many sets of the form A'Z(G)°, we conclude 
that res K' is cuspidal, as asserted. 
The proof also gives 
8.1.3. Corollary. If K is strongly cuspidal then K' is strongly cuspidal. 
Another consequence is the following result. 
8.1.4. Corollary. C is a single unipotent class. 
This follows from the following result, which we do not prove here. 
8.1.5. Lemma. Let G be semi-simple and simply connected, and let s G G be an isolated 
semi-simple element. Assume that Cx and C2 are two unipotent classes in ZQ{S) such that 
(a) there exists a local system d on C{ such that J(C,-, &) are cuspidal perverse sheaves on 
ZG(s)(i= 1,2), 
(b) there is g G G with gC^'1 = C2,gsg~1s-1 G Z(G). Then Cx = C2. 
The proof uses the classification of cuspidal perverse sheaves given in [L2], see [CS, 7.12]. 
8.1.6. Corollary. K' is clean if and only if K is clean. 
See 6.3.4 for the definition of clean cuspidal sheaves. The corollary follows from the proof 
of 8.1.2, using 8.1.4. 

8.2 Restriction of an induced character sheaf to the centralizer 
of a semi-simple element 

We fix a parabolic subgroup P of G, with Levi subgroup L. We also fix a semi-simple 
element s G G. Put H = ZQ(S)°. Let £ be an isolated class in L. Denote by J2§ tne set of 
semi-simple parts of the elements of £ . 
The set S = {g G G \ g~xsg G 2 , } is a union of finitely many double cosets HgiL 
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(1 < * < h) and the set {g G G \ g~xsg £ 8U(P)} is the disjoint union of the double 
cosets Hg{P. 
If g G S then gPg~1f)H is a parabolic subgroup of # , with Levi group gLg~xr\H. If 0 = & 
we write Pi resp. Lt- for these subgroups. 
Define 

Ci = {he H \ h unipotent, sh G ftEgf1}, 

and let E . = CiZ(Li)° \ l<i<h). 
8.2.1. Proposition. There exists an open neighbourhood U of s in H with the following 
properties: 
(a) U is stable under conjugation by elements of H; 
(b) heU if and only ifh8eU\ 
(c) IfgeGandUngZsg-1^® then s G 0 E . 0"1 and U n g^8g~x C sZfaLflT1)0; 
(d) IfgeG andheUH gEU(P)g~1 then s€gZ, U(P)g~x and h9 G sgZ(L)0U(P)g-x. 
Put Ifreg = {/i G # I ^G(/I3)° C H}. Then iJreg is an open subset of H which contains s. 
8.2.2. Lemma. Let g G G. 
(i) If Hreg H gJ29~x 0 {resp. Hreg fl ^Eatf"1 ^ 0) then s lies in an isolated class of 
gLg'1; 
(ii) If he HTegHg^2 9'1 (resp. HregC\g^2a g~x) then h lies in an isolated class of HC\gLg~x. 
We may take g = 1. Let h G #reg fl E - Take a maximal torus T of L containing 

Then T is also a maximal torus of H (since Zo(h8)° C ff) whence s G T. From 
ZL^SY C H f] L = ZL(S)° and the fact that £ is isolated in L we see that s lies in an 
isolated class of L and that h lies in an isolated class of H fi L. 
If £ is replaced by £a the same argument can be given. 

Let £ i , . . . , £ m be the set of semi-simple isolated classes in L, where 2 i = ]C« • Put 
M = {x G G I G Uy>2 £ ;}• Let IT be the subset of HTeg obtained by removing 
the elements h such that h8 G xY,i%~1 for some x G M. It follows from 8.2.2(i) that if 
H* fl 0 £ 0"1 0 for 0 G G, then 5 G 0 The same conclusion holds if £ is replaced 
by J2i • Also, 5 G IT'. 
Next we show that H' is open in Hreg. Since H\M/L is finite it is enough to prove that if 
a is a fixed element in G such that a'1 sa is isolated in L, the set 

(1) {heHreg\h8e {JxaZ^x-1} 
xeH 

is closed in Hreg. If h G HTeg,x G if and x~xh8x G a j ^ a - 1 then y~xh8y belongs to an 
isolated class of HC\aLa~x, by 8.2.2 (ii). It follows that the set (1) is the intersection with 
Hreg of finitely many sets of the form 

{h G H I h. G (J x6Z(aLa-1)°x~1}, 

6 being a given element of 1/ n aLa~x. Since such sets are closed, the set (1) is closed in 
Hreg. 
Now let U be the subset of Hl obtained by removing the elements h such that h8 G 
I E I ^ " 1 - sZ(xLx~1)° for some x G G with x~lsx G £1 . As in the case of IT' , one shows 
that U is open. It contains s. The properties (a), (b), (c) of the proposition hold. 
To prove property (d) let x G J^U(P) and g G G be such that tfxgr1 G 17. Using 6.2.6 we 
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deduce (d) from (c). 
This concludes the proof of 8.2.1. 
8.2.2. Corollary. If G is defined over a finite field, with Frobenius morphism F, then if 
FL = L , F E = Y^,Fs = s we can take U to be such that FU = U. 

Next assume that K is an irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on L, of the form / ( £ , £ ) , 
where £ is as above. With the notations introduced in the beginning of 8.2, let Ki be the 
inverse image of K for the map —• £ sending x to gjlsxgi, shifted by dim£t- — dim£ = 
dimL,- — dimL. By 8.1.4 we know that Ct- is a single unipotent class in L,- and by 8.1.2, 
Ki is a cuspidal perverse sheaf on Lt- with support 
Let U be as in 8.2.1. 

8.2.3. Proposition. 5* ((indftf) \u) S 0(ind£.Xt-) \8-iV [dim<2 - dim#]. 
s* denotes the inverse image for the map x t-+ sx. 
We use the notations of the proof of 7.2.2. So let 6 : X = G xP £ t / (P) Y. Put 
Xu = D U) and Xu,% = {x * y G Xu \ x G HgiP}. Then Xu is the disjoint union of 
the Xuti, by property (d) of 8.2.1. Moreover these sets are open and closed in Xu (since 
the image of Hg^P xPP under the canonical map G Xp P —• G/P is the closed subvariety 
HI Pi of G/P). 
For each i we have a commutative diagram 

E,i «- H x EiU{Pi) - H xPi £iU{Pi) ^ Yi 

£ <- G x T,U{P) - GxPT,U{P) ± Y. 

The horizontal rows are as in the proof of 7.2.2. Moreover, rt(x) = g^sxg* and Oi(x *y) = 
{xgi * 0trl(«y)0t)' There is a perverse sheaf K on X such that ind K = ^.X. Similarly, 
mdKi = SiKi, where Jft- is perverse on H Xp £$t/(Pt). 
Now indHf |rnir= (̂-fiT | x j and mdKi |p.n,-itf= (6i)\{Ki Ur^s-ni))-
It follows from property (d) of 8.2.1 that the restriction of Oi to 6^1(s~1U) is an isomor
phism of that set onto Xu,%. Under this isomorphism the restriction of K{ to Sf1(s~1U) 
corresponds to the restriction of K to Xuti, shifted by dim H — dim G, as follows from the 
definitions of K and Ki (see the proof of 7.2.2 and 8.1.1). This implies the theorem. 

8.2.4. We next give some complements to 8.2.3. With the notations of 7.2.1 we have 
a commutative diagram 

G xL Ereg Y 

X = GxP EC/(P) Y 

Put Y = G xL Eregi Yu = YnXU9 YUti = % n XUti, where U is as before. Then YUti is 
open and closed in Yu since Xu,i is open and closed in Xu (see the proof of 8.2.3). 
8.2.5. Lemma. 
(i) Yuti is non-empty; 
(ii) Yuti is open and dense in Xu,i, Yu is open and dense in Xu and Y fl U is open and 
dense in Y D U. 
To prove (i) we have to show that U fl gi Ereg0f1 is not empty, for if x lies in that set then 
gi*gj~1xgi G Y^. Property (b) of 8.2.1 implies that U contains sC,-. Hence Uf)s Et is open 
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dense in s , . Also, # reg 0,rln5 «• is open dense in s t. Hence 17D5 n$rt- reg ^r1 ^ 0. 
It follows from the proof of 8.2.3 that Xu,% is isomorphic to an open subset of the irreducible 
variety H xP. £t£f(P«). Since YJJ^ is non-empty by (i), we have the first point of (ii). The 
rest of (ii) then easily follows. 

Now put YUti = l(Yuj). Then Y f) U = UiYUti and Yu%i is irreducible, and closed in 
YnU. Also,' YUti = YVJ if and only if G #&#<?(£,£), otherwise YUti n YUti = 0. We 
write Yi = UheHhiZiUgh-1. 
8.2.6. Lemma. 
(i) Yuti is an open subset of sYJ; 
(ii) Yi is a smooth variety, of dimension dim IT — dimL + dim 2 • 
(ii) is a direct consequence of (i). To prove (i) it suffices to show that if * x G G XL £REG 
and gixgf1 G U then gixgf1 G sYi. By property (c) of 8.2.1 we have giX8gJx G sZ(Li)°, 
hence gixgf1 G . It follows from the definitions that s£« £reg0,rl c 5Et\reg- This 
implies (i). 

Let K = / ( £ , £ ) be as in 8.2.3. Then K{ = 7(E„ A) , where £{ is the pull-back of £ 
under the map x gjxsxgi of ]£$ to £ . We have A" = /(X, £) where £ is a local system 
on Y (see 7.2.1) and md$K = I(Y,^£) by 7.2.2. Similarly, indgiiQ = I(YU (l-Ki), where 
7.' : H xLi (E.)reg -
From the lemmas just proved and the proof of 8.2.3 we now obtain 
8.2.7. Proposition. s*(i>£ \mu) ^ ®{{li)*£i) \*~l(Ynu) . 
Notice that (7,).£» is a local system on YJ. By its restriction to s~1(Y fl U) we understand 
its restriction to Yi D s"1 (YnU), extended by zero on the other components of s~l (YnU). 
The isomorphism of the proposition can also be formulated as an isomorphism 

s*(mdf,K) \YnUc± 0(ind£tf,-) \s-HYnu) [dimG-dimtf], 
•=i 

this is the restriction of the isomorphism of 8.2.3 to s~1(Y n 17). 
8.2.8. Now assume that & is an algebraic closure of the finite field Fq. With the usual 
notations assume FL = L, P £ = 2 » Fs = s, FU = U and assume given <p : F*£ £. 
The £i inherit isomorphisms <Pi : F*£i It follows from the arguments used to prove 
8.2.7 that the isomorphism of 8.2.7 is compatible with the actions induced by cp in the 
left-hand side and the set (<pi) in the right-hand side. As in 7.2.6 we can conclude from 
this a similar compatibility for the isomorphism of 8.2.3. Again, the parabolic subgroup 
P does not enter the picture. 

8.3 Applications 
We give here some applications of the preceding results. 
8.3.1. Theorem. Let K be an admissible perverse sheaf on G. The restriction of a coho-
mology sheaf HxK(i G Z) to a stratum Y^^) °f the stratification of 6.2.8 is a local system 
with finite monodromy. 
Consider the diagram 

Ereg +^ G X Ereg —i G XL Ereg ~^ Y 
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of 7.2.1. The restriction of H*K to Ereg is a G- equivariant constructive sheaf. From the 
G-equivariance we see that 

ai(friC|E )=p\1\HiK\Y). 

Since 7 is a Galois covering and fa a principal fibration with group L it will be sufficient 
to show that the restriction of H*K to Ereg (which is L-equivariant) is a local system with 
finite monodromy. 
Consider the fibration <p : Ereg E , /^(^)°(x |-* coset of x8). It is compatible with the 
L-actions (by conjugation). Since the action on E , /^{L)0 is transitive, it suffices to prove 
that the restriction of H%K to a fiber of <p is a local system with finite monodromy. 
Let 5 be the semi-simple part of a fixed element of Ereg • Put H — ̂ c?(5)°> as before. Then 
H C L and Z(H)° = Z(L)°. The fiber of <p over sZ{L)° is 

z = {x e Ereg | x9 e sZ{L)°}Y 

which is an open dense subset of 

z' = {xez\x,esZ(L)°} = 

= {syv I y G Z(L)°,v G H,v unipotent, sv G E}-

By 8.2.3 there is an open neighbourhood U of s in H such that we have an isomorphism 
\u) « (B&i \.-*u [dimG - dimF], 

the Kj being certain admissible perverse sheaves on H, which are H- equivariant for con
jugation and have a weight for Z(H)°. 
Now s~xZ* is a union of finitely many open sets of the form CZ(H)°, where if is a conju-
gacy class for H. It follows that the restriction of H*Kj to s~1(Zl fl U) is a local system 
with finite monodromy. The same is then true for the restriction of JET* if to Z n U. 
Replacing s by sx with x G Z(L)° such that ZG(SX)° C L we get a similar open neighbour
hood of sx. Since such open sets cover Z we can conclude that the restriction of HXK to 
Z is also a local system with finite monodromy. 
Theorem 8.3.1 is part (a) of [CS, 14.2]. 

8.3.2. We next review briefly another application, given in [CS, no.8]. Assume G to 
be defined over the finite field FQ , with Frobenius map F. 
Let L be a Levi subgroup in G and E an isolated class in L . Assume there is a unipotent 
class C in L such that E = CZQ{L)° and that £ is a local system on C. Moreover assume 
that FL = L,FYj = E and that we are given an isomorphism tp : F*£ S. 
Suppose we can extend £ to a local system C on E and ^ to an isomorphism (p : F*£ £, 
such that K = J(E> C) is an irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on L . Denote by Ki = 
in dp if the induced perverse sheaf on G. We have an isomorphism <p : F*Ki Ki (as in 
7.2.7). 
We define a function Q = QG,L,C,£,i> on the set of unipotent elements of GF by 

o(u) = x;(-1)̂ (̂ (̂ i)«)-
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This definition makes sense, because it is independent of the choice of the extension (£,<p) 
of (£ ,0) ([CS, 8.3.2.], this fact follows by observing that the restriction of the perverse 
sheaf 6*K of the proof of 7.2.2 to the set of unipotent elements of G depends only on £, 
and not on the extension £). 

Let 2« be the set of semi-simple parts of elements of £ . If x, s € G and x~xsx 6 
then Lx = xLx'1 D ZG{s)° is a Levi group in the reductive group £¿(5)°. Let Cx be the set 
of unipotent elements v in ZG(S)° with sv £ I E ^ " 1 . Let £x be the pull-back of £ under 
the map Cx —• £ sending v to x_15va:. By 8.1.4 , Cx is a unipotent class in Z^. 
If x,s £ GF then FLZ = Lx and we have an induced isomorphism 0X : F*£x A £x. 
8.3.3. Theorem. W /̂i *Ae previous notations assume that su is the Jordan decomposition 
of an element of GF. We then have, XKi,<p denoting the characteristic function of 1.3.4 

XKXASU) = 
L*\-l\Za 

\L*\-l\Za{sr* \-X\LFx\ Qza{BY1Lx>cxtex>i>Au)' 

The proof is a fairly straightforward consequence of the results of 8.2 (see [CS, 8.8]). 
The functions Q introduced above are the generalized Green functions. They are further 
studied in [CS, no.9], where among other things orthogonality relations are proved for 
generalized Green functions. These are also discussed in Shoji's contribution to this volume 
[Sh]. 
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9 Restriction and induction of character sheaves 

9.1 Preliminaries 
We use the notations of 3.1 and 3.2. 
9.1.1. Let I be a subset of the generating set S of the Weyl group W and denote by Wj 
the subgroup of W generated by J. There is a unique parabolic subgroup P = Pj of our 
connected reductive group G containing the Borel group B such that, L denoting the Levi 
group of P containing T, the Weyl group of (L, T) is Wj. As before n = np is the canonical 
map P —* L. 
We write Bj = B D L = nB, a Borel group of L. Denote by Rj the root system of (L, T) 
(which may be empty). Then Bi defines a system of positive roots Rf in Ri, with basis 
Dj and I={sa\ae Dj}. 
The group Wj is an instance of a group W$ considered in 3.2. So we have the results of 
that section. However, here we need left cosets Wjw, instead of right ones. 
Let W* = Wj be the set of minimal length left coset representatives (see 3.2.2). If v G W* 
put Ov = PvB. Then G is the disjoint union of the Ov(v G W*). We have 

Oy — TT Gwv. 
wewt 

Also, if v £ W* then nftBv'1 D P) = Bj (v denoting a representative as usual). 
9.1.2. Let 0 be a W-orbit in X and denote by K = Ko the algebra introduced in 3.3. 
Let 0 = II d be the decomposition of 0 into Wj-orbits. We denote by K% the algebra 
Koa relative to Wj. Let Kj be the direct sum of the algebras /C,-. We shall view Kj as the 
subalgebra of K with basis {ett%u)te0tW€Wj. 
9.1.3. Lemma. K is a free left Ki-module, with basis 

L*\-l\ZanftBv'1 D P 

This follows from property (e) of 3.3.1. 
9.1.4. If u £ K we define tr/u G Kj to be the trace of right multiplication by u in iC, 
viewed as a left /Cj-module, with respect to the basis (uv). So, if 

uvu = ^2 axvux (v G W*), 
xew 

then 

tr/u = avv. 

This definition depends on a choice of basis. 
Now let / be a Z[i,t"1]-linear function on K, with values in some Z[i,i-1]-module, such 
that f(uu') = f(u'u) for all G K. Then /(tr/u) is independent of a choice of basis, as 
follows by familiar arguments. 
In this situation, we shall need the following result (in which the bar automorphism of K 
is as in 3.3). 
9.1.5. Lemma. For all u G K we have /(tr/u) = /(trju). 
The lemma follows readily from the definitions, observing that Kj is stable under the bar 
automorphism of K. 
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9.2 Restriction of C^iW 
9.2.1. Let i : P —• G be the inclusion map. Recall that the restriction functor res = resp7 : 
PG —• PL is defined by res = n\i* (with a Tate twist (dimU(P)) if this makes sense), see 
no.6. 
Fix £ G X,w G W't and let Ci%VJ = Cfw be as in 5.1. The following result, which is the 
main one of no.9, allows one to deal with parabolic restriction of character sheaves. 
Let 0 be the orbit W£. We use the function r = TG on the algebra K defined in 5.1.6 and 
its analog TL for /Cj. Notice that rL is the restriction of TG to Kj. The maps xG an^ XL 
are as in 5.1.6. 
9.2.2. Theorem. 
(i) resC^y is a semi-simple complex on L, of the form 

© C£,z['n»J,*]» 

(ii) XL(resC*J = r*(to/c€i«). 
9.2.3. To prove the theorem we shall establish results like (i) and (ii) for the complex C^g 
of 5.1.3, where s = ($i, . . . , sr) is a reduced decomposition of w. The analogue of (ii) for 
Cit% is 
(1) XL(resCe,B) = TL (tTi{cS2...srZ,si • • • c * £ . « r - i • 
The statements of the theorem follow from their analogues for C^g, by arguments similar 
to those of the proof of 5.1.4. 

We first discuss some auxiliary results. Fix vi, v2 G W* and s = sa G S. Put 

Z = G, fl v^Pv2 , Z8 = ZDG8, Ze = Z D Ge. 

Then Z is a closed subset of (5,. Define : Z —• L by 

(pg = ^(vi^1), 

and denote by <p8,<pe the restrictions of to resp. Since nftiBvf1 fl P ) = Bj 
(t = 1,2, see 9.1.1), the image of is a union of double cosets BJXBJ. 
On G8 resp. Ge we have the local systems L^t8 = ZGt8 and Jd^e = ZGe of 4.1.1, where 

9.2.4. Lemma. Assume Z ^ 0. TTien Vi = v2 or vxs = v2. We Aave several cases : 
(a) Vi5 ̂  W*. TVien Vi = v2 < Vis and o = Visv^1 G I. We have <p Z = La, <p8Z8 = La 
and<p*9Zla = LG-Xit9 U.; 
(b) Vis G W* and <pZ = Le(= J9j), with the following subcases. 
(bi) V! = v2 < vlS. Then Z = Ze and <p\L\t = ZG-it<t \z.\ 
(bii) vt = v2> vlS. Then <p8Z8 = Le and <p\L\t \z. if s e W9-H\ 
(biii) vxs = v2. Then (p8Z8 = Le and <p\L\t = ZG-Ha \z. . 
If Z ^ 0 there exists g G P with gv2 G v\G8. Assume g G Gx, where x G Wj. Then 
</v2 G Gxt,3. Moreover, Vi(5, C GV1 U GWl,. It follows that xv2 = Vi or xv2 = t^s. 
If x ^ c we must have v\ = v2 and x £ I (see 3.2.7, so we have case(a)). It is not hard to 
see that now ipZ = Lx,<p8Z8 = Lx. 
Next assume we are in case (b), then x = c and <pZ = Le. If vx < vxs we have GVlG8 = GWl3. 
This implies that in the case that vx = v2 we must have Z — Zt (if Vis = v2 then Z = Z8). 
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It remains to prove the assertions about inverse images of local systems. In case (a) we 
have a diagram of morphisms (for a suitable choice of representatives t>i,v2,s) 

G$ A Z8 ^+ Lff 

T ^ T 

where prG and prL are as in 4.1.1 for G resp. L, i is inclusion and the lower horizontal 
map is given by the Weyl group action, such that 

prL o <pa = vi o prG o t. 

It follows that V\£\>0 = £v-H,*- ^ thecases (bi) and (biii) a similar argument gives the 
asserted result. 
Now consider case (bii). The first assertion of (b i), applied for vis shows that 

h~xZa = 5 f l si)l 1B{v1s), 

whence 
Z = sBs'1 n v^B(vi). 

Also, Ze = B n ViXBvi. 
We denote by a the simple root of R such that s = sa. Also denote by X-a the one 
parameter subgroup defined by —a (see 4.1.1) and by av the coroot defined by a, a 
homomorphism k* —> T. 
The unipotent radical of B is denoted by U. We put U' = U D t)f 1Ui>i. We then have 

Za = T.(X.a - {e}).U'. 

More precisely, the product map 

T x (X_a - {c}) xU'^Z, 

is an isomorphism of varieties. 
It follows from familiar properties (see for example [Spl, p.238]) that there is an isomor
phism (p : X-a — {e} —k* such that (for suitable s) 

prGu = cty(<pu) (u e X-a - {e}). 

Hence %l> : tuv! *-> <pu (t G T, u G X-.a — {e},u' G defines a morphism Z8 —•/:*. 
As before, we have a diagram of morphisms, which is now 

G8 A ^ Le 
\ p r ° 4 prl • 

rp «1* rp 

If <7 = tun1 G Z8 then prL(^?,y) = Vi(t) and prG(z<7) = s(J)av(V><7). This can be reformulated 
as follows. Let fi: T x k* -+ T be defined by /*(*, a) = t.v1s[aw(a)) and p : Z8 -> T x k* by 
p = (prL o(p8,%l)). Then 

(vis) o prG ot = /iop. 
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It follows that 

\z.= LG-w U.= (Mop)*£e. 

where is as in 3.1. Since 5 G Wtf-i£, *-e- vi5 e ^ » we have ° aV)* 
= E, the constant sheaf, and 

(M o p)* £€ = P*(£* H E) = (p* o prl)(£e), 

where prx : T x k* T is projection. Since prx o p = prL o v?„ we obtain the asserted 
relation <p\L\t = |J#. 

With the notations of 9.2.4, we have the following complementary result. The straightfor
ward proof is omitted. 
9.2.5. Lemma. The morphism <p : Z —• La (case (a)) resp. <p : Z -* Le (case (b)) is a 
locally trivial fibration by affine spaces. 

9.2.6. Let s = («i, . . . , sr) be as in 9.2.3. We shall need the variety YBG = YB = GxB (G8l x 

. . . x GSr) introduced in 5.1.3. The image of YB of an element (g0,...,gr) £ Gr+1 will be 
denoted by (g0,..., gr)*. 
Let v = (v0,... ,vr) be a sequence of elements in W*, with v0 = vr. Define a locally closed 
subvariety Zv of YB by 

= {{got • • • ,9r)* eYs\g0...gie 0Vi for i G [0,r] and g0gi. ..grgo~l € P} . 

It follows from 9.2.4 that Zv = 0 unless vjl1 ,̂- G {e,st} for t G [l,r]. For such i define 
a,- G Wj by = c unless v,_i = vt- and vt--i«t-t;̂ l11 G Wj, in which case we put a,- = Vi-iSiV^}v 
Let t = (oi , . . . , ar), a sequence in J U {c}. 
If (<70) • • • ><7r)* ̂  choose p.- G P with 

go-..giep,v,P (o<i<r),prpo1 = 0001...Mo1-

Put ¿0 = 7rpo,4 = ^"(priiP.) (1 < » < r). It follows from 9.2.4 that G Z*,.. We define a 
morphism 

p : Z v - + n L by p(0O,...,0r)* = ( 4 , - . . , 4 ) * . 

9.2.7. Lemma, p is a locally trivial fibration. The fibres are affine spaces of dimension 

d(v) = dimU(P) + card{t G [l,r] | vtst- G W* and v,st- < vt}. 

This is a consequence of 9.2.5. 
Now consider the perverse sheaf A^tB of 5.1.3, which we identify with the restriction to its 
support YB. Denote the restriction to Zw by Ay. Put 

h = {i G [1,r] | sr...8i+i8i8i+i ...sre W{} 

(see 3.2) and 
Jv = J = {i g [l,r] | t;,.! = v< , V,--!* G W*}. 

9.2.8. Lemma. If J <£ IB then p\Aw = 0. 
Let i £ J — IB and fix 2 G Zv-
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(a) Vi-i < Vi-iSi. For all points (<7o, • • • ,0r)* in the fiber Fg = p x(pz) we have # € B 
(9.2.4). Since % & IB the complex Aw is zero in (g0,..., gr)*, by 4.2.2 (ii). Hence H(p\Aw)z = 
He(F„Av)=0. 
(b) Vi-iSi < v,-_i. For all (g0,.. .,gr)* G we have that either # G B, in which case again 
Ay is zero in z or G G,t. (9.2.4). In the latter case it follows that H'c(Fz,Ay) decomposes 
into a sum of cohomology spaces of suitable varieties, each of which has a tensor factor of 
the form HC(S,£), where S is a torus and £ a non- constant Kummer local system on S. 
We conclude from 2.1.5 that Hc(Fz,Ay) = 0. The lemma follows. 

Next let J C JB. Then v^}xCiVi = st- if i £ J and v^Ji^%Vi = e if t 6 J. We conclude, 
using 3.2.8, that VQ 1ai. . . <jrv0 G W'^ or ax. . . ar G On YtL we then have the perverse 
sheaf A = A%oio (as in 5.1.3). 
9.2.9. L e m m a . Let J C JB. 
(i) Av = ^ [ d i m F ® - dim_ytL] 
(ii) (if ),p,Av = C£e>t[dim Y* - dim Y* - 2d{v)]. 
Here i f is as in 5.1.3. The assertion (ii) follows from (i) and the definiton of C^t (5.1.3), 
taking into account that p is a fibering by affine spaces of dimension d(\) (which implies 
that pip* = id [—2d(v)]. So it suffices to prove (i). 
Put H0 = {i G [1, r] | Gi ± c}. then H0 fl J = 0. If H C H0 denote by Z'H C YtL the locally 
closed subvariety of the points (to,... ,£r)* with G Lai for i £ Ho — H, ii G Le for i G H. 
The £ i ( # C #0) form a partition of YtL. Put ZWtH = P~1(Z'H). 
Put 

It = {»' G [1, r] | a,- ^ c and or . . . <7t-+iow+i... sr G W ^ J , 

then It = h H JET0-

The restriction of A to UHcit^H 18 a shifted local system of rank one, as follows from the 
definition of the complexes like A in 5.1.3 and from 4.2.2. Moreover, the restriction of A 
to the complement of UucitZ'H is zero (see 4.2.2). If K C [l,r] denote by SK the sequence 
obtained from s by replacing by e all st- with i G K (as in 3.2). 
Put 

Jx = {ieJ \ Vi-xSi > Vt_x}. 

Then 
Zv.H = 

HuJiCKcHuJ 
nftBv'1 D P 

with YBk as in 5.1.3. 
The subset Ujyc/t ZV,H of ZW is open and smooth. The restriction of AV to it is a shifted 
local system of rank one and the restriction of Av to the complement is zero. It suffices 
to prove the assertions of (i) for the restrictions of the complexes in question to the dense 
open subset YMJI fl Zv of UtfcJt ^v,jf« 
We shall apply 9.2.4. Put s\ = st- if i & Ji and s[ = e if i G J\. Let Z{ = Gy. fl v^Pvi and 
let (pi : Z{ —• Lat. be as in 9.2.4 (1 < i < r). We have a commutative diagram 

Px Zi x . . . x Zr A Lx La, x ...x L~ 

zw n rB/i 
hd hfh 

gh 
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where <p = irP X <pi x .. . X <pr and tp(p,gi,... ,gr) = (pt>o,0i,... ,0r)*. By 9.2.4 we have 
that 

B C.<™^ H... H tf„e,ff ^+...*«y,(l<»-<r). 
Here we use that Ji U J2 C JB, which implies in particular that vt_ist-... sr£ = a,-... oyvof. 
Also notice that . . . sr£ = s'i+1... s'r£. Hence 

B C . < ™ ^ H . . . H tf„e,ffr) — ^ B £f,..,Ui.. H . . . H £fyr. 
The asserted isomorphism between local systems on Zv fl YgJi follows. 

9.2.10. Lemma. resC£g is a semi-simple complex, isomorphic to 

© C ^ [ d i m F * - dim J ? - 2d(v)], 
Jvc/g 

the sum being taken over sequences v as in 9.2.6. 
The sets Jv and JB where defined above. 
We have a commutative diagram of morphisms 

Z ± YB 

L £- P A G 

where Z = (iB)_1P. The definition of the restriction functor shows that 

resCe>B = resdgJtA^ = P\{Ait% 

By a reduction argument as in [BBD, no.6] it suffices to prove the proposition when k is 
the algebraic closure of a finite field Fq and everything is defined over Fq. We shall apply 
the lemma of 1.3.3 to the variety Z, which is the disjoint union of the Zw of 9.2.6. We put 
Za = UdimZv<a ^v- The complex in question will be A^tS \z . Its restriction to Zv is Av, as 
before. Since complexes like C^tW are pure (see 5.3.1) we conclude that the condition of 
1.3.4 is satisfied (taking into account the appropriate Tate twist in 9.2.9 (ii)). The lemma 
follows. 
9.2.11. We already noticed that 9.2.10 implies part (i) of 9.2.2. It will also imply part (ii), 
as we shall establish now. 
If v is as before we denote by n+(v)(n_(v)) the number of i € [l,r] with v,_is,- G W* and 
Vi-iSi > vt_! (resp. v,_i5t- < v,_i). By n+^(v)(n_t^(v)) we denote the similar number of 
i £ Is (i.e. such that sr . . . s,+istst+i... sr E W$ ) . 
It follows from 9.2.10 that 

(2) XL(resC£) = £ W + - W r ^ t ^ ^ • • • <W,)« 
JvC/g 

Recall the basis elements utt (v G W*) of 9.1.3. With the notations of 3.3 it follows from 
the formulas established there that if v G W*,s € S 

uvC£t8 = cV8^euV3 if vs € W*,s £ Wi, 
= t~xcvitt(uv + uvs) if vs G W*, s e W^, vs > v, 
= tcvte(uv + uV8) if vs e W*, s e W^, vs < v, 
= Cvi,auv if VSV~l = a E I. 
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It follows from these formulas that 

(3) t r / K . . . , , ^ . . . c€(.r) = £ r^^v)+n-.^v)c<ya...(Trl,0e,.1... < w , . 
JVCIB 

Formula (l), which is equivalent to the assertion of 9.2.2 (ii), will follow if we show that 
for all v with Jv C JB the exponents of t in the right-hand sides of (2) and (3) are equal. 
This will follow from a combinatorial result. 
9.2.12. Let s = (¿1,..., £r) be a sequence in S and v = (v0,..., vr) a sequence in W* such 
that for * G [l,r] we have v^v,- G and that vr = v0. 
Put U = sr... £t+i*«*t+i... 5r and let 

h = {ie[hr]\uew^ 
J = {i G [l,r] | v,_i = vt- and vt_is,- G W*}, 
#o = {tG[l,rj I v.-^.vr1! G /}. 

If i G #o we Pu* °% ~ vi-isivr-i- Then v,- = v,_i. If t £ Ho we put Oi = c. The complement 
of-HQ decomposes into four subsets, described as follows. 

J3 : -Vi = Vi-i*i,v\Vi-i3i > Vi-i, 
J2 : v,- = Vi-U Vi-^ < Vi-x, 
J3 : -Vi = Vi-i*i,v\Vi-i3i > Vi-i, 

J3 : -Vi = Vi-i*i,v\Vi-i3i > Vi-i, 
Then J = Ji U J2. We have in the situation of 9.2.11 

n+(v) - n _ ( v ) = | Jx I - I J2 I + I J , I - I J4 I, 

n+i«(v) - n - ( e (v ) =| Ji I - I J21 + I Jsn J. I - I J4n J. I. 

Since vr = v0 we have | Js |=| J4 | . The result we need to establish the equality of (2) and 
(3) is the following one. 
9.2.13. Lemma. If J C IM and sx.. . sr G W\ then | Js n JB |=| J4 fl JB | . 
Notice that in the situation of 9.2.11 the hypotheses of this lemma are fulfilled. 
Let i G 1% be such that v, = By cancelling 5,- and vt- from s resp. v we obtain sequences 
satisfying the same conditions (recall 3.2.8), and | J3 D Jg |, | J4 D Js | are not changed. So 
we may assume that J = 0, H0 n Jg = 0. Then a,- = c if i G Js U J4 and t = [au..., or) is 
a sequence in J U {c} such that a,- = v^-i^vf1 for t G [l,r], whence 

ar...at+1atat+1...ar = Vo^1 if t G H0, 
= c if t £ H0. 

Moreover 0\... oT = v 0 S ! . . . srv^1. We put w = s i . . . sr, so tu G VĴ . 
Since vot.v^1 £ PyWo£ if 1 G #0 we have by 3.2.5 that vowv"1 G WjoV Also, by 3.2.7(i), 
*i...Grew^toTie[i,r]. 
Let a,- be the simple root such that st- = sar If v,-.^,- > vt_i then Vf--i(of) G R+ and 
conversely. Now vt_1(at) = crt-...arv0sr... ¿,(0,). K t G 7B then v0sr • • • *»(<*«) G i2Vo$ and 
since ci...or G Ww*0£ we see that v,-i(a,) and voSr...s,(a,) have the same sign. 
To prove the lemma it suffices to show: 
(*) The sets of i G I% such that v0sr... is positive resp. negative have the same number 
of elements. 
We need an auxiliary result about decompositions in Weyl groups. 
9.2.14. Lemma. Let 0 G R+ and put Kp = {1 G [l,r] | U = sp}. 
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(i) wfi G R+ if and only if KB has an even number of elements. 
(ii) The sequence of roots sr...£t*at-(t G Kp) is of the form 
±/3,...,(3,-0,0-0. 
(i) follows from the results of [B, p.13-14]. To prove (ii) it suffices to consider the case 
that Kp has at most two elements, in which case (ii) follows from (i). (One could also use 
[loc.cit.,p.l57]). 

Fix 0 G R%. To prove (*) it suffices to prove a similar assertion for the % with U = sp. 
Using 9.2.14 (ii) one sees that this assertion is true if Kp has an even number of elements, 
i.e. ifw0>O (9.2.14(i)). 
Now (*) will follow from : 
(**) The set {vo0 \ 0 G R^,w0 G —R+} has as many positive roots as negative ones. 
Put y = VOWVQ1,^ = v0£, so y G fl W*. Then (**) is equivalent to: there are as 
many positive as negative roots a G R^ such that VQ 1a is positive and VQ lya negative. 
Now y permutes the roots of R+. It is clear that in each orbit in R* of the group gen
erated by y there are as many elements a with v^a, — v^lya G R+ as there are with 
—VQ 1a,v0~ 1ya G R+. Hence (**) and (*) follow, and we have proved 9.2.13, and also 9.2.2. 
Remark. 9.2.2 is a conjunction of [CS, 3.9] and [CS, 6.7]. The proof of the latter result 
is not given completely in [loc.cit]. Also, the proof of the auxiliary result [CS, 3.5] (corre
sponding to lemmas 9.2.8 and 9.2.9) is incomplete. 
9.2.15. Example. Assume that G = SLn with n prime to char k and consider C^tVJ with 
w a Coxeter element and W$ = c. So S = {s\y... ,sr} and w = Si... sr. We claim that 
now 

J3 : -Vi = Vi-i*i,v\Vi-i3i > Vi-i, 
In fact, since all S{ are distinct it follows that the right-hand side has the properties required 
in 3.3.4, all polynomials P^XVJ being the constant 1. 
The formulas of 9.2.11 now show that tr/ĉ >tt) = 0 for all proper subsets J of S. It follows 
from 9.2.2 (ii) and 5.4.11 that C$|W is a cuspidal character sheaf. 

9.3 Induction and restriction of character sheaves 
We shall first give the - much easier - counterpart of 9.2.2 for induction. 
9.3.1. Proposition. Let £ G X,w G Wj 0 W'v Then indjc£„ = CftV). 
We have a diagram 

L X B . Lw & G x (P xB Gw) & G x B GW 

gdf 
L A G x Pgdh 

idxiG 
A G xP P ±G. 

7° 

The lower row is the one used to define induction in 7.1.1 and iG is as in 5.1.1. The map 
OLI is given by 

ai(<;,£ * h) = 7Tp(x) * irp(h), 

where g G G,x G P,h G Gw and x * h denotes the image of (x, h) etc. The left-hand square 
is Cartesian. The map 0i is defined by 

Pi(g,x*h) =gx*h, 
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and the second square is also Cartesian. Further, s is the canonical map. The triangle is 
commutative. 
Let AGW be as in 5.1.1. The projection nP : P —• L induces a fibration Gw —• Lw with 
fibers U(P), and it follows from the definitions, using 1.2.6(b) that ^pA^w[dimU(P)] = 
AGW. This implies that 

alAlJ2dimU(P)}=0iAlw. 

Now CftW = T?(AgJ = *MgJ ^ 
0*e.(AlJ = (id X7G),(fcAlJ = 

(id x 7o).aI(AjJ[2dimir(P)] = a*(^(i£j[2dimff(P)] = a*C£w, 
by the definition of Cfw (5.1.1). The definition of induction (7.1.1) shows that Cfw = 
indpC£w, as asserted. 
Remark. 9.3.1. is contained in [CS, 15.7]. Our proof is somewhat different from the one 
of [loc.cit]. 
Let A be a character sheaf on G. The parabolic subgroup P is as before (9.1.1). 
9.3.2. Theorem. 
(i) A is admissible] 
(ii) resp A is isomorphic to a direct sum of character sheaves. 
We may assume that P is a proper subgroup and that character sheaves on reductive 
groups of dimension < dimG are admissible. Admissibility was discussed in no.8. 
Let £ G X,w G be such that A is a constituent of Cfw. We use the notations of 5.1.6. 
Then 

XG(Ct,w) = E ./ ,W[A], 
where the Ai are character sheaves on G and the /,• are Laurent polynomials with non-
negative integral coefficients, such that /,•(*) = /«(*_1) (by 5.1.7(i)). It follows from 9.2.2(i) 
(using the induction assumption made above) that res A, satisfies the condition of 7.2.5, 
hence res Ai G PL-0. 
So 

XL(resAi) = Ei<7ti(*)[Py], 
where Bj G L, the gij being polynomials in t~x with non-negative integral coefficients. 
Hence 

XL(TesCtw) = Xj9j(t)[BJl 

with 
9j(t) = Xifi(t)9ij(t). 

By 5.1.7(i), 9.1.5 and 9.2.2(H) we know that gj(t) = g^t"1). The following elementary 
lemma (whose proof we leave to the reader) now shows that the g^ are constant, which 
will establish (ii). 
Lemma. Let Fi resp. G,(t < i < a) be polynomials resp. Laurent polynomials with non-
negative real coefficients. Put F = E t^C,-. If F(t) = P(t_1), G{(t) = G^t'1)^ < i < a) 
then all Fi are constant. 
We now prove (i). The statement is trivial if A is cuspidal. Otherwise there is a proper 
parabolic subgroup Q with Levi group M such that resqA & DM<0 We have already seen 
that resqA G DM-0, and we now conclude from (ii) that there exists a character sheaf 
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C on M with Horn (resçA^C) ^ 0 (one can also see this without the use of (ii)). By 
Frobenius duality (7.1.3) we have Horn (A, indgiC) ^ 0. By induction we know that C is 
admissible. Using transitivity of induction (7.1.2) we conclude that A is admissible. 
We give a number of corollaries. 
9.3.3. Corollary. If B is a character sheaf on L then indpB is a direct sum of character 
sheaves. 
This follows from 9.3.2(i), 9.3.1 and the results of no.8. 
9.3.4. Corollary. A is cuspidal if and only if it is strongly cuspidal. 
This is immediate from the definitions, using 9.3.2(ii). 

The next corollary is proved by an adaptation of the argument used to prove 9.3.2(i) 
(using 9.3.4). 
9.3.5. Corollary. There exists a parabolic subgroup Q of G with Levi group M and a 
strongly cuspidal character sheaf C on M such that A is a constituent of indgC 
We finally record the following consequence, involving the stratification of G introduced 
in 6.2.8. 
9.3.6. Corollary. The restriction of the cohomology sheaves Hx A to a stratum are locally 
constant with finite monodromy. 
This is a consequence of 8.3.1 and admissibility of A. 
Remarks. 
(a) 9.3.2(H) and 9.3.4 are established in [CS, 6.9], 9.3.3 in [CS, 4.8(b)], 9.3.1 is contained 
in [CS, 7.1.14]. 
(b) For k = C, a different proof of 9.3.2(H) has been given by V. Ginzburg (private com
munication). It uses P-module theory. 
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10 Further properties of induction and restriction, 
duality 

Notations are as in no.9. 

10.1 Mackey's formula 

10.1.1. The next proposition holds in a more general situation, as the proof will show. To 
avoid cumbersome assumptions we formulate it only for the case of character sheaves. 
Let P and Q be parabolic subgroups of G with Levi groups L and M, respectively. Choose 
a set £ of coset representatives for Q\G/P such that L and all conjugates x"1Mx{x 6 E) 
have a common maximal torus. We write *P, . . . for xPx~x and Px... for x~xPx, For any 
a; G E> the group XP D M is a parabolic subgroup of M with Levi group xLn M and 
LnQx is a parabolic subgroup of L with Levi group L D Mx. 
10.1.2. Proposition. For any character sheaf A on L we have 

res<j(ind?A) = ® ind£n mp *(res£ng,.4) 

Consider the diagram 

M 

/ î *Q 

V Q 

L^-GxP^ GxpP G 

where the row is as before, with V = ^_1Q, and <p = 7TQ O 
If i G Z we have a perverse sheaf K\ on G Xp P with 

<*M[2dimtf(P)] =^*JfC1. 

Let if be the restriction of K\ to V. Then 

(1) resg(ind^) = ipxK. 

We have a partition V = JJ Vx into locally closed subvarieties, with 

Vx = {g * h e G xP P \ g e QxP^ghg"1 G Q}. 

Let Kx be the restriction of if to Vz. Put P* = M n XP. We have the following diagram 

L H Qx ^ XL H Q Vx 

l n mz xi, n m s m x p . * ^ m x p : ^m. 
P; 9 

Here ai,/?i,#i are the analogues of for M and P* and p is defined by 

p(g * h) = Agfa) * ̂ (x/i'/i^')"1^"1), 
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if g * h G Vx, g = qxh\ where h,h' G P, g G (?. Then £1 o p is the restriction v?x of <p to Vx. 
The map p is a locally trivial fibration by affine spaces of dimension dimU(Q). 
Let Ax be the complex on XL n Q corresponding to the restriction of A to L D Qx. Then 

"(res^ .A) = (*Q),A. (dim -LntT(Q)). 

By 9.3.2 (ii) this is a perverse sheaf. 
10.1.3. Lemma. al({irQ){AX)[2dimU{P;)} = P{p\Kx. 
To prove this consider the variety X — Q x ( ZP f)Q) and define maps 

/1 : X-> xLnQ , (</,/i)h ' L n Q - part of h, 
f2 1 X—>VX , (g,h) i-> gx* x~xhx, 
f : X-+MxP: , fo,*)*g(*)). 

We have Tig o /x = ai o / and p o /2 = fix o / . Obviously 

(2) /;AX = /2*tf*[- dimG + dimL] 

(both sides are equal to the inverse image of A under the map X —• L sending (g, h) to 
KPIX-igx)). 
Let Y be the fibre product of xLnQ and M x P* over xLn M and Z that of V, and 
M x P* over M xPx*. Then fx and /2 induce ^ : X F and y?2 : X -+ Z. We have a 
commutative diagram 

X 

XL n Q £ Y Z A Vx 

xl n m & m x p : ^ m x p ; 

with fio<pi = fa,!/o<p2 = /2. Then £>i and v?2 are locally trivial fibrations by affine spaces 
of dimensions dx = dim£/(Q) + dim*7( xP)nU(Q),d2 = dim *Pn tf(Q), respectively. We 
have (<Pi)\<p[C = C for any complex Con F, and similarly for <p2. We can write (2) as 

<p[fi*Ax[2dimU(P) - 2dx\ = <p2v*Kx[-2d2\. 

Since o\(<p\)\ = 7*1(̂ 2)1 we obtain 

a^Ax[2dimU(P) - 2dx\ = rxv*Kx[-2d2]. 

Since = OC\(^Q)UT\I/* = P[p\, we find 

<x\{*Q)\Ax[2d\mU{P) - 2dx + 2d2] = p{piKx. 

Now 
dim 17(P) - dx + ri2 = dim (P) - dimtf (Q) + dim XL n U{Q). 

As is well-known ( XP f)Q)U( XP) is a parabolic subgroup with unipotent radical ( XL D 
J7(Q))J7( XP). Likewise, ( XP n <?)J7(Q) is a parabolic subgroup with unipotent radical 
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(MnU( XP))U(Q). Since both parabolic subgroups have Levi group xL(lM, their unipotent 
radicals have the same dimension, i.e. 

dim XL n U(Q) + dim (P) = dimM fl U( XP) + dim*7(Q). 

It follows that 

dimU{P) - dx + d2 = dimM D U( XP) = dimU(P*), 

and the assertion of 10.1.3 follows. 
It follows from 10.1.3. that 

(3) [<P*)\KX = indJf.((irg),A.). 

To prove 10.1.2 we may assume that k is the algebraic closure of the finite field Fq , that 
all varieties in question are defined over F, and that A is pure of weight a, say. Then 
respA is pure of weight a — 2 dimZ7(P). Similarly, if A1 is a character sheaf on L which is 
pure of weight a! then indpA' is pure of weight a1 + 2 dimU(P). These remarks imply that 
(<pz)\Kx is pure of weight a + 2 dim 17(P), which is independent of x. We can now apply 
the lemma of 1.3.3, for the decomposition V = 1 1 ^ . It follows that 

<PiK 
bvnvb 

{v>.)\Km. 

(2) and (3) show that this is the equality of the proposition. 
Example. Take Q = B,M = T. From example (b) in 7.1.1 and 10.1.2 we conclude that 

res*C£ 
yew; 

eye 

(notations of 9.1.1). 
The result of 10.1.2 is established in [CS, 15.2], under a more restrictive assumption. Our 
proof is different from the one of [loc.cit]. 

10.1.4. We now have available properties of parabolic induction and restriction similar 
to the ones known in the theory of finite groups of Lie type. These properties have a 
number of formal consequences, to be discussed presently. 
We denote by CG the subgroup of the Grothendieck group of perverse sheaves on G 
spanned by the character sheaves. A semi-simple perverse sheaf on G which is a direct 
sum of character sheaves is completely determined by its image in CG, we shall identify it 
with this image. Likewise, a semi-simple perverse sheaf on G whose irreducible constituents 
are character sheaves is identified with the element x(^) of ® CG which it deter
mines according to 5.1.6. We denote by (,) or (,)<? the symmetric bilinear form on CG 
(or on modules like Z[t,t_1] ® CG) for which the character sheaves form an orthonormal 
basis. If P is a parabolic subgroup with Levi group L it follows from 9.3.1 and 9.3.2 that 
we have homomorphisms resp : CG —• CL and indp : CL -* CG, induced by restriction 
and induction of perverse sheaves. Moreover, by 7.1.3 we have for A € CG, A' 6 CL 

(4) (A,indpA% = (respA,A')L, 
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and in the situation of 10.1.2 we have for A G CL, A' G CM 

(5) (ind?A, md%A')G = E ( x(res£ng,A), resj£n xpA') *LnM. 

We notice the following consequence of these formulas. 
10.1.5. Lemma. Let P' be a second parabolic subgroup with Levi group L. 
(i) For A G CG we have respA = respiA; 
(ii) For B G CL we have ind$B = indp.B. 
Using induction on dim G one deduces from (5) that 

(respA. — reSp#A, resp A — resp\A) = 0, 

whence (i). Then (ii) follows from (4). 

10.2 Duality 
10.2.1. If I C S we denote by Pj the parabolic subgroup defined by I (as in 9.1.1), with 
Levi group Li. We have for I C J C S restriction and induction maps 

»/ = ind£/n£, : C{L,)^C(Lj) 
rf = res£/nij : C(LJ)^C(LJ). 

The notation is legitimate by 10.1.5. 
Let I C J C K. By 7.1.2. we have 
(6) i j tj - tj . 

HAG C(Lj), A1 G C(L7) then by (4) 

(7) (A,t/A,) = (r/A,A'), 

whence 
(8) r'r? = rf. 
It follows from (5) that for J, J arbitrary subsets in S 

PO rjtf = E»/.njOTf.or;n.J, 

where x runs through the elements of maximal length in the cosets WJWWJ and 7Z : 
C(L/n *J) —* C(L/*nj) is induced by conjugation, 
(notations similar to those of 10.1.4). 
10.2.2. Now define ds = d : CG CG by 

d= E (-l)|7|tfrf. 
ICS 

This is a homomorphism analogous to the duality map of class functions on a finite group 
of Lie type, studied by Curtis, Alvis and Kawanaka (see for example [Ca, 8.2, p.266-278]). 
Our map d has properties to be stated below, analogous to the ones of the duality map. 
These properties are formal consequences of (6), (7), (8), (9) and the following identity: if 
L K C S then 

E 
Jcs 

(-1)'7' card {xGW \ln XJ = K and x is minimal in WIXWJ} = 

hgfhf 
ghgfhg The properties of d are : 
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(a) d% = id, 
(b) dsif = ifdi, d/rf = rf ds, 
If A, A' 6 CG then 
(c) (<L4,A') = (A,<fA'), 
(d) (<M,dA') = (A,A'). 
It follows from (d) that if A G G (i.e. A is a character sheaf) we have ±dA € G. 
10.2.3. Proposition. £e* AGO. 
(i) If A is cuspidal then dA = (-1),5,A; 
(ii) dA = (_ijcodunsupp^' w/iere A' »5 a character sheaf with the same support as A. 
If A is cuspidal it is strongly cuspidal (9.3.4) so rJA = 0 for I ^ 5, whence (i). 
Otherwise, let I be minimal such that rf A ^ 0 and let A' G Lj be a constituent of rfA 
(see 9.3.5). Then A is a constituent of if A' by (7). By property (b) 

dif A1 = if dA' = (-l)lJlff A'. 

It follows that 
dA = (-1)WA1) 

where A\ is a constituent of if A'. It follows from 7.2.2 that all such constituents have the 
same support, which is a variety as in 6.2.4. We have 

codim supp A = dimL — d i m ^ =| I | mod 2, 

the congruence following from the fact that a conjugacy class in L/Z(L)° has even dimen
sion, (ii) is proved. 
We have followed here [CS, 15.3, 15.4]. 
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11 Further analysis of character sheaves 

We keep the notations used before. 

11.1 Properties of Hecke algebras 

Let £ e X and denote by the Hecke algebra of the group (see 3.3.7(H)). We review 
a number of results which will be needed. See also Curtis' contribution [Cu]. 
11.1.1. Lemma. E(t) ®z[t,t-1) ^ semi-simple algebra over E(t). 
As usual, E is our fixed coefficient field. The lemma is well-known for ordinary Hecke 
algebras (see e.g. [B, p.56]). The proof of [loc.cit] carries over. 

Denote by W'^ the set of irreducible characters of W^. We identity with the set of 
isomorphism classes of irreducible i£[W^]-modules, or the set of classes of irreducible rep
resentations of W'f 
If A e E* we define the ^-algebra ^(A) to be the quotient of ^[M"1] ® ̂  h? the ideal 
generated by (t — A). This is the algebra obtained by specializing t to A. In particular, 
#¿(1) = One knows that ^(A) is semi-simple if A2 is a non-negative power of a 
prime number (cf. [loc.cit]). 
11.1.2. Theorem. To any M £ one can associate canonically an 2£[t,*~1]® module 
M(t) , which is free as an E[t,*-1]-module, such that 
(a) the E(t) ® X^-modules E(t) ® M(t) represent the isomorphism classes of absolutely 
irreducible E(t) ® M'^-modules. 
For A e E* denote by M(X) the ^(A)-modules ^(A) M(t). 
(b) M(1) is an irreducible E[W'^module in the class M; 

(c) If q is a non-negative power of a prime number then the modules M(q*) represent the 
isomorphism classes of irreducible )i^(q^)-modules. 
For the case of ordinary Hecke algebras the construction of M(t) was given by Lusztig. 
See [Cu] for more details and references. The proof carries over to the case of 

Denote now by (ew)w6nr£ (and not by (e^tW)) the basis of of 3.3.7(H). If M 6 
we denote by M* the class of representations of dual to those of M. The character 
w (—1)^) of the Weyl group W induces a character of W'^ denoted by e. 
We denote by o (resp. C) the ring of cyclotomic integers in E (resp. its quotient field) and 
by conj the automorphism of C sending each root of unity to its inverse and its extension 
to C(t) fixing t (E is assumed to be sufficiently large, as always.) 
11.1.3. Lemma. Let M G W'v w e W'v 
(i) Tr(ew,M(*)) e o[t\; 
(ii) Tr(c;I1,Af(*) = T>(«.,M(t)); 
(Hi) Tr(cw-i,M(0) = Tr(ew,M*(Q) = Tr(ew,M(t))conJ; 
(iv) Tr(ew,6: <g> M{t)) = e{w)tu<№ Tr{ew,M{t)). 
The bar denotes, as before, the automorphism of 2£[i,*_1] sending t to J"1 (and fixing the 
elements of E). 
To prove (i) one shows that the elements ew can be represented on a suitable basis of M(i) 
by matrices with entries in o[i\. This follows from the construction of M{t). 
To prove (ii) we use the automorphism u H-> u of ^ with ew = e~-i,t = t~l (see 3.3.2). 
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The construction of M(t) gives that there exists an automorphism m *-* m of M(t) such 
that for u G G M(t) we have O n = u.fh. It follows that there is M G with 

T r ( c , J0T(O) = Tr(e;It ,M(*)). 

The bar automorphism of induces the trivial automorphism of the specialized algebra 
= J0[W|]. Using 11.1.2(b) we can conclude that M = M, proving (ii). 

A similar argument proves (iii) and (iv), using respectively the involution e^ H-» ew-i, the 
automorphism conj of C(t) and the automorphism sending t to t~x and ew to e(u;)£2^(w)e~ii. 

The results of 11.1.3 are also due to Lusztig. They are used in [LI, Ch.5]. There one 
also finds further references. 
We next recall the orthogonality relations for 
11.1.4. L e m m a . For M,M' G we have 

£ r * e « Tr (cw,M(t)) Tr (ew-i,M'(t) = 

{ > i o if M ' / M , 
\ {dim M)FM if M' — M. 

Here FM G Q(*2) is such that if 
P = E *2*<(w) 

we Aave PF^1 G Q[*2]. 
We sketch a proof of (1). There exists a linear function I on ^ such that 

*(e.ef-i) = *2'<W£*,y 

Let (/,) be a basis of M'^ and (//) the dual basis relative to £, i.e. such that i{fifj) = dty. 
If p and p' are two absolutely irreducible matrix representations of E(t) <g> one shows 
that, putting 

A = Ep(/,)p(/n, 
« we have for all u G 

p(u)A = Ap(u). 

Application of Schur's lemma leads to orthogonality relations for matrix elements, as in 
the case of finite groups. Then (1) follows. 
In the case of ordinary Hecke algebras, the polynomial PFj^1 is a generic degree polynomial 
from the theory of finite groups of Lie type. See [Cu]. 

11.2 The function c 

In 5.1.6 we have defined a linear map r of the algebra K to Z[t,t_1] ® CG. Since M'ç is a 
subring of K, we obtain a map of J/̂ , also denoted by r. 
11.2.1. Proposition. There is a unique function CQ = c : G(Ç) x Wç —> E(t) such that for 
ue№ 

T(U) = 

Aeô(t) 
c(A,M) Tr (u,M(i))A 
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If necessary we write c = c$. 
A linear function on the semi-simple algebra E(t) <g> with the property of 5.1.7 (ii) is 
a linear combination of trace functions defined by the irreducible representations of that 
algebra. The proposition now follows from 11.1.2. 
Recall that, C^iW being the semi-simple complex of 5.1.1, we have (cw = c^tV) as in 3.3.4) 

T{Cw) = pH{(Ctw). 
i 

The following properties of c are rather direct consequences of the definition. 
11.2.2. Corollary. Let A G G{£),MG W\. 
(i) Pc{A,M) G C[t,rl]9 in particular c(A,M) G C{t); 
(ii) c-t{DA,M) = c€(A,M); 
(iii) c(A,M*) = c(A,M)C01 ,̂ where conj denotes the extension to C(t) fixing t. 
From the orthogonality relations of 11.1.4 we see that 

E (FM dimM)c(A,M)A = E t'u^r{ew) Ti{ew-i,M{t)). 
A tu€W'^ 

Now (i) follows from 11.1.3(i). 
(ii) follows from 5.1.10 observing that W'_^ = W'^ and (iii) follows from 11.1.3(iii). 
The function c, introduced in [CS, no.12], is a crucial object for the study of character 
sheaves. 
We next introduce a notion to be needed below. 
11.2.3. Definition. G is clean if for any Levi subgroup L of G we have that the cuspidal 
character sheaves on L are clean in the sense of 6.3.4. 
We come now to the first main result of this section. 
11.2.4. Theorem. Assume that G is clean. Then the values of c are constants. 
By 11.2.2, the values of c are cyclotomic numbers. We shall review the proof of the theorem 
given in [CS, nos.13, 14]. By an argument of the kind discussed in [BBD, no.6] one sees 
that it suffices to prove the theorem in the case that k is an algebraic closure of a finite 
field Fq. 

11.3 Working over finite fields 
We assume that G is defined over Fq. We assume that the maximal torus T and the Borel 
group B D T are also defined over Fq and that T is split over Fq. 
11.3.1. Fix £ G X, then F£ = £. Replacing Fq by a suitable finite extension we may assume 
that forall A e G(£) we have F*A A A. 
If A G G(£) there exists by 9.3.5 and 7.2.2 a Levi group L together with a subset 2 of L 
as in 6.2.4 such that, putting 

'J5T*(CW) 
AQVw, 

we have supp A = Y. 
For each class in G(£) we choose a representative A and an isomorphism <PA : F*A A 
such that (A, (pA) is pure of weight zero. 
Let be as in 5.1.1 (with a suitable set of representatives (it;)). We have 

'J5T*(CW)= 0 AQVw, 
AeG(£) 
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where Va,%,W = Hom(A, pHI(C^)) is a finite dimensional vector space, zero for all but 
finitely many *. Then the isomorphism 

F : F* pH{(C^) PH\C^) 

corresponds to an isomorphism (B<Pa ® Vu,t\uM where Vu,t,u> is an invertible linear map of 
Â,t,t£> • 

11.3.2. Lemma. The eigenvalues of i/>A,i,w ore algebraic integers all whose complex conju
gates have absolute value qi{^G+i(w)+i)\' 
C^ is pure of weight dimG + l(w) (5.3.1). The assertion now follows from [BBD, 5.3.4]. 
From 5.1.10 we see that 

'JJ*(CLW)= 0 DA®VDAAl*. 
A€d(€) 

We take <Pda to be the contragradient *p\ of v?a- Then (DA, <Pda) is pure of weight zero. 
Moreover 

Vzm,,> = VX_t>(- dimG - i{w))9 
the star denoting vector space dual, the Tate twist having the obvious meaning. 
11.3.3. Theorem. Assume G to be clean. Let A 6 (5(f), w € and i £ Z be such that 
A is a constituent of pHX(C{IV)). 
(1) The parity of i + l(w) is an invariant of A] 
(ii) There exists an algebraic number £a oil whose complex conjugates have absolute value 
one, such that the eigenvalues of 0A,t> (resp. il>DA,i,w) equal to £Aq2(dmG 
(resp. f-i^dimG+^M+O^ 
Denote by Xa,<pa (resp. Xda,<pda) the corresponding characteristic functions (1.3.4). We 
have the following orthogonality relation, see [CS, 10.7]. A variant is discussed in [Sh]. 
11.3.4. Lemma. Assume G to be clean. Then for A, A1 £ G(£) 

I QF T1 ^FXAt<pA(g)XDA't<pDA,(g) = I ̂ -dimĴ f̂  = Ai 

As in 5.3.1 we denote by 7 ^ the characteristic function of C^. 
11.3.5. Lemma. Let x, w £ W^. The sum 

(2) \GFr Ef1w(»h-wW 

equals the trace of the linear map of the specialized Hecke algebra )(^(q^) induced by the 
map 

u»{-t)lW+lWcx-iucw 
of H'v 
(We have written cw = c^tW . . . ) . 

See [CS, 13.7]. Using 5.3.3 the proof is reduced to a similar statement for the sum 

l ^ l " 1 E Tr {gO^Vj Tt {gB^-i), 

notations being as in 5.3.2. This statement is proved in a straightforward manner. We 
refer to [loc.cit] for the details. 
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11.3.6. Lemma. There exists a Laurent polynomial F G Z[T,T *] independent of the base 
field Fq such that (2) equals F(q). 
This follows by using the form of the multiplication rules in taking into account the 
corollary of 3.2.6 and 5.2.5. 

11.3.7. We can now prove 11.3.3. Using 11.3.4 one finds that (2) equals 

(3) <Tdim(7 E E(-ir'+J'Tr(Vu,(-ir'+J'Tr(Vu,̂ ^ 

Let {aihiA) resp. {P,tlA) be the set of eigenvalues of Vu,t> resp. V'PA.J.X- Applying (3) for 
the ground field Fqn we conclude from 11.3.6 that for all integers n > 1 

E E (-ly+'ioikAPilAQ-*"*)" = W ) . 

AeG{^J^ 
F being as in 11.3.6. Now use the following elementary fact: if [ZU...,ZN) is a set of 
distinct elements of E* and (ai , . . . , a^) a set of elements of E such that a^H- . . .+a#2]J- = 
0 for infinitely many positive integers n then all at- are zero. 
We conclude from 11.3.2 that 

<Xih,APji,A = 0 if i+j + t(w)+l{x) is odd 

= gi(W+4«)+*+i+*<Km<*) jf jt ig non _ zerQ> 

Now fix A G G(£) and choose such that VDAJ%% ^ 0. 

Let /3 be an eigenvalue of i)DAjtZ. It follows that if VATIT^ ^ 0 for some t,w we have 

i + £(tu) = y + (mod 2), 

proving 11.3.3(i). In that case we also have that for all h 
= ^-lgJ(*+i+^)+^)+2dim(7)J 

from which 11.3.3 (ii) follows. 
11.3.8. Corollary. Assume G to be clean. If M,M' G W[ then 

jhgjj 
c^M^^M') = 

0 if M* 4 M' 
1 if M* = M'. 

By 11.3.3(ii) we can rewrite (3) as 

(4) 
Aeô{z 

(_l)«+iç5(*'+i+^)+^(x)) dim VATITFB. dim VDA)J)X. 

From the definition of the function c we see, using 11.3.3(i) that there is a sign eA = ±1 
such that 

(5) ?(-!)'«** dim KM.* = eA{-l)^Ee[A,M)(qi) Tr(c«,,M(^)), 

where cw denotes the image of cw in #¿(93). Notice that c(AiM)(q^) makes sense because 
of 11.2.2(i). On the other hand, using 11.3.5 and 11.1.2 we see that (5) also equals 

Tr (cw,M(q*)) Tr ( 
djgfj 

Tr (cw,M(q*)) Tr (cx,M*(q*)). 
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Since the functions (w,x) i-> Tr (cXiM(qi) Tr {cw,M'[q*)) on W'^ x JVJ (M,M' running 
through WJ) are linearly independent (as a consequence of 11.1.2) we can conclude that 

fsdf 
c{A,M){qì)c{AM){q>) = *Af-,M'-

(One uses that EA = £DA> which follows from the proof of 11.3.3.) 
Working over the base field Fqn one obtains a similar result, with q* instead of q*. This 
implies the asserted identity of rational functions. 

We next state some results complementing those of 5.3. We use the notations of that 
section. 
Let End̂ p- (Vp) be the commuting algebra of the representation of GF in V^. We choose 
an algebra homomorphism h : EndGF(Vy)) —• E. Such a homomorphism exists, as there 
are irreducible representations of GF occurring in with multiplitity one. 0n and the 
decomposition w = w*W\ are as in 5.3.2. 

11.3.9. Lemma. There exists a choice of representatives {w)weW^ lying in GF such that 

the linear map q : )({{q*) —• EndGF(Vv,) defined by 

*(*«) = (7-"№)-/(w*)-^(wi))/i(^)"1^^1(^ e w't) 

is an isomorphism of algebras. Moreover, q~^w^h(6^) is a root of unity. 
Here ew denotes the image of ew in M't{q*). 
This is purely a result about finite groups of Lie type. For more details see [CS, no. 13] or 
[HK]. 
By the previous lemma becomes a module over the algebra #J(tf *) ® E[GF\. It can be 
decomposed as 

Vv = e M{q*) <g> V„,M, 
Mew' 

where VVTM is an irreducible E[GF]- module. 
11.3.10. Lemma. To any A E G(£) one can associate a root of unity vA such that for 
aeGF 

Tr(flr,V„,M) = 
sdfsdf 

q->*™GUvAc(A,M)(q-AXA„Ag). 

Here £A is as in 11.3.3 (ii). Using 11.3.9 we find 

Tr (^ ,V^) = 
Mew' 

(-ir'+J'Tr(Vu,^(-ir'+J'Tr(Vu,^ Tr(ew,M(̂ ))Tr((7 

whence by 5.3.3 

hgf f]\dimG+t(w) 
Mew' 

GUvAc(A,M)(q-AXA„Ag). 
fgfdgg 

T r ^ M ^ ) ) Ti(g, 

On the other hand, an application of 11.3.3 gives 

GUvAc(A, 
AeG{£) 

GUvAc(A,M)(q-AXA„Ag).GUvAc(A,M)(q-AXA„Ag). 
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By (5) there is a sign eA — ±1 such that this can be written as 

GUvAc(A, 
(7) 

GUvAc(A, 
dfgh 
dhdfc 

^а^Шт(?Хл^Ы^.м(^) Tr(cw,M(^)). 

Since the functions tu »-» Tr (cw,M(q*)) are linearly independent, the assertion follows 
from (6) and (7), taking into account the last point of 11.3.9. 

We need some results of a general nature. In 11.3.11 and 11.3.12 the assumption that 
к is an algebraic closure of a finite field is not needed. 
11.3.11. Lemma. Let К = /(£, С) be an irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on G such 
that DK is strongly cuspidal and clean. Put d = dim 2 » Let K' be a perverse sheaf on 
G obtained by induction of a strongly cuspidal clean irreducible perverse sheaf on a Levi 
group such that supp К1 ф Then the local system H%K* |E has no direct summands 
isomorphic to £(i € Z). 
We first establish that He(G, DK <g>K1) = 0. If K' is cuspidal this follows directly from the 
assumptions. Otherwise there is a proper parabolic subgroup P with Levi group L, and a 
perverse sheaf К on GxPP such that K' = 6*К (notations of 7.1.1). Let Г С (GxPP) x G 
be the graph of 6. Then 

He{G,DK <g> К1) = ЯС(Г,DK И K). 

The projection G XpP —• G/P induces a morphism Г —• G/P and it suffices to prove that 
for any of its fibers F we have 

(8) He{F,DKMK) = 0 . 

Now F is isomorphic to P = Lx U(P) and under an appropriate isomorphism DK|JP 
corresponds to 

{DK) \P ®{C®E), 

where С is a complex on L and E is the constant sheaf on U{P). Since DK is strongly 
cuspidal we have for all £ £ L 

H-e{tn{P),DK)=0, 
and (8) follows. 
To prove 11.3.11 it suffices to show that H%{£*®K' |^) has no direct summand isomorphic 
to E{£* denoting the dual; notice that H*{K' \ j*) is a local system by 8.3.1). Assume this 
is not the case and take * maximal such that H%{£* ® K' |^) has such a direct summand. 
There is a spectral sequence 

E\« = Я?(Е,Я«(Г ® K1 |E)) =• ЯС(Е, Г ® K1 |E). 

We have E\dfi ф 0 and E$'q = 0 for p > 2d and for q > i (by 6.3.5). It follows that 
E2d,i = Eu,i9 whence #c2d+t'(£, £* <g> К \Y) = H?+i{G, DK (8) К') ф 0, contradicting the 
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statement at the beginning of the proof. 
1 1 . 3 . 1 2 . Lemma. Assume G to be clean. Let A, A1 be character sheaves. Let Y = (̂l.e) 
be as in 6 .2 .2 such that supp A = Y and put d = dimy. If A1 is not isomorphic to A then 
no restriction iy*(A') \y has an irreducible constituent isomorphic to H~d(A) |y. 
A is an irreducible constituent of a complex K = ind(E,£), where E is a subset of a 
Levi group L of G as in 6.2 .2 and £ is an irreducible local system on E (so Y = Y(l,E))* 
Let 5 be the semi-simple part of an element of Ereg- Put H = ZG(s)°. Likewise, A' is a 
constituent of a complex K' of the same kind. We may assume that supp K1 D supp K 
and that these sets are distinct (otherwise the assertion is obvious). 
We now apply 8 . 2 . 3 . This shows that there exists an open neighbourhood U of s in H 
such that 

s*(K \u) ~ 0At- \8-iu [dimG - dimfT] 
s*(K' \u) ~ [dimG - dim#] 

where s* denotes the inverse image for x »-+ sx, the Ai are cuspidal perverse sheaves on 
H and A'j is induced from a cuspidal perverse sheaf on a Levi subgroup of H. The Ai are 
irreducible, strongly cuspidal and clean (see 8 . 1 . 3 , 8 .1 .6 ) , and the same holds for the DAi. 
The Ai are obtained as follows: choose representatives gi for the double cosets HgL of 
elements g € G with g~xsg G E« (the set of semi-simple parts of the elements of E)» with 
gi = 1. Let C be the set of unipotent elements u in H with su G E> this is a conjugacy 
class in H ( 8 . 1 . 4 ) . Let E«- = (giCg^Zffi)0 and let d the inverse image of t for the map 
E . E with x H+ g^sxgi. Then Ai = 7(E», 
Put U' — {y G Ereg I J/« € «^(L)0}. Then U1 is an irreducible subset of H which contains 
5. It suffices to show that Hp(Ai) \8-i(unu') an(i Hq (Ay) ^ n have no common 
irreducible constituents [i,j\p,q arbitrary). 
Now 5-1(C^ fl U') is open and dense in Ei« So it suffices to prove the previous assertion, 
with s'^U fl U') replaced by Ei- But Hp(Ai) | ^ = 0 unless giCgr1 = C. So we can 
assume that 
supp Ai = Ei-
We now show that supp A,- ̂  suppAJ- for all t , j . In fact, assume that supp Ay = E i == 
Z(H)°C. There is a Levi group V of G such that A1 is induced from a cuspidal perverse 
sheaf on the Levi group M = L'nH of H.We then have Z{M)° C Z(H)°, whence M = H 
and L' D jET. Since I , is the smallest Levi group containing H (see 6 .2 .2 ) we have L C V. 
It also follows that the unipotent class D contained in E ' coincides with C. 
Since Y(LJ>2) = SUPP A is contained in Y(L,j* #j = supp A1 we have by 6 .2 .7 that V is 
conjugate to a subgroup of L. It follows that L — V and supp A = supp A', contradicting 
the assumption that supp K ^ supp K1. We now know that supp A,- ^ supp AJ- for all 

Application of 1 1 . 3 . 1 1 then proves 11 .3 .12 . 
We can now continue the proof of 11 .2 .4 . Again assume that we are working over a finite 
field Fq and that G is clean. 
1 1 . 3 . 1 3 . Lemma. Let £ G X and A G G(Q. There exist natural numbers a ^ 0 and b such 
that for infinitely many natural numbers N 

«^e(A,M)(ffi*)ff*J" 

is an algebraic integer for all A G G(£),M G W^. 
Here £A is as in 1 1 . 3 . 3 . 
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By 11.3.10 there exists for A G G(£) and any integer n > 1 a root of unity i/Ain such that 
for all g G Gpn 

(9) £ q^NDIMGCA^A,nc{A,M){qhn)xAAA{g) is an algebraic integer. 
Aed{i) 

We shall deduce 11.3.13 by using this for suitable g. 
Fix A € There is a variety Y = Y{L$) as in 6.2.2 such that supp A = Y. Choose 
a finite Galois covering 7r : Y —• Y, with group T, such that for any A1 G G(£) the 
restrictions iP(A') \y are local systems whose pull-back to Y is trivial (this is possible by 
8.3.1). We may assume that Y, Y and all elements of T are defined over Fq. The local 
system IT*(A') |y is associated to a class of representations of T denoted by [if* (A')]. 
Let 7 G T. There exist infinitely many natural numbers N such that FNz = 72 for some 
z G Y. In fact, i~lFN is a Frobenius map for some structure on Y, which must have 
fixed points for large N. Put nz — y^a. If • G Z and A' G (5(f) there exists ctA',N,i € 2?*, 
independent of 7 , such that 

Tr(V%,Hi{A')n,„) = aAW TV(7)[F»(A')]), 

where (p'A is as in 11.3.1. If A' = A then o^jy _dimr is a root of unity times q~2NdlmY (as 
a consequence of 2.3.2) and 

Tr (eZA,H-*(DA)yNn) = aA]Ni_iq-Ni Tr{r\[H-\A)\), 

where d = dim Y (see 11.3.1). 
By 11.3.12, [H*(A')] contains no irreducible representation of V isomorphic to [fT"dimir(A)], 
if A' T£ A. Using the orthogonality relations for the group characters of T we conclude that 

I r l_1 IUXA'^VN^XDAV" (VNn) = J 0q-NdimY |f A' = A * 

Using (9) with n = N as before and g = yj\r,7(7 G T) the assertion of 11.3.13 readily follows. 
11.3.14. End of the proof of 11.2.4. Fix A G 6(£), M G WJ. We first show that c(A, M) 
is a Laurent polynomial. Let a and b be as in 11.3.13 and write 

*>c(A,M) (*) = / + </, 

where / is a polynomial and g a rational function which is zero at infinity. From 11.3.13 
we see that for infinitely many natural numbers N 

GUvAc(A,hfgj 
is an algebraic number with bounded denominator. As £4 is an algebraic number all whose 
complex conjugates have absolute value one, the norm of £A (relative to Q) equals one. 
Moreover, all complex conjugates of ag(q*N) are small if N is large. It follows that the 
norm of a,N is less than one if N is large. Since an has bounded denominator it must be 
zero, whence g = 0. 
We can now write for all A G G(£),M G W\ 

c(A, M) = 7(A, M)tm + lower powers of t, 
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From 11.3.8 and 11.2.2(iii) we conclude that if m > 0 we have 

E 1(A,M)1(A,MYo* = 0, 

which can only be if all i(A,M) are zero. Hence m < 0 and a similar argument gives 
m > 0. It follows that all c(A,M) are constant, finishing the proof of 11.2.4. 
We have followed here rather faithfully the proof of 11.2.4 contained in [CS, nos.13, 14]. 
11.3.15. We discuss some consequences of the proof of 11.2.4, assuming G to be clean. 
Now k is arbitrary. 
By the definition of c we have for w £ (notations of 11.1) 

r(cw) = Y^c(A,M) Tr {eWiM{t))A. 

We specialize t to 1 and indicate this in the left-hand side by a suffix 1. Using the orthog
onality relations for the group characters of W'^ we see that 

(10) E ct{A,M)A = | ^ | " 1 J2 Tr(«;"1,M)r(e^w)1. 
Ae6(0 wew^ 

Introduce the symmetric bilinear form (,) of 10.1.4 on the Grothendieck group CG and 
extend it to E <g> CG. Write i^(M) = R{M) for the left-hand side of (10). Then R^M £ 
E <g> CG and 

ci{A,M) = {A,Ri(M)). 

11.3.16. Corollary. 
(i) For any A £ G(£) there exists M £ W\ such that (AyR^(M)) ^ 0; 

M' ± M* 
M' = Af*. 

(i) is clear and (ii) follows from 11.3.8. 
11.3.17. Corollary. Let A £ G. If £ £ X,w £ W1^ i £ Z are such that A is a constituent 
of pH%(C^tVJ) then the parity of i + i(w) depends only on A. 
If (n, x,j) is another triple with the same property the assertion is true if n = £ by 11.3.3(i). 
If we have n £ W£ (5.2.2) and rj =fi £ it suffices to deal with the case that n = s£, with 
s £ 5. One can then apply 5.1.8 and 5.1.9. 
11.3.18. Definition. G satisfies the parity condition if for all A £ G we have that if A is 
a constituent of pHx(C^tW) then 

i = l{w) + codim suppA (mod 2). 

ai) ( ä € ( m ) , ä , ( m ' ) = { ; ;[ ^ = 

11,4 Induction, restriction, duality 

11.4.1. We assume G to be clean. Fix £ £ X. We extend the function c : G(£) x Wç —> to 
a bilinear map (A,M) i-+ c(A,M) where A £ E ® CG and M is a virtual representation 
of Wç, such that c(A,M) = 0 if A £ G(£). If necessary we write c(A,M) = cG(A,M) = 
cG(A,M)z. 
Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with Levi group L containing our maximal torus T. 
We now denote by Wx the Weyl group of (L,T). Let L = L7 and put W* = Wf, as in 9.1. 
We put W'tl = Wx^W^. Denote by res : E®CG -> E®CL resp. ind: E®CL —• E&CG 
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the linear maps defined by restriction resp. induction. (Notice that here one needs 9.3.1 
and 9.3.2). We also denote by res and ind the usual maps of virtual characters for W'^ and 

11.4.2. Proposition. 
(i) l / A G G ^ M i e ^ ! then 

CQ(A, ind Mi) = cz,(res A,Mi); 

(ii) If At G L{i),M€ W' then 

CQ(ind AUM) = CL(AI, resM). 

By 9.3.1 we have for w G W[ x 

Miew' l 
Miew' l 

c^AuM^Ti^M^t)) indAi = 

Miew' l 
Miew' l 

cG(A,M)Ti(eWiM(t))A 

whence, with obvious notations, 

A,Ai,Mi 
cL(Au Mi) (indAi, A)Tr(iu, Mi) A 

fghf 
cG(A,M)Tr(^,M)A 

and 

A, 
;cL(Ai,Mi)(indAi,A) 

M 
rcc(A,M)(res M,Mi). 

By Frobenius duality we have (indAi, A) = (Ai,resA), (res M,Mi) = (M,indMi) and the 
formula of (i) follows. 
To prove (ii) we observe that 9.2.2 (ii) gives for 

AG(?(0 
Mew' 

cG(A,M) Tr(ew,M{t)) resA 

a formula involving the function trj on the algebra K of loc.cit. We specialize t to 1. From 
the definition of trj given in 9.1 one finds (the suffix 1 denoting specialization) 

tri(ecw)i = 

xew* 
xv)x~leWi 

(̂ x̂ ,xtox-1)l» 

Using the formula of 9.2.2(H) we obtain for Ax G L(f), w G 

Aeô{t) 
Mewl 

cG{A,M) Tr(w;,M)(resA,Ai) = 
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xew 
zwx 1ÇWi 

fgfdh 
CLÌAUMXUTTÌXWX-^MX) I 

From 5.2.2 we see that CL{AI,MI)X£ = 0 unless x£ G Wi£. Suppose this is so and choose 
y G Wi with x£ = y£. We have a decomposition Wi = WfaW&i as in 3.2. Writing y = y*yi 
accordingly, we have x£ = y*£. Now observe that if M\ € W^i we have CL(AI , Mi)z$ = 
CL(AI,M2)£, where M2 G W[X corresponds to M \ via the isomorphism A W^tl defined 
by conjugation with y*. It follows that the sum in brackets equals 

x^xwx-iy.Mx) 
cL{AuM1) Tx^xwx-iy.Mx). 

Hence the right-hand side of the equality equals 

x^xwx-iy.Mx) 
cL(Ai,Mi)(M,indMx) Tr(w,M), 

whence for M G Wl 

AeôU) 
CQ (A, M) (resA, Ai) 

cvn 
C L ( A I , M I ) ( M , indMi). 

The formula of (ii) follows by using Frobenius duality. 

We shall need a result which is somewhat more general than 11.4.2 (ii). We skip the 
proof. 
11.4.3. Corollary. 
(i) If Ax G L(n),M G W'c and n = v£ G W£ then 

cG(indAi,M)£ = cL(Ai, iesw\nW, VM) 

where VM G corresponds to M G W'^ via the isomorphism —• induced by 
conjugation by v\ 
(ii) If Ax G L(n),M eW[andn^Wi then cG(indAi, M)e = 0. 
In 10.2 we have defined the duality map d of character sheaves. It extends to a linear map 
d of E <g> CG to itself. 
As before, we denote by e : W'^ —• {±1} the restriction of the sign character of W (so 
e{w) = (-1)*">). 
11.4.4. Theorem. If A € G($),M 6 W'( then c(dA,M) = c(A,e® M). 
With the notations of 10.2 we have 

cG{dA,M)t = E (-lJI'leofijifil.Jtf)«. 

Now 
CG(t?r?A,M)£ 

fgjf 
x^xwx-iy.Mx) 

Using 11.4.3 this can be rewritten as 

ve\Vj\W/W' Ai€i/(«e: 
( r fA,Ai)cL/ (Ai , res^ (VM)) = 
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= XvcLl{rfA,iesw]*nW,yM)). 

Using 11.4.2 (i) this is seen to be equal to 

^ c c U ^ n d ^ J x ^ ^ ^ r e s ^ i ^ ^ ^ M ) ) . 

Putting 
dM = E /csC- lr '^eW/yy / iv^ W' u-1WiumWlM) 

we conclude that 
c{dA,M) = c{A,dM). 

Hence it suffices to show that dM = e®M. Now it is an easy consequence of the definitions 
that 

dM = dl <g> M 

(1 denoting the trivial character), so we are reduced to proving dl = e. 
Let w G W^. The definition of dl shows that 

(dl)(u>) = E/C5(-1)I7I | Wj I"1 H9€Wt\w/wi card{z G WjvW^ \ w G z^Wjz} = 

= EJC5(-1)171 I Wj I"1 card{* G W | w G z^Wjz} = 

= E / c 5 ( - i ) i ' i (ind5fi)H = ffH. 
For the last equality see for example [Ca, p.188]. This proves that dl = e and the theorem 
follows. 
11.4.5. Corollary. If A e G(£) then ±dA G G{£). 
This is a consequence of 10.2.3. 

Most of the results of 11.4 are contained in [CS, no. 15], in a somewhat different formulation. 

11.5 Cells in W[ 
We shall need some facts about cells in groups W^. For Weyl groups most of them have 
been established by Lusztig. (See [Cu] for a review). The extension to presents no 
problem. 
11.5.1. Consider the Hecke algebra ^ of W'^ (see 11.1) and let cz(x G W^) be the Kazhdan-
Lusztig basis (so cx = cX£ as in 3.3.4). If x,y G W'^ write 

cxcv = Hzew^hxyzCz-

The hxyz are Laurent polynomials with non-negative integral coefficients (4.2.6). 
We write x <L y (resp. x <R y) if hgyX ^ 0 (resp. hyzx ^ 0) for some z eW^. Then <L 
and <R are preorder relations on W'^. The corresponding equivalence relations are denoted 
by ~L and ~R . The preorder relation generated by <L and <R is denoted by <LR and 
the corresponding equivalence relation by ~LR . 
x and y are in the same left (resp. right, resp. two-sided) cell if x ~L y (resp. x ~R y, 
resp. x ~LR y). 
Notice that x <L y if and only if x~x <R y~l. Also, if x = x*xi,y = x*yi (as in 3.2.6) 
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then x <L y if and only if Xi <L J/I (by 3.3.4). This reduces questions about cells in to 
similar questions in W^. 
If z G W't define 

a(z) = maxdeg/iXyZ. 

Let Px,y{t2) denote the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for #J (see 3.3.4) and put for x = 
x*Xi ew't 

2%) = degPC)X(*2). 
The S(x) = 6(xi). We collect a number of properties. (Compare with [Cu, Ch.II].) 
11.5.2. Theorem. 
(i) Let x G W^. Then a(x) < t>e{x) — 26(x). If x G W$ and equality holds, then x is an 
involution, called Duflo involution; 
(ii) Any left cell ofW^ contains a unique Duflo involution; 
(iii) If y G WJ and x <Ly (resp. x <R y) then a(y) < a(x)\ 
(iv) If y G WJ then x ~L y if and only if x <L y and a{x) = a{y). Similarly for ~R and 
~LR . 
We denote by D the set of Duflo involutions of We and we put V = (W* fl WJ) D. This 
is the set of elements for which we have equality in the inequality of (ii). 
Let 7xy* be the coefficient of taM in hxyz(x,y,z G WJ). Define an J5-algebra J with basis 
{Ox)x€W'i by the multiplication rules 

Bx6y = ^zeW^lxyz^z-

11.5.3. Theorem. 
(i) J is an associative algebra, isomorphic to i£[WJ]; 
(ii) E(t) <g> #J is isomorphic to E(t) <8> J , an isomorphism (p being given by 

gdfhdh 
d€D,a{d)=a{z) 

hg 

hxdzOz-

(See for example [Cu, Ch.III].) 

11.6 Cells in W£ 
The material of this section is discussed in [LI, Ch. 5] for the case of Weyl groups. 
11.6.1. If x G WJ the elements ctf(= 1 ® cy) of E(t) <g> #J with y <LR x span a two-sided 
ideal V% of E(t) <g> #J. Similarly, xeW^ defines a two-sided ideal Ix of E(t) <g> H^. If x = x*xx 
(as usual) then J'x = £[WJ fl W*} <g> Ix (recall that E[W\\ = £[WJ fl W*] <g> E[W€]). 
A two-sided ideal in the semi-simple algebra E(t) <g> #J is a direct sum of simple ideals, 
each of which is defined by an absolutely irreducible representation of E(t) <g> #J, hence by 
an element M eW'^ (11.1.2). Let IM be the two-sided ideal in E(t) <g> #J defined by M. 
We use similar notations, without a prime, for E(t) <g> 
If M G WJ and x G WJ we write M <LR X if Im C VX. We write M ~LR X if M x and 
M LRy for all y G WJ with y <Li2 a:. 
If M,M' G we write M ~LR M1 if there exists x G WJ with M ~LR x,M' ~LR x. It 
follows from the definitions that for any M G W* there exists x with M ~LR X. We then 
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write a(M) = a(x). This is independent of the choice of x (by 11.5.2(iii)). 
11.6.2. Lemma. Let x = x*xx £ (where xx £ and x* £ W*). If M £ W[ then 
M <LR x (resp. M <LR x, resp. M ~LR X) if and only if there is Mi £ W$ with 
(res M,Mi) =̂  0 such that Mi <LR XI (resp. Mi <LR xx, resp. Mi ~LR ^i)-
Here res and (,) have the obvious meanings. The proof uses the fact that I'X is the ideal 
induced by Jx and Frobenius duality. 
11.6.2 shows that our definition of the relations M <LR*,> • • is equivalent to the one given 
in [CS, 16.2]. 

To M £ W't we associate a class of representations of the algebra J of 11.5, also denoted 
by M, such that 
(11) Tr(cx,M(*))= £ hxdzTr{9z,M) 

deP,a{d)=a{z) 
zew'( 

(compare with 11.5.3(ii)). We put Tr (0Z,M) = 6(z,M). 
11.6.3. Proposition. Let x £ W^M,M' £ W\. 
(i) 0(x,M) ^ 0 implies M ~LR x; 
(ii) Tr (cx,M(t)) = 6(x,M)taM+ lower powers, Tr (ex,M(t)) = 0(x,M)t<M)+tM+ lower 
powers ; 
(iii) The rational function FM of 11.1.4 has a development at infinity 

Fu<f) = «f fMtia{M) + lower powers, 

where JM IS strictly positive; 
(iv) 

ZxeWl6(x,M)6(x-\M') = 
0 if М'фМ 

a<: fM dim M if M' = M ' 

where a€=| W* nW[ | . 
Moreover 0{x-\M) = 0{x,M*) = 0(x,M)conj. 

For (i) and (ii) see [Cu, no. 10]. (iii) and (iv) then follow from the orthogonality relations 
of 11.1.4. 
We record an auxiliary result. 
11.6.4. Lemma. Let xeW'^M e W'v 
(i) If M ~LR x then M ~LR x"1, in particular x ~LR X'1; 
(ii) Let WQ be the longest element of If M ~LR X then e ® M ~LR W0X. 
As before, e is induced by the sign character of W. The assertion of (i) follows from 
11.6.3(iv). For (ii) see [BV, p.358-359]. 

11.7 The cell associated to a character sheaf 

Using (11), the definition of the function c (11.2.1) shows that 

(12) Erf' pJy*(CeiW) = £ hvd*l(x, A)A, 
deP, a{d)=a{x) 
x€W'vAeG(t) 
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where 
nr(s,A) = T,M€W,c(A,M)6{x,M) 

Then A) is a cyclotomic number. 
11.7.1. Lemma. If x,y G WJ and x ^LR y then 

XAeGu)l(*,AHy,Ay°»> = 0. 

This follows from 11.3.8 and 11.6.3 (iv). 
The second main result of this section is the following. 
11.7.2. Theorem. Assume that G is clean and satisfies the parity condition 11.3.18. 
(i) If xe WJ, A G G(£) then 7(x, A) is a non-negative integer; 
(ii) Let A G G(£) and M,M' G Wj be such that c(A,M) # 0,c(A,M') ^ 0. Then M ~LR 
M'. 
The proof of the theorem uses an elementary result, to be described now. 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over E, with a distinguished basis (*{)•<«<» a. 
hermitian form <, > relative to an automorphism of order 2 of E such that < e,-, Cj >= £,y. 
Denote by P the set of non-negative integral linear combinations of the c,-. 
Assume given a finite set J with a preorder relation < . Denote by ~ the corresponding 
equivalence relation. 
Assume given two families (v«)«-£/, {vj)jei of elements of V such that 
(a) < v,-, Vj >= 0 whenever i j , 
(b) when i runs through a fixed equivalence class the vf- and vy span the same subspace of 
V; 
(c) for any i G I there exists a linear combination vt- + Ej^dijVj which lies in P{<Uj € E) ; 
(d) for any » G I there exists a linear combination v,- + a\jVj which lies in P(d%j G E). 
11.7.3. Lemma. In this situation v4 and vt- lie in P, for all i G / . 
A very similar result is proved in [LI, p.197-199]. The proof (which is elementary and 
self-contained) carries over to the present situation. 

To prove part (i) of 11.7.2. we shall apply the lemma to the following situation: V is 
the subspace of E ® CG spanned by the AG G(£). They define the distinguished basis. 
Furthermore, o is an automorphism of E extending the automorphism conj of the field of 
cyclotomic numbers. J is the set with preorder relation the opposite of <LR . For the 
Vi we take the elements 

A 
7(x,A)A. 

It follows from (12) that (c) holds. By 11.7.1 we have (a). From x G W\, A G G{£) we put 

tlx, A) = f-l)^ox)+a(Wox] 
gfdgfdg 

c(A,M)0(wox,e®M). 

We take for the vt- the elements 2A ^(^J^)-^-
Denote by d the duality map of 10.2. Using 10.2.3 (ii) the parity condition implies that 
(with obvious notations) 

c(A,M)0(wox,e®M). 
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has the form fA(t)A^ where is a Laurent polynomial with positive integral coeffi-
Aed(z) 

cients. Using 11.4.3 and 11.6.4 (ii) we deduce (d). That (b) holds follows from 11.3.8. So 
we can apply 11.7.3 to conclude that assertion (i) of 11.7.2 holds. 
To prove (ii) we observe that by 11.6.3 

£ 1(x,A)0(x-\M) = ac(A,M), 

with a > 0. So if c(A,M) / 0 there is x G W[ with x_1 ~LR M and i{x,A) ^ 0. Similarly, 
if c(A, M') ^ 0 there is y G with y"1 ~Li2 M' and £(y, A) ^ 0. Using 11.7.1 we see that 
x ~LR y, whence x~l ~LH y"1 (ll.6.4(i)) and M ~LR M'. This proves (ii). 
11.7.4. Corollary. There is a surjective map T of G(£) onto the set of two-sided cells of 
W't: such that c(A,M) ^Oif and only if M G T(A)(A G G(£),M € w{). 
This follows from (ii). We shall view T(A) also as a cell in W'^. 
11.7.5. Corollary. Let T be as above. If A G G(£) there is x G T(A) such that A is a 
constituent of *H<z\CitX). 
We saw in the proof of 11.7.2 that there is x G T(A) with ^(x, A) ^ 0. Using the fact that 
hXdx has degree a(x), where d G V lies in the left cell of x, we see that the right-hand side 
of (12) with w = x contains a term taMi(x, A)Ay whence 11.7.5. 
The above results are established in [CS, no.16]. 
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12 Résumé of the classification of character sheaves 

So fax, we have reviewed the contents of parts 1-16 of [CS]. The subsequent parts of 
[CS] have a rather different flavour. The results of these parts are proved by a case 
by case analysis. They rely on detailed explicit information about, for example, cells of 
representations of Weyl groups. 
We shall not go into details here, and we content ourselves with stating the main results. 

12.1 General results 

G will have the usual meaning. For simplicity we assume that the characteristic p of k is 
good for G, i.e.. that p does not divide a highest root coefficient of any of the irreducible 
pieces of the root system of G (in [CS] the assumption is slightly less restrictive). 
12.1.1. Theorem. G is clean and satisfies the parity condition 
See 11.2.3 and 11.3.18 for the notions involved in the statement of the theorem. The the
orem implies that the main results of no.ll (11.2.4 and 11.7.2) hold unconditionally. It is 
not hard to see that it suffices to establish the theorem in the case that G is semi-simple 
and simply connected (see [CS, 17.10, 17.11, 17.16.4]). 
12.1.2. Theorem. Any irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on G is a character sheaf. 
To deal with this theorem the explicit classification of irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaves 
given in [L2] is used. 
12.1.3. Corollary. Any irreducible admissible perverse sheaf is a character sheaf. 
12.1.4. Example. G = SLn and p^n. The classification results of [L2] show that in this 
case the only irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaves on G are the ones of 5.4.11 [loc.cit, 
p.247]. We see that 12.1.2 is true in the present case. The assertions of 12.1.1 follow from 
the properties of 5.4.11. In fact, cleanness has been established there. Using 11.3.3(i) (and 
induction on n) the parity condition readily follows. 
If G = SLn and p I n there are no cuspidal perverse sheaves on G by [loc.cit]. 
It follws that 12.1.1 and 12.1.2 hold whenever the simple constituents of G are all of type A. 

We mention another general result, proved in [CS, 24.11], using properties of general
ized Green functions (these are discussed in [Sh. no.iv]). 
12.1.5. Theorem. A character sheaf is even. 
Recall that this means that H*A = 0 if i dim supp A(mod 2). 

12.2 Classification results 

Lusztig's main classification result gives a description of the function c of no.ll. We begin 
with an auxiliary construction. 
12.2.1. Let $ be a finite group. Denote by S the set 

S = {(x,y) e $ x $ I xy = yx}, 

$ acts on it by x(y,z) = (xyx~1,xzx~1)(xìyìz e $). Let C$ be the vector space of $-
invariant functions on 5, with values in the field C of cyclotomic numbers. 
If x € $ and if x is an irreducible character of the centralizer Z$(x) we define e(8|X) € C$ 
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by 
c(*,x)(2/>2) = 

0 if y is not conjugate to x, 
hkjgjhl if y = z. 

Then M$ = (c(x,x) 1 S a basis of C$. 
We define a hermitian form {,} on C$ by 

{,g}=\Ar x,ye.s 
f(x,y)g(y,xyoni. 

(It is easy to see that this induces the pairing on M$ described in [CS, 17.8].) 
12.2.2. Let i € X and let WJ be as usual. In [CS, no.17] Lusztig associates to any two-
sided cell £ in WJ a finite group 
In the case that WJ is an irreducible Weyl group this is done in [LI, Ch.4] in a case by case 
manner. The finite groups occurring there are elementary abelian 2-groups, or symmetric 
groups S3,S4,SB. 
Moreover, an imbedding £ •№($£>) is defined, from which one obtains an imbedding 

<r: Wj such that for A € 

The main classification result now is as follows (JCS, 17.8.3]). 
12.2.3. Theorem. There is a bijection p : G(£) -> U v s u c h t h a t for A € 
G(f),M6WJ 

c(A,M) = (-l) 
dim *"PP*{p(A)i(7(M)} 

There is a more refined version, given in [CS, 23.1(c)J. 
The theorem shows that the character sheaves in G(£) are described by combinatorial 
data, determined by the two-sided cells in WJ. 
With the statement of this theorem we conclude these notes. 
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